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MULLARD MINIATURE
MULLARD

Mullard
Frame-Grid
Valves

MINIATURE

ELECTROLYTICS

Milliard

IELECTROLYTICS

Frame-Grid

for performance and reliability

for performance and reliability

electrolytic capacitors
capacitors are
are being
being used
used
MULLARD miniature electrolytic
modern transistor
transistor radio
radio receivers.
receivers. They
They
increasingly in modern
are made in five
five sizes
sizes of
of insulated
insulated can:
can: the
the smallest
smallest isis roughly
roughly
FOR VISION
FOR
VISION AND
AND
lOmm
about
is
largest
the
long;
lOmm
and
diameter
in
3·5mm
3-5mm
and
10mm
long;
the
largest
is
about
10mm
SOUND I.F. STAGES
SOUND
STAGES
in diameter and 30mm long.
long.
rpHE
and
EF184
EF184
and
EF183
Mullard
THE
■L are frame-grid
frame-grid pentodes
pentodes used
used
their ready
ready
Eight different combinations
combinations components explain their
widely for vision and
and sound
sound i.f.
i.f.
engineers for
for
and working
working voltvolt- adoption by service engineers
ampliflcationin
present-day tele- of capacitance and
amplificationinpresent-dayteleequipment
vision receivers. The
The EF183
EF183 is
is aa age are available in
in each can
can size,
size, replacements in older equipment
variable-mu valve designed
designed parpar- the product of capacitance
manufacturers
capacitance and
and and for use by set manufacturers
ticularly to give improved
improved gain
gain voltage being roughly
receivers.
roughly constant
constant in up-to-date receivers.
automatic gain
gain
in stages where automatic
each can. The voltage
voltage ratings
ratings
control is required
required and
and where
where for
2-5, 4·0,
4-0, 6·4,
6-4, 10,
10, 18,
16,
m.R.v hA
he cross-modulation
cross-modulation available are 2·5,
there mav
25, 40 and 64V, and the
the capacitcapacit/
ances range from
from 0·32fl.F
0'32|j.F in
in the
the
· smallest can size to
to 640fl.F
640|j.F in
in the
the
largest. The tolerances
tolerances on
on these
these
capacitance values are
are generally
generally
much closer than those
those of
of other
other
makes of comparable component.
component.
Valves

WHAT'S
WHAT'S NEW
NEW IN
IN
THE
NEW
SETS
EW SETS
THEThese .N
articles describe the

I
/

These articles describe the
latest
Mullard developments
developments
latest Mullard
for entertainment
entertainment equipm·ent
equipment
for

is aa dedeA low a.c. impedance is
sirable
sirable characteristic
characteristic of
ofaa capacicapaci- ·--.....:;:;._...:;;___________
tor and indicates
indicates the
the quality
quality of
of
the component. Its value
value is
is rere- PL36 OUTPUT PENTODE
lated to the power factor
factor of
of the
the
ii
capacitor, which for
for the
the Mullard
Mullard
extremely low.
low.
electrolytics is extremely
FOR LINE TIMEBASES
ty
The length oflife
of life andreliabili
and reliability
of
the
Mullard
components
are
of the Mullard components are The Mullard PL36
PIi36 is
is designed
designed specifispecifi- ■v v
exceptionally good, and
and comprecompre- cally for use as
as aa line
line output
output valve
valve
tests indicate
indicate and is being employed
hensive statistical tests
employed in
in very
very large
large
modern television
television rerethat a long and trouble-free
trouble-free serser- quantities in modern
has higher
higher peak
peak
vice life can be
be expected.
expected. The
The ceivers. The valve has
or di
distortion piooiema. it is exceptional properties
anode current
current and
and dissipation
dissipation ratings
ratings
or
properties of
of these
these anode
than valves previously
especially suitable
suitable for
for use
use in
in
previously recommended
recommended
common sound and vision ampliapplication. The
The peak
peak anode
anode
ampli- L-----------------1 for this application.
accompanied by
by voltage rating is also
also higher.
higher. These
These
is aa straight
straight ductance are accompanied
fiers. The EF184 is
capacitances, so
so that
that ratings enable the valve
valve to
to be
be used
used in
in
pentode designed to
to give
give imim- low valve capacitances,
be taken
taken of
of stabilised circuits under
under conditions
conditions
proved gain in i.f. stages
stages where
where full advantage can be
The gain
gain of
of i.f.
i.f. in which the anode
anode potential
potential at
at the
the
the high slopes. The
control is
is required.
required.
little or no control
receivers using
using the
the end of scan is above
above the
the knee
knee of
of the
the
Because of the frame-grid
frame-grid concon- stages in receivers
EP184 is
is thus
thus also
also anode characteristic. The
The high
high ratratstruction, both valves
valves have
have exex- EF183 and EF184
that of
of stages
stages in
in ings of the PL36 facilitate
facilitate use
use of
of the
the
ceptionally high values
values ofmutual
of mutual about double that
frame-grid valves.
valves. valve
generally under conditions well
valvegenerallyunderconditionswell
conductance. It is
is 12·5mA/V
12-5mA/V for
for sets not using frame-grid
using these
these removed from its
Its limits,
limits, and
and this
this
the EF183 and 15mA/V
15mA/V for
for the
the Present-day sets using
considerably to
to the
the rereframe-grid valves
valves are
are contributes considerably
EF184, each of which
which is
is roughly
roughly Mullard frame-grid
characterised by
by high
high liability of the time
timebase
circuits and
and
base circuits
twice as high as that
that of
of the
the types
types therefore characterised
sensitivity
good signalsignal- prolongs the useful
useful service
service life
life of
of
ti vi ty and good
the new valves have
have superseded.
superseded. sensi
the valve.
These high values ofmutual
of mutual concon- handling capacity.
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Buying the
the New
New Set
Set
Buying
ONCE more the Radio Show is upon us,
us, and
and once
once
eremiahs and
more, as we write these lines, the JJeremiahs
and the
the
Mark Tapleys are doing their best to depress
depress and
and
elate us at the prospect. On these occasions we
we are
are
reminded of those films in which different
different facets
facets of
of
a single event are presented through
through the
the eyes
eyes of
of
various participants and of the difficulty,
difficulty, indeed
indeed the
the
futility, of attempting an objective assessment
assessment of
of
what it is all in aid of. The accounts department
departmentss
of exhibiting firms can no
no doubt
doubt produce
produce exact
exact
between
discrepancy
the
show
'to
figures to
between orders
orders
n, but
taken at the Show and the cost of participatio
participation,
but
future
of
proportion
they can only guess at what
what proportion of future
stimulus of
of this
this
business will be attributable to the stimulus
public exhibition.
The National Radio and Television Exhibition
Exhibition at
at
Earls Court is, this year, of special
special significance
significance.. It
It
comes at the end of a period of
of uncertainty
uncertainty for
for
ers and of hesitancy on the
manufacturers
the part
part of
of
manufactur
potential customers for new receivers.
As a nation we have in
in the
the past
past shown
shown aa much
much
higher addiction to the viewing of
of television
television than
than
Continenta l neighbours
our Continental
neighbours.. Those
Those of
of us
us who
who are
are
ever likely to own a television set
set already
already have
have one.
one.
We begin to think seriously of
of buying
buying aa new
new receiver
receiver
ed, has
only if the one we possess looks
looks old-fashion
old-fashioned,
has
too small a picture or
or is
is beginning
beginning to
to run
run up
up too
too
large a monthly bill for
for repairs.
repairs. No
No doubt
doubt many
many of
of
us have been holding off
off for
for longer
longer than
than we
we could
could
have wished because the
the future
future technical
technical position
position
was not clear.
The section of the Pilkington Report
Report dealing
dealing with
with
such matters was unequivoca
unequivocall and
and the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
General's ruling prompt; we are all set
set to
to expand
expand
our television services into Bands
Bands IV
IV and
and V
V on
on aa
625-line standard. So anyoneanyone buying aa new
new teletelevision receiver would be wise to see that
that itit isis capcapeither now or later by conversion,
able, either
conversion, of
of reception
reception
on the new channels. The London buyer
buyer can
can decide
decide
rd
for aa dual-standa
dual-standard
· whether to pay the extra now for
v.h.f.ju.h.f. set capable of
405/625, v.h.f./u.h.f.
of receiving,
receiving, from
from
the start, the test signals soon
soon to
to be
be radiated
radiated on
on
channels 34 and 44 from Crystal Palace, or
or to
to wait
wait
nt of aa regular
until the establishme
establishment
regular service
service on
on u.h.f.
u.h.f.
A similar choice is open to provincial
provincial viewers,
viewers, but
but
ine
they will have to wait longer before
before aa u.h.f./625-l
u.h.f./625-line
picture is available to them. Many will
will prefer
prefer to
to

buy a convertible 405 linesjv.h.f.
lines/v.h.f. receiver and
and add
add
the auxiliary component
componentss to be supplied later
later by
by
manufactur er. No doubt the canny northerners
northerners-,
the manufacturer.
will be content to watch the southerners having
having fun
fun
with u.h.f. and to benefit by their early experience~
experience.
are concerned
concerned
As far as the sets themselves are
Bristol
everything is already "" shipshape and Bristol
Anticipatingg the trend of events,
events, the
the ininfashion." Anticipatin
dustry were exhibiting prototypes at last
last year's
year's
Show, and it is safe to assume that teething
teething troubles,
troubles,
d. All this
disappeared.
this work
work has
has
if any, have now disappeare
been done with signal generators on the bench.
bench. A
A
more difficult
manufacd:ifilcult task confronts the aerial manufaccope
turers and installation technicians who must cope
with the vagaries of u.h.f. propagation
propagation.. They
They have
have
not been idle, and visitors to the
the Show will
will have
have
some opportunity of learning more of how they
they propropose to deal with this problem. Incidentally
Incidentally,, we
we hope
hope
that all dealers will find time to get down
down to
to serious
serious
ers before
business with the aerial manufactur
manufacturers
before they
they
settle down in the armchairs of the
the set
set makers'
makers'
demonstration
demonstrat ion rooms and offices.
broadcastin g is more than
Sound broadcasting
than adequately
adequately
ers who
catered for by the manufactur
manufacturers
who will
will be
be showshowportables to
to
ing a wide range of types from pocket portables
radiogramo phones and also
high-qualityy radiogramophones
also export
export
high-qualit
The exhibition
exhibition
models of interest to overseas visitors. The
organizers in addition to providing cable
cable distribution
distribution
of v.h.f. sound and 405,
405, 625,
625, v.h.f.,
v.h.f., u.h.f.
u.hi. and
and colour
colour
programme s have established
television programmes
estabhshed medium
medium and
and
long-wave a.m. fields inside the hall by inductive
inductive
coupling to the closed loop aerials of
of transistor
transistor
portables.
Although most of our readers' interests
interests will
will be
be
concerned with the technical aspects, with which
which we
we
shall deal more fully next month, the
the Show
Show would
would
lose its character if the programme side
side were
were negneg-'
lected. We do not begrudge the space
space allocated
allocated by
by
the organizers for viewers who
who may
may wish
wish to
to sit
sit for
for
half an hour to see their favourite
favourite programme
programme,, or
or
for the teenagers who wish to see
see their
their idols
idols in
in the
the
flesh. At this turn of the tide in
in the
the affairs
affairs of
of the
the
the trickle
trickle can
can
industry it is well to remember that the
be turned into a flood only if
if the
the attention
attention of
of the
the
public can be arrested and held by
by aa sustained
sustained
programme s· of the highest quality,
choice of programmes
quality, reflectreflecting every interest and taste.
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Electronic Editing of Videotape
Electronic

Editing

of

Videotape

"SPLIC
ING" THE RECOR
"SPLICING"
RECORDED
INFORMATION
BUT NOT
NOT THE
THE TAPE
TAPE
DED INFOR
MATION BUT

By NORM
NORMAN
F. BOUN
BOUNSALL*
AN -F.
SALL *

T

J. HE many advanta
advantages
of magnet
magnetic
tape as
as aa rere- of the electric
ges of
ic tape
electrical
waveforms
presentt in
in aa compos
composite
al wavefo
rms presen
ite
cording medium had been
been well
well establis
established
in the
the. television
hed in
television signal. It became obviou
obvious
that
splicing
s
that
splicing
audio field when in 1956
1956 the
the first
first demon
demonstration
of
stration of would have to be accomp
accomplished
with aa high
high degree
degree
lished with
1elevis
ion picture
television
picturess recorde
recordedd on
on magnet
magnetic
tape was
was of precision
ic tape
order to
to preserv
preservee all
all the
the elemen
elements
precisi on in order
ts
given. The princip
principal
use
of
tape
for
video
recordal
of tape for video record- of the composite
signal in
in their
their correct
correct time
time/space
compo site signal
f space
ing in the early days
days was
was for
for time
time delay
delay purpos
purposes.
es. relationship
relation ship on the tape.
tape. Anothe
Another,
and probab
probably
r, and
ly
That is, it provided
convenient
means of
of recordi
recording
provid ed aa conven
ient means
ng
dramatic,
difference
was the
the fact
fact that
that when
when
dramat ic, differen
ce was
a television
for use
use later;
later; and
and in
in this
this more
televisi on programme
progra mme for
the recorded
was stoppe
stopped
for
cutting
and
splicrecorde d tape was
d for cutting and splicway the scheduling
of artists
artists and
and progra
programme
trans- ing operati ons,
schedu ling of
mme transoperatorr could no longer
longer see
see
(( operations, the operato
mission times was
was greatly facilita
facilitated.
The propro- ing
ted. The
a3 ·" picture
icture " and,
and therefo re, was faced with the
gramm es themselves,
grammes
however,
were still
still produc
produced
themse lves, howeve
P
"
5
therefore,
was
faced
with
the
r, were
ed ·proble
m of decidin
problem
decidingg exactly
exactly where
where to
to make
make ,t-he
the
as " live " shows, using
using multip
multiple
camera techniq
techniques
le camera
ues
splice.
sphce.
and continuous
and itit was
was not
not until
until the
the
continu ous action, and
To answer the require
requirement
for precisi
precision
in splicsplicment for
on in
medium had been in use for
for some
some time
time that
that propro- ing, umts
units ·were
were
developed
that
provided
for
accurate
develop
ed
that
provide
d
for
accurat
e
ducers attempted
edit the
the recorde
recorded
tapes and
and ·alignm
attemp ted to edit
d tapes
ent of a section of
alignment
of tape
tape under
under the
the cutting
cutting
thereby alter the normal time
time relation
relationships
existing
ships existing shear. Usually the
the splicer
splicer was
was fitted
fitted with
with aa medium
medium-betwee
betweenn various scenes in the origina
originall recordi
recordings.
ngs.
power microscope
power
order to
to facilita
facilitate
alignment,
micros cope in order
te
alignm
ent,
It was at this point that
that televisi
television
tape appear
appeared
on tape
ed
but at best the splicing
splicing operati
operation
was time
time conconon was
at a disadvantage
compared
with motion
motion picture
picture suming and .require
disadva ntage compa
red with
requiredd conside
considerable
skill on
on the
the part
part
rable skill
film~
film; In the production
of motion
motion picture
picture £lms
films the
the of the operator.
produc tion of
The second
second problem
problem of
of finding
finding''
operato r. The
individ ual scenes are photog
individual
photographed
with
a
single
raphed with a single the correct editing
editing point
point on
on the
the tape
tape had,
had, until
until
camera in any random t~me
time relation
relationship
and subsesubse- . recently,
ship and
recentl y, never been satisfac
satisfactorily
answered.
Efforts
torily
answer
ed.
Efforts
quently rearranged
rearran ged and assemb
assembled
into aa comple
complete
led into
te toward a solutio
solutionn had,
had, in
in the
the main,
main, been
been directe
directed
d
program me. The appara
programme.
apparatus
used for
for the
the editing
editing towards
tus used
toward s methods
method s of markin
marking
the tape
tape while
while itit was
was
g the
operati on had been develo
operation
developed
by
the
motion
picture
ped by the motion picture playing and then transfe
transferring
single
frame
informarring single frame inform aindustr y to an advanc
industry
advanced
of sophist
sophistication
ed degree of
ication tion into storage devices
devices for
for study.
study. In
In Germa
Germany
ny
and it appear
appeared
that the
the televisi
television
industry
would rotating
ed that
on industr
y would
rotatin g magne
magnetic
discs
were
tried
as
a
means
of
tic
discs
were
tried
as
a
means
of
need to develop parallel
equipment
for tape
tape editing
editing.. storing single frames
paralle l equipm
ent for
frames of
of aa televisi
television
picture,, while
while
on picture
Howev er, fundam
However,
fundamental
differences
exist
between
ental differen
ces exist betwee n in the United States
States cathod
cathode-ray
tubes having
having long
long
e-ray tubes
recorde d photographically
images recorded
and magnet
magnetically,
photog raphica lly and
ically, persistence
persiste nce phosphors
used.
None
of
these
phosph ors were used.
None
of
these
and these preven
prevented
the straigh
straightforward
developted the
tforwar d develo
p- devices proved to be
be very
very practic
practical
and they
they were
were
al and
ment of similar editing equipm
equipment.
The images
images never manufa
ent. The
manufactured
in any
any quantit
quantity.
Thus, the
the
ctured in
y. Thus,
recorde d on magnetic
recorded
tape are
are not
not "pictu
"pictures"
in
magnet ic tape
res" in questio
questionn of editing magnet
magnetic
television
tapes rereic televisi
on tapes
a conventional
conven tional sense, but
but are
are aa magnet
magnetic
analogue
ic analogu e mained a difficult
and expens
expensive
one having
having little
little
difficult and
ive one
appeal to editors
editors,, produc
producers
or technic
technical
staff.
ers or
al staff.
Ampex Corporat
* Ampex
Corporation,
California.
ion, Californi
a.
In 1961 the first demon
demonstration
was given
given of
of an
an
stration wa·s

Fig. I. Separation
of
Separation of
video erasing and
and rerecording heads
heads in
in the
the
Ampex Electronic
Electro nic
Editor.
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guard band.
in guard
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VIDEO ERASE HEAD

VIDEOHEAD
RECORD
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SPLICE LINE

I-----.,_15
TV FRAMES-15 TV

i

FRAMES~

FRAME INTERVALS

FRAME INTERVALS

Fig. 3. Method of computing delays.
were
splices were
which splices
in which
entirely new form of editing in
tton
by ·push-bu
program mes by
television programmes
made in television
push-button
Electron ic
called Electronic
was called
techniqu e was
methods.
methods . The new technique
availtype availthis type
of this
equipme nt of
1%2 saw equipment
Editing and 1962
Ampex
72 Ampex
the 72
of the
Some of
producti on form. Some
able in production
are
Kingdom are
United Kingdom
recorder s in the United
Videotape
Videotap e recorders
techniqu e.
new technique.
the new
accomm odate the
being modified to accommodate
been
has been
philosop hy has
complete ly new design philosophy
A completely
is
attempt is
no attempt
which no
adopted in the new system in which
frames.
individu al frames.
store individual
made to stop the tape or
or store
running
is running
tape is
the tape
Rather, splices are made while the
involve
not involve
do not
splices do
at normal speed. These splices
are
but are
tape, but
the tape,
physically
physicall y cutting and joining the
while
recordin g . circuits while
activatin g recording
accomplished
ished by activating
accompl
onto
scene onto
new scene
record aa new
to record
the tape is running so as to
the
Scenes in
program me. Scenes
an existing scene or programme.
in the
other
to other
transferr ed to
be transferred
program me may be
original programme
splices
are splices
made are
thus made
tapes or .erased.
erased. The splices thus
recordin g
the recording
not in
but not
informat ion, but
in the recorded information,
in the
.
.
..
media.
easily
is easily
equipme nt is
electroni c editing equipment
The new · electronic
where
recorder where
television recorder
Videotap e television
installed in any Videotape
stopped
and stopped
started and
be started
to be
it allows the recorder to
of
loss of
any loss
recordin gs, at will, without any
between recordings,
possible
becomes possible
It becomes
ism in the final tape. It
synchronism
synchron
edited
complete ly edited
generatio n, completely
to assemble a first generation,
techshooting techpicture shooting
master ·tape
tape by using motion picture
recorder .
one recorder.
and one
niques with only one camera and
effects
other effects
and other
Scenery changes, costume changes and
emusually
action
us
continuo
the
with
feasible
not
continuous action usually emachieveasily achievrecordin g, become easily
television recording,
ployed in television
to
used to
be used
also be
may also
able on tape. The recorder may
existing
an existing
of an
insert new scenes into the middle of
reoriginally reprogramme
program me at some time after · it was originally
announc eor announcecommerc ials or
this . mode, commercials
corded. In this.mode,
scene
or aa scene
program me, or
ments may be inserted into aa programme,
replaced
be replaced
producti on " fluff" may be
containingg a production
containin
by a new scene.
to
recorder to
Videotap e recorder
convertin g a standard Videotape
In converting
areas
basic areas
three basic
operate under the new system, three
modified.
are modified.
an
when an
that, when
importan t that,
obviously important
First, it is obviously
on
recorded on
electronicc ·splice
splice is made, the pictures recorded
electroni
phase,
or phase,
relations hip, or
the tape are in correct time relationship,
the
onto the
spliced onto
be spliced
with the pictures that are to be
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wanted
last wanted
the last
of the
tape. In other words, the end of
same
the same
exactly the
at exactly
frame on the tape must occur at
picthe picof the
frame of
first frame
the first
beginnin g of the
time as the beginning
phasing
video phasing
This video
tures to
to. be added to the tape. This
an
with an
the recm:der
equippin g the
accompl ished by . equipping
is accomplished
recorder with
control
servo control
Intersync
Intersyn c unit. This unit is a precision servo
synchron izing
guarante es that synchronizing
mechanism
mechani sm that guarantees
close
very close
in very
is in
recovere d from tape is
information
ion recovered
informat
informat ion
synchron izing information
relations hip with synchronizing
time relationship
In
source. In
reaching the recorder from an external source.
example ,
for example,
in, for
splicing in,
of splicing
possibili ty of
this way, any possibility
avoided.
is avoided.
frame, is
extraneo us quarter of a frame,
an extraneous
with
concerne d with
is concerned
modifica tion is
The second area of modification
servodrum servotransients
transient s in the drive capstan and head drum
splice
electronic splice
mechanisms.
mechani sms. In order to make an electronic
tape,
the tape,
on the
scene on
last scene
the last
necessar y to play the
it is necessary
to
control to
record control
the record
and, at the end of it, operate the
changes
machine changes
the machine
recording . When the
start the new recording.
the
record, the
to record,
playback to
operatin g mode, from playback
its operating
operatin g
servo-mechanisms
chanism s normally also change operating
servo-me
capthe capplayback the
example , during playback
s. For example,
conditions.
condition
whereas
oscillator, whereas
stan is driven by a Wein bridge oscillator,
two
from two
derived from
during record the drive signal is derived
from
signal from
250-c Is signal
binary counters which divide the 250-c/s
by
assembly by
drum assembly
head drum
photoele ctric . cell on the
a photoelectric
the head
frequenc y
have aa frequency
four. Whilst both of these signals have
relationphase relationparticula r phase
cjs, they have no particular
of 62.5 c/s,

.[JM~HftlfbUf

SPtiCE
EMSED TAPE

PULSE
SYNC PULSE
VERTICAL
VERTICAL SYNC
TAPE TRAVEL

tiN~-Jf'f., v: !{ '~ ~RAVEL

SPLICE LINE

~~~~:f~,

> ORIGINAL
RECORDING

I

ERASURE
OF ERASURE
START
START OF
recording.
of recording.
erasure of
Fig. 4. Portion of video tape showing erasure
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Fig. 6

TAPE TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TAPE

----+

NEW RECORDING
OVER ERASED
TAPE <

MEW RECORDING
OVER ERASED
Tt.PE

ORIGINAL
RECORDING

ORIGINAL
RECORDING

Fig. 5. Electronic "" butt"
butt" splice
splice of original
original and
and new
new video
video
recording.
from one
one to
to the
the other
other
ship to each other. To switch from
when entering the record
record mode would
would introduce
introduce
transients into the capstan drive signal which
which would
would
momentarily jerk the tape and cause mis-tracking
at the splice. Similarly, phase transients may
may occur
occur
in the signal used to drive the recording
recording head
head drum.
drum.
Therefore, when the recorder is used for
for electronic
electronic
editing, the servo-mechan
servo-mechanisms
controlled so
so that
that
isms are controlled
the same sources of drive signals are
are used
used when
when
entering the record mode as were used during
during playplayis used
used to
to drive
drive the
the head
head
back. A 250-c/s
250-c Is oscillator is
drum and this oscillator is frequency locked
locked at
at all
all
The capstan
capstan is
is also
also
times to system vertical sync. The
driven by an oscillator which, during
during playback,
playback, isis
servo ·controlled
controlled and, during record, becomesbecomes free
free
running. Due to its time constants, however,
runmng.
however, no
no
short term phase shifts can.
can occur.
occur.
The third area requiring change for
for .editing
editing purpurposes relates to the timing of
of the
the video
video erase
erase and
and _
video record currents. The erasing
erasing and
and recording
recording
heads are separated by a distance of
of approximately
approximately
9in (Fig. 1). If
ff the erasing and recording
recording currents
currents
were turned on together and subsequently turned
turned
recording would
would exist
exist for
for
off together, a double recording
some 9in of tape at the beginning of
of the
the new
new scene,
scene,
scene · there
there would
would be
be an
an
and at the end of the scene
406

electronic splice.
splice.
Waveform of electronic

absence of recording on the tape for
for the
the same
same disdistance. To circumvent this, the
the "Editor"
"Editor" controls
controls
and turn-off
turn-off of
of both
both
the timing of the turn-on and
signals so that they are effective at
at the
the same
same point
point
is further
further controlled
controlled so
so
on the tape. This timing is
that the point on the tape may
may be
be represented
represented by
by aa
line drawn through the centre of the
the guard
guard band
band
following the transverse video track
track containing
containing
vertical synchronizing information. This
This line
line (Fig.
(Fig. 2)
2)
the location
location of
of elecelecmay be considered as marking the
tronic splice. Electronically
Electronically,, therefore, the
the splice
splice
back porch.
porch. The
The
will occur during the vertical back
" Editor " must therefore decide when
when the
the splice
splice line
line
pas·ses the erase and record heads,
passes
heads, and
and turn
turn on
on the
the
existing recording currents at
at these
these times.
times. In
In order
order
occurs while
while the
the splice
splice
to compute the delay which occurs
line moves up from the erase head
head to
to the
the record
record
head, a method has · been
been developed
developed which
which is
is shown
shown
diagrammatic
ally in Fig;
diagrammatically
Fig. 3. Timing is
is referenced
referenced
operates at
at the
the
to a vertical gating circuit which operates
first frame interval following the
the operation
operation of
of the
the
record button. At this time aa vertical
vertical interval
interval will
will
lie under the video record head
head and
and another
another vertical
vertical
interval will precede the erase head by some
some small
small
distance. These two vertical intervals are
are 15
15 frames
frames
apart.
The operation of
of the vertical gate
gate triggers
triggers aa monomono-

V 33' (EXAGGERATED)
AUDIO TRACK
AREA

-

.VIDEO ERASE HEAD

---VIDEO ERASE HEAD

.....

CUE TRACK
AREA -...._

TRACK
' CONTROL
ERASE HEAD

Fig. 7.

Erase head for el-ectronic
electronic editing.
editing.
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tape.
msec delay
delay mode, a control track signal already exists on the tape.
stable multivibrator which provides a 32 msec
normally be erased by the
at the end of which the erase current is turned
turned on.
on. This information would normallyHowever,
The splice line will have travelled up to the
the erase
erase full width video erase head when recording. However,
ha:s been developed, shown in Fig. 7,
7,
head during the delay period and erasure will start
start a new head has
the control
control
in the centre of the desired guard band as shown
shown which has a separate section for erasure of the
the "" insert"
insert"
track ..This section is disconnected when the
in Fig. 4. Concurrently a binary counter
counter system
system track.
the
counts off 15 frames from the original vertical gating mode is selected. This means that although the
the
reference and then turns on the record current.
current. machine is switched to record, reproduction of the
retaining normal
normal
control track continues, thereby retaining.
During the delay provided by the counter, the splice
avoiding
line will have travelled along to the record heads
heads servo control of the capstan oscillator, and avoiding
im- any possibility of control track phase shift.
and the recording of the new scene will start imnew design
design
The video erase head is of entirely new
mediately following the guard band. The combinatape. It
It
produces using only a half-turn in contact with the tape.
tion of the gated erase and record currents produces
results.
5. The
The has been found that improved erase efficiency results.
a perfect butt splice as shown in Fig. 5.
width
%, The gap is optically straight, has an electrical width
0.05%,
accuracy of the delay method is better than 0.05
at
and synsyn- of 0.005in, and is inclined to the perpendicular at
and the preservation of all video blanking and
places the
the
6. an angle of 33 minutes of arc. This places
chronizing information at a splice is shown in Fig. 6.
pattern.
This figure is an oscillogram of the recorder output
output erasure pattern parallel with the video record pattern.
by the
the new
new
waveform when a splice between two 625-line test
test The audio and cue tracks are not affected by
, head; and, as mentioned above, erasure of the
the control
control
signals passed the replay heads.
The ""Editor"
Editor" has two modes of operation
operation rere- track is optional.
Fig. 8 shows a block diagram of the Electronic
Electronic
ferred to as "insert"
" insert" and "" assemble." In the
the latter
latter
the unit
unit is
is
mode the unit may be used to add further
further material
material Editor from which it will be noted that the
flip-flops,
to the end of an existing sequence and in this
this way
way composed chiefly of such logic modules as flip-flops,
multiassemble a complete programme from
from individual
individual binary counters, AND gates and one-shot multifrom the
the
the other
other vibrators. The functions may be traced from
short scenes. The "insert" mode, on the
hand, is used to introduce new material into
into the
the figure as follows:
Following initiation of the record mode, a delay
delay
middle of an existing tape.
during which
which
In the "insert"
" insert" mode, it is obviously necessary
necessary to
to multi-vibrator provides 60 msec delay during
make two splices per
operation and still mainRECORD RELAYS
TO RECORD
TO
RELAYS
REC RD
tain synchronism. The --o~
°
o 1,0 RECORD
---------+
<>--...--the
making
of
operation of making the
first (or in-going) splice
was described above. The
second (or out-going) is
i—1_^_
(0
(0
made in a similar mai:mer
manner
VARIABLE
c, ic-cinp
"AND" GATE
ONE
SHOT
^ •—
except at the end of the
32msec
measured time intervals, .
the erase and record curTO ERASE
rents are turned off in(2)
(2)
AMPLIFIER
FRAME
ERASE
stead of on. This is per-·
perFRftME PULSES
pulses
VARIABLE
VHn IHOl-C.
FLIP-FLOP
SWITCH
ONE
SHOT
formed with the same pre4A0u sec
-JU. stop
cision as that of the first
^
splice.
—r^r—
However, during the re(3)
- (3)
(5)
variable
cording of the insert, the
flip-flop
"AN Dogate
FLIP-FLOP
ONE SHOT
capstan oscillator fre'1—
31-9 msec
quency is not controlled
and may drift slightly if
' ^ ■—
the inserted material is of
(2)
considerable length. This
"AND" GATE
variaa
in turn may cause
tion in the wavelength of
.
the recorded control track
(5)
signal which would cause
FLIP-FLOP
an abrupt shift in the
phase of the reproduced
■r
control track signal at the
out-going splice.
TO MACHINE
(+)
STOP RELAY
A possible solution to
"AND"
GATE
this problem would be to
employ a phase correction
system in the capstan osTO AUDIO
AUDIO
TO
cillator output circuit in
CIRCUITS
CIRCUITS
D)
the record mode. This,
BINARY
FLIP-FLOP
COUNTERS
however, would be extremely complex. The solution adopted utilizes the
Fig.
fact that, in the " insert"
Rff- 8.8 Block schematic of the Electronic Editor.
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all normal record relays
. __ _
__
have time to operate.
Flip-flop 11 then operates,
places. AND gates
which places
11 and 2 in a "ready"
" ready" .
state.
Pulses, derived
from the Intersync unit,
that mark the vertical
sync pulse in every frame
interval, are reshaped in
—
a pulse former and
, i
routed to AND gates 1
and 3. Gate 1, which is
ready " state, therein a ""ready"
fore, operates at the first
frame pulse and triggers
variable delay multivibrators 11 and 2. Multivibrator 11 serves to prothe
necessary
vide
before the
the video
video erase
erase current
current isis
32 msec of delay before
turned on. Erasure turn-on is
is accomplish
accomplished
by flipfliped by
flop 2 and an electronic switch.
switch.
Because timing.
tuning is referenced to
to the
the sync
sync pulse
pulse in
in
at which
which time
time the
the rotating
rotating video
video
the vertical
verti!=al interval, at
head drum is positioned to
to place
place the
the active
active head
head tip
tip
track, aa 440
440 p.sec
psec delay
delay is
is proproat the centre of a video track,
vided by multivibrator
allows the
the head
head to
to
multivibrat or 2. This allows
the track,
track, at
at which
which time
time the
the
travel to the end of the
succeeding head on the drum periphery is
is positioned
positioned
of the
the next
next track.
track. From
From this
this timing
timing
at the beginning of
reference, 15 television frames are
are counted
counted off
off by
by the
the
binary counter system and
and at
at the
the end
end of
of this
this period
period
gate 2 operates. Video record current is
is then
then switched
switched
and aa second
second electronic
electronic
on by the action of flip-flop 33 and
switch.
Timing for the out-going splice is provided by
by the
the
operation of gates 3 and 4, and variable delay
delay multimultivibrator 3 which together with the re-use
re-use of
of the
the
counter train resets flip-flops 3 /and
and 4 and places
places the
the
two electronic switches in the off
off condition.
condition.
The electronic switches are classic 6 diode transtransmission gates driven by the flip-flops
flip-flops in
in the
the .

'0 mmtrn

rv 7 i I
Ci- ir * - Vk ^ .

\
■

Fig. 9. Electronic Editor
Editor
showing printed card conconstruction.
"Editor." One switch is connected in
in the
the.ri.
cable
r.f. cable
to the recording amplifier and
and the
the other
other switch
switch isis
mounted in the erasing amplifier.
Flip-flop 4 is operated by the binary counters
counters
exactly 15 frames after the video record
record current
current is
is
turned off. This permits the audio track:
track to be cleared
of all extraneous video signals by
by the
the action
action of
of the
the
audio erase head. (New audio has, of course,
course, accomaccompanied the new video.) A time delay circuit
circuit allows
allows
all audio functions to revert to normal before stopstopping the machine. In this way any possibility
possibility of
of
transients on the audio track is avoided.
The physical appearance of an Electronic Editor
Editor
is shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 shows aa unit
unit installed
installed in
in
the monitor assembly of a Videotape recorder.
recorder.
It is inevitable that comparison
comparisonss will
will be
be drawn
drawn bebeconventional film editing techniques,
tween conventional
techniques, as
as
hitherto applied to television tape, and the
the new
new elecelectronic method. Comparison
Comparisonss of this nature
nature will,
will,
however, be somewhat misleading since the
the new
new techtechnique will establish completely different standards
standards of
of
reference. It may be said, however, that
that considerabl
considerablee
savings in production costs will ·result,
result, since editing
editing
can now be accomplished
by
accomplish ed by
button"" methods, in
in aa
""push
push button
fraction of the time formerly required. In addition, of course, the
consumptio n of recording stock
■/
consumption
n
will be greatly reduced and "" short
short
ends
ends"" will become increasingly
scarce.
W
scarce,
The television tape recorder
f
may now be used for any form of
of

stop motion recording thereby
■m ~
thereby
allowing rearrangem
I
j|
rearrangement
of the
the
ent of
original timing which
jHSprff
which is primarily
primarily
the essential function of editing.
(the
editing.
Animation and time lapse work
· are now possible, and units now
the
being developed will extend the
flexibility ·of
of the new technique
even further.

" Editor " (outlined)
{outlined) installed
installed
Fig. 10.
/0. "Editor"
in a Videotape recorder.
recorder.
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Ban the Reciprocity Theorem
Ban

the

Reciprocity

MAY
ON MAY
THE SOURCE AND POINT OF OBSERVATI
OBSERVATION

Theorem

By THOMAS RODDAM

RESULT
THE RESULT
W ITHOUT AFFECTING THE
ED WITHOUT
BE INTERCHANG
INTERCHANGED

TJ. HE subtitle, neatly packaged, is a formal statefrom
ment of the Reciprocity Theorem and is taken from
A.
E. A.
Communication Networks by E.
Volume 11 of Communication
GuiUemin
Guillemin (John Wiley). Here too may be found
its
a proof which, in the author's words, "owes its
elegance and simplicity entirely to the determinant
be
method of solution, without which it would be
By means of the deterexceedingly difficult." ""By
minant method it follows directly from the almost
trivial fact that the common branch between meshes
i and k is the same as that between k and i."
the
are the
The basic theorems of network analysis are
we
foundations of all our circuit work, even though we
often leave them unformulated while we are using
them. When, for example, did you last think conhow
yet how
sciously about the Superposition Theorem, yet
be
to be
it to
long could you get along without assuming it
be
true? From time to time, therefore, it seems to be
basic
a good idea to take a careful look at these basic
motor
of motor
ideas, rather in the way that the owners of
wheel
steering wheel
cars take their machines in to have the steering
covered in black grease and the wheel nuts loosened.
It is, by the way, rather interesting for an electronics
engineer
engineer' to notice just how often the mechanical
25
engineer expects maintenance. If you average 25
m.p.h. it only takes 200 hours to cover 5,000 miles,
only 2,000 hours to cover 50,000 miles. Just try to
electronic
of electronic
piece of
sell a motor manufacturer a piece
200
equipment which needs a major service every 200
out
worn out
hours and must be regarded as pretty well worn
week.
after 2,000 hours, 50 weeks at 40 hours a week.

Network Analysis
dry
I am aware that network analysis is a pretty dry
spent
have spent
who have
you who
sort of topic and that for those of you
to
temptation to
the temptation
the day over a hot soldering iron the
turn over to read that other chap may be enormous.
can
you can
The only point is that with a little thought you
unmaking
save yourself the job of making and unmaking
do
usually do
can usually
a good few joints. Better still you can
the thinking in a more comfortable seat. Even
better, what I have to say will be news to some of you,
even to at least one Wireless World author who I
agreed.
should not dare to identify even if the Editor agreed.
(No, not him, he knows as much as Jowett.)
Network analysis deals with a delightful abstraction called a general linear passive network, which is
made up of a number of meshes linked together.
and
Each mesh may contain inductance, capacitance and
appearru~ce
resistance. Mutual inductance makes its appearance
with positive or negative sign when we consider that
basic
our basic
meshes may be coupled together by any of our
system
elements. We have a simple, logical, closed system
and we are well on the way to the Reciprocity
Theorem.
What we usually do at this stage is to label two

very
of the meshes. In practice they get their labels very
and
early on, because the labels are simply " Input "" and
" Output ", and the rest of the network is smartly
bundled into a black box and the lid slammed down.
is
photographed , is
A view of this box, which is never photographed,
the
The) directions shown for the
shown in Fig. 1. The
currents are not, to my mind, the most generally
convenient, but they do happen to fit in rather well
must
here. The transistor equivalent circuit papers must
no
there. is almost no
have made everyone aware that there
the
limit to the ways in which we can inter-relate the
I's. For our purposes the most convenient
V's and Fs.
form:
form is the so-called ·impedance form;
+ Z12 I22
V11=Z
=Z11 I11+Z
V2=Z21 11
Z22 I2
Il +Z22
V2=Z21
easily.
We can measure the values of the Z's very easily.
make 1
I 1 and make
I22
Suppose that we . force in a current I,
open . . Now we measure
zero by leaving the terminals open.
=
Z11
11=
Vi
immediately we can calculate Z
V 1 and V22 and .immediately
fixed
/122.. Starting again with aa fixed
= V22/I
Vi/Ij
V1/1 1 and Z21
21=V
1I22 and 1I^O
12.•
22 and Z12
1= 0 we can find Z22
true
Provided that the Reciprocity Theorem is true
there must be another equation connecting the Z's.
Consequently there are really only three independent
black
terms and so we can assume the contents of the black
T -form
in T-form
box to be the three impedances arranged in
the
shown in Fig. 2. · When we now perform the
IH.
=Z22 I,,
I 1 we find that V22=Z
experiment of forcing in Ij
that
11 so that
+ Z22) T
~ (Z11+Z
=Zw
so that Z22=Z
21, and that V11=(Z
-Z21
=(Z
Z11
(Z11—Z
+Z22), or Z11=
= (Z11+Z
21). Forcing in II22.~
11=(Z
-Z12).
Z3 = (Z23
=Z12
gives us Z22=Z
22—Z
12 and Z3=(Z
12).
Zm.
=Z
Thrown up by this operation is the result Z12
12 =
21,.
2.
Fig. 2.
at Fig.
which is not too surprising when you look at
Remember, however, that we only drew Fig. 22:
because we had assumed that there must be aa
Reciprocity·
connection between the Z's. If the Reciprocity
Theorem is true, this equality is a statement of it.
toable to
Notice, by the way, that you may not be able
T form: the Z's
this· T
produce a real network in just this
or·
may turn out to need negative inductances or

Fig. I. A Black Box.

*
Fig. 2. The lid is lifted.
Fig.
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capacita nces.
capacitances.
topic quite
quite outside
outside our
our
This is aa topic
present ·field
field of study.
Let us now ignore the
the Recipro
Reciprocity
Theorem
and
city Theore
m and
conside r a black box
consider
box which
which we
we know
know has
has no
no resistors
resistors
in it. The test for
for this
this isis to
to put
put aa thermom
thermometer
in the
the
eter in
box and apply currents
currents or
or voltages
voltages:: our
our ideal
ideal box
box
shows no tempera
temperature
rise. We
We can
can immedi
immediately
ture rise.
ately
see that at any instant
instant the
the total
total power
power supplied
supplied must
must
be zero, since
since once
once power
power isis supplied
supplied itit turns
turns into
into

simple circuit shown in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.
3. Let
Let us
us write
write ZZ1212 == SS
for the box itself, so
so that
that for
for the
the complet
completee network
network
of box plus resistan
resistance
we have
have
ce we
V
+ (R
(R ++ S)
S) I2
I2
V1l =
= RR
RI1 +
V22 =
V
- S) I1
Ij ++ RI2
RI2
= (R
(RWe can choose SS to
to have
have any
any size
size we
we like
like at
at this
this
stage since we have not
not yet
yet decided
decided that
that the
the black
black
A-R box is anythin
anything
more than
than aa figment
figment of
of our
our
g more
imagina
tion. Choose, then, that
imagination.
that
S =
= R
and we see that
Vj =
+ 2RI2
2RI2
V1
= RIj
RI1 +
Fig.
♦
n
n
Fig. 3.3. An
An aotiantiV
=
RL
V2
= + RI2
2
reciproca
|V| I
reciprocall box
box inin use.
use.
If we force in a current
current II22,, we
we obtain
obtain aa .voltage
voltage of
of
left-handd termina
terminall pair:
pair; if
if we
we force
force in
in aa
2RI22 at the left-han
|"r
current II,1 we get absolute
absolutely
no voltage
voltage at
at the
the rightrightly no
hand terminal
The system
system of
of Fig.
Fig. 33 isis thus
thus aa
termina l pair. The
one-way network
network,, passing signals
signals from
from right
right to
to left
left
heat and cannot be turned back
back again
again inside
inside the
the box.
box. but blocking
blockin g them complet
completely
from left
left to
to right.
right.
ely from
If we call the instanta
instantaneous
values of
of the
the voltages
voltages Notice
neous values
that these are signals, of
of quite
quite aa general
general form,
form,
and currents by lower case
case letters
letters we
we have
have
so that it is not aa question
question of
of putting
putting in
in aa rectifier
rectifier;;
vvl1 i11+v
i2=0'
a rectifier is not aa linear
linear element
element anyway
anyway.. Notice
Notice
+v 22 i2=0·
also
that
any
energy
source
inside
the
there
is
not
any
energy
source
inside
the
For this to be true, we
we could
could have
have
box, because the input
input and
and output
output energy
energy are
are in
in
ih1 =
= —
-ni
m'2
instanta neous balance
instantaneous
balance;; the box
box does
does not
not contain
contain
1
any valves or transisto
transistors.
We are,
are, after
after all,
all, dealing
dealing
rs. We
and v 1 = - v 2
with linear passive network
networks.
s.
n
These are the equation
equationss for
for an
an ideal
ideal transfor
transformer,
mer,
which is a perfectl
Practi cal Gyrato
perfectlyy normal
normal element
element of
of our
our system.
system. Practical
Gyratorr
As all its parameters
infinite itit isis aa little
little untidy,
untidy, You
parame ters are infinite
will agree, II hope,
hope, that
that aa device
device of
of this
this kind
kind
but the infinitie
infinitiess still give
give us
us ZZ12
Suppose
we
12=Z
21.. Suppos
=Z 21
e we
has many applicat
applications:
all that
that remains
remains to
to be
be seen
seen isis
ions: all
go back to the basic
basic (though
(though now
now instanta
instantaneous)
neous)
whether it is practica
practicable.
This article
article isis about
about the
the
ble. This
v'''l1= Z
+Z 1122 i2*22
Zn
Recipro city Theore
11 iZ1
1-f-Z
Reciprocity
Theorem
black boxes,
boxes, not
not brass
brass
m and black
t'2 = Z
i [ +Z22
Z22 i2
z2
V2
Z21
boxes, so II do not propose
2j il
propose to
to describe
describe the
the ways
ways in
in
J
which
the gyrator, for
for that
that is
is what
what we
we have
have been
been
Now put vv,1 iij1+v
-v22 i4=0
and
we
have
=
0
and
we
have
2
discussi
i
ng, can be realized
discussing,
realized.. Let
Let me
me just
just say
say that
that you
you
Z 11 2i1122+(Z
+(Z12+Z
Zn
= 00
+Z 21) ii11ti 22-FZ
+ Z 22
22ti/·
2 =
can make a unit containi
containing
no active
active element
elementss which
which
ng no
This is to be true for
for any
any values
values of
of iq1 and
and ii22,, so
so apart from the losses associat
associated
with any
any practica
practicall
ed with
we must have
circuit gives us the characte
characteristic
we want.
want. II think,
think,
ristic we
though no one has ever shown
shown me
me aa proof,
proof, that
that you
you
Z
Z11
0, Z22=0
Z12
=0
= 0 and Z
11 =0,
+Z
12-bZ
=0
21
or
must have a perman
permanent
magnet inside
inside the
the box,
box,
ent magnet
or z,
Z 12i = -Z21
Z2l
but a permanent
perman ent magnet is
is not
not an
an energy
energy source.
source.
Put that in your TT-network
and smoke
smoke it.
it. The
The
-networ k and
The gyrator is not
not just
just another
another passive
passive circuit
circuit
basic equation
equationss reduce to
to the
the form
form
element
element:: it is the other
other passive
passive circuit
circuit element
element..
It has been shown theoreti
theoretically
that the
the set
set of
of five
five
V
V.^Z,,
cally that
1 =Z 12 I 22
element s, capacita
elements,
capacitance,
inductance,
resistance,
the
V22=-Z
= -Z12 I41
nce, inducta
nce, resistan
ce, the
ideal transfor
transformer,
and
the
ideal
gyrator
will
permit
mer,
and
the
ideal
gyrator
will
permit
One's first temptat
temptation
is to
to say
say that
that there
there just
just us to make any linear
ion is
linear constan
constantt passive
passive network
network..
ain't no such animal. Well,
Well, perhaps
perhaps there
there ain't,
ain't, There
are no loose ends lying
lying about.
about. Oddly
Oddly enough
enough
but if that is so, it is necessa
necessary
to
invent
it.
This
may
ry to invent it. This may this benefits the chap who
does not
not go
go much
much on
on
does
seem rather odd to
to the
the practica
practicall man,
man, which
which only
only theory, because he is thewho
one who
who ignores
ignores the
the loose
loose
is
the
one
goes to show that
that he
he is
is not
not really
really practica
practical.
l.
ends until they trip him
him up,
up, and
and then
then retires,
retires, not
not only
only
hurt but confuse
confused.
d.
Anti-R ecipro cal Box ·
The price we have paid
paid for
for this
this clean-u
clean-up
is not
not
Anti-Reciprocal
p is
really
we
have
demoted
the
Reciprocity
very high: we
have
demote
d
the
Recipro
city
Let us look back.
back. We
We have
have said
said that
that our
our busines
businesss Theorem
Theore from its position as
as aa basic
basic idea
idea of
of network
network
was with linear passive
passive constan
constantt network
networkss and
and that
that theory m
rule which
which only
only applies
applies in
in the
the absence
absence
to a rule
work is
is done
done with
with these
these and
and active
active of
most of our work
one kind of
of element
element.. We
We threw
threw itit away
away for
for transtranselement s like valves and transisto
elements
transistors.
In
the
course
rs. In the course mission through the ionosph
ionosphere
a
long
time
ago
ere
a
long
time
ago
the
rules
of
the
network
game
we
have
of exploring
explorin g
rules of the network game we have because the electron
electrons
moving
in
the
earth's
magnetic
s
moving
in
the
earth's
magneti
c
found that one rule,
rule, the
the Recipro
Reciprocity
Theorem,
does field · gave us, though
city Theore
m, does
we did
did not
not say
say so,
so, gyrator
gyrator
we
be true.
true. There
There could
could exist
exist aa network
network for
for action. Now though
not have to be
can compre
compress
this action
action with
with aa
we can
ss this
one would
would find
find anti-rec
anti-reciprocity.
We lump
which, in fact, one
iprocity . We
a ferrite in
in aa wavegu
waveguide
the gyrator
gyrator is,
is, in
in
ide the
must conside
considerr whethe
whetherr this
this isis of
of any
any value
value and
and every of
sense,
within
our
reach.
Always
remember,
our
reach.
Always
rememb
er,
whether it is practica
practicable.
ble.
therefor e, that if you
you can
can only
only achieve
achieve aa result
result by
by
First of all we shall
shall assess
assess the
the value
value of
of the
the antianti- therefore,
relying on the Recipro
Reciprocity
Theorem
you are
are only
only
city Theore
m you
reciproc~l box and
reciprocal
and to
to do
do this
this II make
make use
use of
of the
the rather
rather achievip
achieving
result.
.g a limited result.
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Phase -Splitt er
New
Phase-Splitter
New
RESPONSE
HIGH-FREQUENCY RESPONSE
IMPROVED HIGH-FREQUENCY

A.M.I.E.E.
M.Sc.(Eng.), a.m.i.e.e.
BAILEY*, ivi.Sc.(Eng.).
R. BAILEY*,
A. R.
By A.
By

IN

imoutput imthe output
unfortunately the
but unfortunately
stage are balanced, but
investibeen investihave been
phase-splitters have
J, N the past many phase-splitters
voltage
the voltage
to the
due to
is due
This is
balanced. This
ask- · pedances are not balanced.
in askjustified in
quite justified
be quite
would be
gated and the reader would
negaThis negacircuits. This
the circuits.
in the
negative-feedback inherent
inherent in
The
developed. The
been developed.
has been
circuit has
ing why a further circuit
ageing
valve ageing
of valve
problem of
the problem
tive-feedback overcomes
overcomes the
of
performance of
the performance
that the
in that
simple in
answer is quite simple
that
disadvantages that
the disadvantages
brings the
but brings
mentioned before, but
limited
longer limited
no longer
be no
may be
high-fidelity amplifiers may
cirthese ciraddition, these
In addition,
mentioned. In
just mentioned.
of have been just
response of
the response
by the
but by
output-transformer but
by the output-transformer
previous
the previous
to the
coupled to
d.c. coupled
cuits are not readily d.c.
transformers
best transformers
the best
With the
the phase-inverter.
phase-inverter. With
large
where large
disadvantage where
severe disadvantage
in
stage. This is a severe
improvement in
the improvement
and the
true, and
very true,
available this is very
addithe addias the
contemplated, as
amounts of feedback are contemplated,
using
by using
obtained by
is obtained
that is
amplifier performance that
further
of aa further
time-constant of
tional low-frequency time-constant
startling.
quite startling.
better circuits is quite
low
at low
instability at
cause instability
easily cause
can easily
coupling capacitor can
prethe prediscarding the
for discarding
In order that the reasons for
frequencies.
all
that all
essential that
is essential
seen, itit is
be seen,
sent circuits may be
generally
been generally
have been
to have
seems to
it seems
Up to the present it
first
be first
phase-inverter be
the phase-inverter
of the
the requirements of
be
to be
circuits to
only circuits
the only
were the
assumed that these were
evaluated.
has
this has
Unfortunately this
possible. Unfortunately
avoided, if at all possible.
that
phase-inverters isis that
all phase-inverters
The first requirement of all
the
of the
cause of
the cause
and the
case and
the case
proved not to be the
to
balanced to
that isis balanced
output that
an output
they should deliver an
to
amplifiers to
high-feedback amplifiers
tendency of high-feedback
distressing tendency
valves
the valves
as the
alter as
not alter
does not
within a few per cent and does
the
of the
door of
the door
at the
laid at
be laid
often be
go unstable can often
in
circuits in
phase-inverter circuits
the phase-inverter
of the
age in use. Most of
of
one of
simply one
quite simply
is quite
reason is
phase-splitter. The reason
phase-splitter.
paraphase-inverter
the paraphase-inverter
but the
property, but
use have this property,
phasethe phasein the
response in
h.f. response
poor hi.
h.f. response. A poor
poor hi.
feedback
negative feedback
no negative
is no
there is
as there
(Fig. 1) does not, as
what isis
but what
gain, but
loop gain,
falling loop
cause aa falling
splitter will cause
stage.
the stage.
of the
gain of
to stabilize the gain
that
shift that
phase shift
give aa phase
also give
more important itit will also
output-impethe output-impethat the
is that
requirement is
The second requirement
there isis aa
Now, ifif there
retard. Now,
degrees retard.
tends towards 90 degrees
should
phase-splitter should
the phase-splitter
of the
dances from both halves of
the
frequency, the
highfrequency,
some high
at some
retard at
total of 180 degrees retard
noththis isis nothfor this
reason for
The reason
be approximately equal. The
are
there are
fact there
In fact
sight. In
first sight.
at first
obvious at
ing like so obvious
Technology.
of Technology.
Institute of
Bradford Institute
* Bradford
that
first isis that
The first
requirement. The
this requirement.
two reasons for this
amplifier isis
the amplifier
occur ifif the
can occur
severe grid-blocking can
r-------------~----------HTt
overbe overcan be
This can
1). This
(ref. 1).
over-driven (ref.
accidentally over-driven
gives
this gives
but this
stoppers but
grid stoppers
high-value grid
come by using high-value
to
due to
time-constant due
high-frequency time-constant
an additional high-frequency
t-----OUTPUT Z
will
As will
stage. As
following stage.
the following
of the
capacitance of
the input capacitance
undesirable
very undesirable
gives aa very
this gives
be mentioned later, this
negaof negavalues of
high values
when high
oscillation when
h.f. oscillation
tendency to hi.
disadvantage
second disadvantage
The second
applied. The
tive-feedback are applied.
unmay unvalves may
output valves
two output
the two
is that the drive to the
_L
■J."
the
to the
due to
freqU~"''lcies due
high frequpncies
severely at high
balance severely
INPUT
INPUT
have
will have
This will
produced. This
different time-constants produced.
<
available
power available
h.f. power
the hi.
limiting the
severely limiting
the effect of severely
o
o
<<
two
The two
distortion. The
h.f. distortion.
the hi.
increase the
and will also increase
floatthe
are
drawback
this
circuits that suffer from this drawback are the float1i_
-------~------HT------------~~~In
3). In
(Fig. 3).
concertina (Fig.
the concertina
and the
2) and
ing paraphase (Fig. 2)
output Fig.
the output
drive the
that drive
loads that
both circuits the valve loads
phase-spUtter.
paraphase phase-splitter.
" floating "" paraphase
of "floating
2. Basic circuit of

__

r---------~-----------HTt

r-------------~---------.HTt

.....__

OUTPUT 2

OUTPUT 1

t----~~-

INPUT

phase-splitter.
paraphase phase-splitter.
of paraphase
Fig. I. Basic circuit of
SEPTEMBER
WORLD, September
Wireless World,
WIRELESS

OUTPUT 2

phaseconcertina phasedirect-coupled concertina
of direct-coupled
circuit of
Fig. 3. Basic circuit
splitter.
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.-------------~----------~---------~

H T+

-L]

o| OUTPUT 2
i
M
1
I
^< rL
--------------~--■
1
-------------~---fc-H
~HTFig. 4. Basic circuit
of
Jeffery's
high-gain
phase-splitter.
circuit
Jeffery's high-gain phase-splitter.

about 150 kc/s are considered.
conside red. The
The phase
phase shift
shift of
of
the amplifier
amplifier circuits must be
be as
as small
small as
as possible
possible
where the output transformer
transfor mer reaches
reaches its
its first
first priprimary resonance;
resonan ce; and therefore
therefor e the
the bandwidth
bandwi dth of
of this
this
type of phase-splitter
phase-s plitter can
can easily
easily degrade
degrade the
the total
total
amplifie
amplifierr performance.
use
of
a
step
network
perform ance. The
The use of a step network
across the anode load resistor of
of the
the driving
driving valve
valve
can help in this matter, but
but only
only if
if the
the step
step starts
starts
well before the natural fall-off
fall-off frequency
frequen cy of
of the
the
circuit itself. In the case
case just
just considered
conside red this
this would
would
mean starting the fall-off of
amplifier
gain
by
the
of amplifier gain by the
step network at approximately
approxi mately 2.5
7.5 kc/s
kc/s or
or lower.
lower.
This would obviously
obvious ly give
give excessive
excessive reduction
reductio n in
in
loop gain at the high frequencies,
frequen cies, with
with conseauent
consequ ent
increase in distortion.
distortio n.
The answer therefore
therefor e lies in
in producing
produci ng aa fall-off
fall-off
at the h.f. end of the spectrum
spectru m ·that
that starts
starts_at
at aa much
much
higher frequency.
This could
frequen cy.
could be
be attempted
attempt ed by
by
reducin
reducingg the value of the
the output
output impedance
impeda nce of
of the
the
previou s stage. This could
previous
be
done
by
negative
could. be done by neg~tive
feedbac k with consequent
feedback
consequ ent gain
gam loss;
loss; or
or alternatively
alternat ively
by using a smaller value
value of
of anode
anode load
load resistor.
resistor. This
This
latter also gives a severe loss
loss in
in gain,
gain, quite
quite apart
apart from
from
the increased
is
produced
by
the
increased
increase d noise that
that is produce d by the increase d
valve current. The answer was
was therefore
therefor e seen
seen to
to
lie in producing
produci ng a phase-splitter
phase-s plitter that
that did
did not
not ·give
give
the large input capacitance
capacita nce of
of the
the previous
previou s circuit.
circuit.
Circuits are known (e.g.
(e~g. ref. 5)
5) that
that do
do give
give good
good
h.f. response
in
phase-splitter
service,
but
they
re·s ponse
phase-s plitter service, but they suffer
suffer
from high cost due to the
the complexity
complex ity of
of the
the circuitry
circuitr y
involved . The circuit that was
involved.
was finally
finally evolved
evolved (Fig.
(Fig.
6) has a cost that is
is only
only slightly
slightly more
more than
than that
that of
of

feedbac
feedbackk will no longer be
be negative
negative but
but positive.
positive. If
If
the gain round the amplifier
amplifier loop
loop exceeds
exceeds unity
unity at
at
this frequency
oscillate.
Even
frequen cy then the
the amplifier
amplifier will
will oscillate. Even
.if
i f the loop gain is below unity
unity then
then the
the amplifier
amplifier
even
quite
may go unstable with
with even quite short
short leads
leads to
to the
the
loudspe aker due to the capacitive
loudspeaker
capacitive loading
loading placed
placed on
on
the amplifier.
amplifier. Indeed it
it has
has been
been stated
stated by
by CrowCrow.hurst
hurst (ref. 2) that the · effect
of
near
instability
effect of near instabil ity is
is
.quite
quite audible and the amplifier
amplifie r gain
gain margin
margin should
should
be at least eight times if
if this
this effect
effect is
is to
to be
be inaudible.
inaudib le.
For this reason it is
is essential
essentia l that
that all
all phase
phase shifts
shifts
that can be removed
remove d should
should be
be removed;
remove d : either
either comcompletely, or at least as
far
out
of
the
way
as
possible.
as far out of the way as possible.
Rere
Here it might be well noted
that
the
use
of
noted that the use of grid
grid
stopper s in feedback
stoppers
feedbac k amplifiers
amplifiers is
is to
to be
be deplored
deplore d
unless they are absolutely
absolute ly necessary.
necessa ry. Many
Many parasiparasitics have been caused rather
rather than
than stopped
stopped by
by them!
them!
.-----------~----------•HT+
Two circuits that suffer from
excessive
h.f
from excessive h.f. phase
phase
shift are shown in Figs. 44 and
5.
Fig.
4
shows
the
and 5. Fig. 4 shows the
circuit due to
to Jeffery (ref.
(ref. 3)
3) and
and it
it is
is unnecessary
unneces sary
►OUTPUT 1
►■OUTPUT 2
to go into the details of
of the
the phase
phase shift
shift in
in this
this circir-cuit
cuit again. The interested
interest ed reader
reader is
is referred
referred to
to the
the
·corresp
ondence following
correspondence
following the publication
publica tion of
of aa subsubsequent article (ref. 4).
INPUT
The circuit shown in Fig.
Fig. 55 is
is well
well known
known and
and
widely
widely used but the fact remains that
that its
its h.f.
h.f. response
respons e
is -relatively
,relative ly poor. This
This cannot
cannot be
be due
due to
to the
the second
second
this
section
is
effectively
half of the valve as
as this section is effectively driven
driven
.as
as a grounded-grid
grounde d-grid amplifier.
amplifier. The
The trouble
trouble is
is due
due to
to
the first half of the valve and
and is
is due
due to
to that
that hardy
hardy
HTperenni al--Mil
perennial
Miller
ler effect. The gain
gain of
of this
this first
first valve
valve
is effectively
the
input
impedance
at
effectively halved due
due to
to the input impeda nce at
Fig. 5. Basic circuit
circuit of long-tailed-pair
long-tailed-pair phase-splitter
phase-splitter.
the second valve cathode.
cathode . Even
Even so
so the
the Miller
Miller capacicapacitance is quite large and certainly
certainl y cannot
cannot be
be neglected
neglecte d. ,
In order that some estimated
estimate d value
value of
of frequency
frequen cy resresponse can be obtained,
obtaine d, some
some typical
typical values
values will
will be
be
r---~----------~--~-----~HT+
taken. Using the ECC83 as
a
typical
valve,
as a typical valve, the
the
.quoted
quoted anode-to-grid
anode-t o-grid capacitance
capacita nce is
is 1.6
1.6 pF
pF so
so the
the
total value will be certainly
certainl y as
as large
large as
as 2.0
2.0 pF
pF when
when
OUTPUT 2
writing and base capacitances
capacita nces are
are taken
taken into
into account.
account .
The
The gain of each half of
of the
the valve
valve can
can be
be as
as much
much
as 60 times, but this would
would be
be better
better reduced
reduced to
to aa
factor of 50 as there is aa supply
supply voltage
voltage loss
loss in
in the
the
INPUT
·commo
n-catho de resistor. The overall
common-cathode
overall gain
gain will
will
therefo
re be about 25 times when
therefore
when used
used in
in this
this phasephase.splitter.
splitter. This will give aa reflected
reflecte d Miller
Miller capacitance
capacita nce
of approximately
approxi mately 50 pF, so
so the
the total
total capacitance
capacita nce loadloading on the previous
stage
will
be
about
60
pF
previou s stage will be about 60 pF if
if 10
10 pF
pF
is allowed for all other capacitances.
capacitances. With
With aa 100
100 kf>
kf!
c
source impedance
impeda nce this will
will give
give aa -3
- 3 dB
dB point
point at
at
---------------+----------~~-about 25kc/s,
clearly
not
good
enough
25kc Is, and this is
-.HTis clearly not good enough
when output transformers
transfor mers with
with primary
primary resonances
resonan ces of
of Fig. 6. ·Basic
Basic .circuit
circuit of modified
long-tailed-pair
phase-splitter.
modified long-tailed-pair phase-splitter.
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II II
IIImill
i IT iiil
l1tHl
MODIFIED
LONG-TAILED-PAIR (USING
MODIFIED LONG-TAILED-PAIR
(USING ECF
ECF82)

This has a built-in 3:1 lowfrequency
step network
which improves l.f. stability,
and a 20:1 h.f. step network.
The h.f. network may need
component values altering
for different types of output
transformer due to the wide
vanatwn
variation in resonant
re_sonant frequencies and . other parameters.
This circuit was originally
developed for improving the
performance of the Radford
MA15 amplifiers
MA12 and MAIS
and certainly did this to
great effect. Equally there
is no reason ' why the circuit
should not give a considershould
able improvement in the
stability of other amplifiers
using
using good
good output
output transtransformers.
The circuit is
simple and stable and has
no difficulty in providing drive for the largest output
valves.
A double-pentode having video amplifier characteristics and low input capacitance would enable
greater overall gain to be obtained, but so far the
author has not been able to find a valve with suitable
characteristics. If such a valve were available, then
the overall gain -could
could be increased by a factor of
about four times. Where sufficient spare stability
margin was available this could lead to a further
reduction in the distortion of the amplifier
amplifier in use.
REFERENCES
1. High Fidelity Sound Engineering, by N. H. Crowhurst (Newnes), p. 130.
2. Why do Amplifiers Sound Different, by N. H.
Crowhurst, Radio and Television News, March 1957.
3. Push-Pull Phase-Splitter, by E. Jeffrey, Wireless
World, August 1947, p. 274.
4. Economical High-Gain A.F. Amplification, by
Arthur R. Bailey, Wireless
W'ireless World, January 1960, p. 25,
(Letters) March, p. 133, April,
~pril, p. 181, May, p. 244.
5. The New ""Isodyne"
Isodyne" Phase-Splitter, by E. F.
Worthen, Audio, August 1958, p. 26.
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Fig. 7. Relative gain/frequency response curves of original and modified
long-tailed-pair
nodified
phase-splitters.
phase-splitters.

""'

""'

C)

the conventional circuit, but has a greatly improved
response at high frequencies.
The operation .of the new circuit is just about
identical with
with that of the conventional long-tailed
pair except that the first valve is a pentode. This
reduces the Miller effect to negligible proportions
and increases the total bandwidth by a factor of
just under ten times. Even allowing that the gain of
the circuit is about 2 dB less than the conventional
circuit, this still gives a gain/bandwidth improvement of about seven times. The comparative gain/
gain(
frequency plots are shown in Fig. 7, where it is seen
that the final rate of fall in both cases is identical
at 20 dB per decade. This indicates an ultimate
phase shift of 90 degrees which was borne out by
measurement.
·
Owing to the partition of valve current in the
pentode, the anode load resistor is made somewhat
greater than that of the triode stage so that a
balanced output is obtained. The circuit can be
d.c. coupled to the previous stage as can the usual
one, and a complete ""front-end
front-end"" for driving the
output valves of an amplifier is shown in Fig. 8.

"'

HT+
(200-450
<zoo-4so V)
V)

~----~~~---1----~----~--~--~~~--~------~HT+

TO
OUTPUT

t----f-------1~.... ~~~ ~~

Fig. 8. Circuit of complete pentode -amplifier
amplifier
and phase-splitter for
use in a high-fidelity
amplifer
amplifier with a large
amount of negative
feedback.
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W RLD OF W IR
How Many
Man y Councils
Coun cils??
THIS was the title of the editorial
editoria l in
in our
our April
April11960
960
issue, in which we commented
comme nted on
on the
the announcement
announ cemen t
by ' the Electronic
Electro nic Engineering
Engine ering Association
Associ ation · of
of the
the
format
ion of the Electronic
formation
Electro nic Industry
Industr y Council.
Counci l. We
We
conclu ded by saying ""If
concluded
If B.R.E.M.A.
B.R.E. M.A. and
and E.E.A.
E.E.A. will
will
stand together
togethe r once again,
again, and,
and, with
with their
their many
many
friends and relations,
relation s, speak
speak with
with one
one voice
voice in
in all
all
affectin g the industry,
matters affecting
industr y, the
the title
title of
of its
its council
council
will be immaterial."
immate rial." We
We have
have heard
heard little,
little, if
if anyanything, about the E.I.C.
E.I.C. since
since that
that date.
date.
Now, each of the associations
has
announced
associa tions has announ ced the
the
format
ion of a president's
formation
preside nt's council
council or
or committee.
commi ttee.
E.E.A.'s 14-man council,
E.E.A.'s
council , headed
headed by
by O.
0. W.
W . HumHumphreys
phreys,, will confine itself
itself to
to "major
"majo r questions
questio ns of
of
industr y policy."
industry
president's
policy. " The
The five-man
five-ma n preside nt's comcommittee of B.R.E.M.A.,
by
C.
O.
Stanley
who
B.R.E. M.A., headed
headed by C . 0. Stanley who
is the only person appointed
appoin ted to
to both
both councils,
council s, "has
"has
been established
establi shed to
to formulate
formul ate policy
policy on
on major
major
matter
concer ning the industry."
matterss concerning
Perhaps
industry. ~'
Perhap s our
our
earlier title should now
now be
be amended
amend ed to
to "How
" How many
many
more councils?"
council s? "
The members
membe rs of the
the E.E.A.
E.E.A. president's
preside nt's council
council
are:are:—

P. Adonan
Adorian (Redifon)
F.
(Redifon ) .
l'-'
Sir
Leon
0
F . H. Ball Bagrit
T^(Elliott)
E
(A.E .I.)
f'■ fE;
nBanks
t 6?
I- >, ElecC.
E.
B. Banks
(English
Elec(English
ka tric)
W7
/-i
t
/m
\
M.
W . Clark (Plessey)
J . Davis (Rank)
S.
S. Eriks
S. S.
Eriks (Milliard)
(Mullard )

S. '· Z.
de
Ferranti
(Ferranti)
Z. de
de Ferranti
S.
Z.
Ferranti (Ferranti)
(Ferra::1ti)
0. W
W.- Humphreys
Humphre ys (G.E.C.)
(G.E.C.)
9Slr
Sir Edward
Edward Lewis
Lewis (Decca)
(Decca)
Sir Joseph Lockwood
Lockwoo d (E.M.I.)
(E.M .I.)
C. ^
0. Stanley
Stanley (Pye)
(Pye)
F . N . Sutherlan d (Marconi's
(Marconi ' s
F^N^Sutherland
W /T)
F.
F. C.
C. Wright
Wright (S.T.C.)
(S .T.C.)
The members
membe rs of the B.R.E.M.A.
B.R.E.M .A. president's
preside nt's comcomare:mittee are:—
c. O.
0 . Stanley
Stanley (British
C.
D.
(British ElecElecD . Saward
Saward (Rank)
(Rank)
tronic Industrie s)

J.

Thorn

(Thorn

Electrica l

A. Weinstoc k (G.E.C.)
Industrie s)
'■JBLT—
P . Engels
J.J . P.
Engels (Philips)
(Philips)
The management
manag ement of both
both the
the associations
associa tions concontinues to be vested in
in their
their respective
respect ive executive
e~ecutive
council
councils.
s.

TOWERS , similar to
RADIO TOWERS,
to this
this
superimposed on
model superimposed
on aa view
view of
of aa
selected site at Stokenchurch,
Stokenchurch, Bucks.,
Bucks.,
are to be erected to
to link
link with
with the
the
500ft tower being built at
the
G.P.O.,
at the G.P.O.,
Exchange, London. The
Museum Exchange,
The
300ft towers will carry aa number
number of
horns and paraboloids
the
top.
paraboloids at
at the top.
Several of these towers
towers are
are now
now in
in
course of construction
construction in
in various
various
parts of the country under
the
superunder the supervision of the Ministry
Ministry of
of Public
Public
Buildings and Works.
Buildings
Works.
Photo : Crown
Photo:
Crown Copyright
Copyright Reserved
Reserved

LESS
Broa dcas ting Problems
Broadcasting
Prob lems
STERE O broadcasting,
STEREO
broadc asting, colour
colour television
televisi on and
and tropical
tropica l
broadc asting were among the
broadcasting
the subjects
subj·e cts considered
conside red by
by
some 150 delegates
delegat es from
from 20
20 countries,
countri es, including
includi ng aa
12-man delegation
ddegat ion from the
the U.K.,
U.K., who
who met
met in
in Bad
Bad
Kreuzn ach, West Germany,
Kreuznach,
Germa ny, at
at the
the end
end of
of June.
June. It
It
was the first time the
three
study
groups
of
the three study groups of the
the
C.C.I.R. concerned
C.C.I.R,
concer ned with
with broadcasting
broadc asting (X),
(X), television
televisi on
(XI) and tropical
tropica l broadcasting
broadc asting (XII)
(XII) had
had held
held joint
joint
meetin gs. The draft recommendations
meetings.
recomm endatio ns from
from these
these
meetin
gs
will
meetings
be submitted
submit ted for
for consideration
conside ration by
by the
the
C.C.I.R
C.C.I.R.. plenary assembly
assemb ly in
in New
New Delhi
Delhj next
next
Januar y.
January.
The U.K. delegation,
delegation, which included
include d representatives
represe ntatives
from the G.P
O., B.B.C.,
G .P.O.,
B.B.C., I.T.A.
I.T.A. and
and B.R.E.M.A.,
B.R.E.M.A., was
was
led by J.
J. H.
H . H.
H . Merriman
Merrim an of
of the
the G.P.O.
G.P.O.
One of the problems
concerned
problems before
before study
study group
group X
X concerned
broadcasting. A draft
stereo broadcasting.
draft recommendation
recommendation based
based on
on
the Zenith-G.E.
Zenith- G.E. system adopted
adopted in
in the
the U.S.A.
U.S.A. was
was
drawn up although
although there was
was not
not unanimous
unanim ous agreement.
agreement.
It was felt by some delegations
delegations (the
(the U.K.
U .K. in
in particular)
particul ar)
that further investigation,
investigation, especially
especially regarding
regardin g reduced
reduced
service area and protection
protecti on ratio,
ratio, should
should be
be undertaken
underta ken.
Four systems (American,
(American, Dutch,
Dutch, Czech
Czech and
and Russian)
Russian)
of compatible
compat ible s.s.b. transmission
transmission for
for medium-wave
medium -wave
broadca
sting were considered.
broadcasting
considered. A
A draft
draft report
report on
on the
the
" state of the art" was prepared
prepare d but
but aa similar
similar note
note of
of
caution to that expressed
expressed over
over stereo
stereo was
was sounded
sounded .
The
delegates considered
.The delegates
conside red the
the claims
claims of
of both'
both the
the
N .T.S.C.
N.
r.S.C. and the S.E.C.A.M.
S.E.C.A.M. colour
colour television
television systems
systems
but there appeared
appeare d to
to be
be no
no desire
desire on
on their
their part
part to
to reach
reach
an early agreement
agreem ent on
on aa European
Europe an standard.
standar d.
As a result of close collaboration
between
the
collaboration betwee n the radio
radio
industr y and the G.P.O.
industry
G .P.O. the U.K.
U.K. delegation
delegation was
was able
able
to make a very worth-while
contribution
to
the
study
worth-while contrib ution to the study
on tropical broadcasting.
A
performance
specification
broadcasting. A perform ance specification
for
tor a domestic
domestic low-cost
low-cost broadcast
broadca st receiver
receiver and
and for
for aa
commu
nity
receiver
community
for use in
in the
the tropics
tropics was
was prepared
prepared.
There
ihere is growing concern at
at the
the overcrowding
overcrowding of
of the
the
h.f.
h.t. section of the spectrum
spectru m and
and the
the specification
specification theretherefore provides
provides for the use
of
v.h.f.
in
tropical
regions.
use of v.h.f. in tropical regions.
Rece iver Manufacturers'
Receiver
Manufac turer s ' Report
Report
FROM the wealth of data on
production,
on the
the product ion, home
home sales:
salesy
and expon
export of domestic
domestic receivers
receivers given
given in
in the
the annual
annual
report of B.R.E.M.A.,
the
following:
—
B.R.E.M .A., we
we have
have culled
culled the follow ing:The number
number of
of sound
sound receivers
receivers incorporating
incorpo rating f.m.
, The
has fallen from 378,000 in
in 1957,
1957, the
the peak
peak production
product ion
year, to 169,000 last
last year.
year. These
These figures
figures are
are 31%
31 % and
and
7%
/o respectively
production
respectively of
of the
the years'
years' total
total set
set product ion. · The
The
decrease is to some extent
decrease
by
the
extent accounted
accounted for
for by the inincreased proportion
proport ion of
of transistor
transistor sets
sets (83%
(83 % of
of last
last year's
year's
set production)
production), which, in
for
a.m.
reception.
in general,
general, are
are for a.m. reception.
Whereas in 1960 85%
Whereas
85 % of
of all
all television
television sets
sets manufacmanufactured in this country incorporated
incorporated tubes
tubes of
of 17in
17in or
or
smaller, and less than
% had
percentages
than 11%
had 19in
19in tubes,
tubes, the
the percentages
in 1961 were 11 and
and 78
78 respectively.
respectively.
Exports of domestic
domestic sound receivers
receivers · declined
declined from
from
237,300 in 1960 to 197,640
197,640 in
in 1961,
1961, but
but television
television rereceivers (including
(including chassis) increased
increased from
from 30,500
30,500 to
to
45,070. Audio equipment
equipm ent valued
valued at
at £10,481,000
£10,48 1,000 was
was
exported last year—an
exported
year-a n increase
increase of
of 15.2%
15.2 % on
on 1960
1960.
Of the quarter of aa million
million transistor
transistor receivers
receivers imimported into the U.K.
U.K. in
in 1961,
1961, 106,000
106,000 (37%)
(37 %) came
came from
from
Hongg Kong;
ng 51,000 (20 %) from Japan, and 18,000
So/\
'
from Japan, receivers
and 18,000
(9
%)
A) «from Germany.
Imported
German
y. (20%)
Importe d transistor
transistor receivers inincreased from 72,000 in 1960
1960 to
to 253,000
253,000 last
last year
year.
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B.B. C. European Service
B.B.C.
SINCE 1953 some of the programmes of the B.B.C.'s
European Service have been broadcast by the West
German 100-kW medium-wave transmitter at Osterloog, near Norden. In April this station closed down
and its wavelength (1295 kc/s) is now being used by
the B.B.C.'s 150-kW transmitter at Crowborough,
Service
Sussex, which previously radiated the European Service
on 1340 kc/s. A new 5-kW transmitter at Brookmans
Brookrnans
Park, operating on 1340 kc/s, has also been brought into
service by the B.B.C. for the European Service.
Two I.T.A. Stations Open This Month.—The
Month.-The
Channel Islands and West Wales will have independent
television programmes this month. Transmissions begin
on Saturday, September 1st, from the Fremont Point,
Jersey, station and programmes will be broadcast on
Channel 3 (horizontal polarization) by the Authority's
programme contractor, Channel Television Ltd. Two
weeks later, on September 14th, programme transmissions will begin from Presely, Pembrokeshire. The
latter station is the nineteenth to be completed by the
th~
I.T.A. in just over eight years. It will broadcast on
Channel 8 and the signal will be horizontally polarized.
Later this year it will be joined by the Llyn transmitter,
in Caernarvonshire, and by the Moel-y-Parc station,
near the borders of Flint and Denbigh. Programmes
for these three Welsh transmitters will be provided by
Wales (West and North) Television Ltd., Cardiff.

Purchase of telecommunications · equipment by the
G.P.O. under bulk supply agreements with the principal
telecommunication manufacturers has recently been
under review and the Postmaster-General (Mr.
Reginald Bevins) has announced revised arrangements.
The Post Office is to purchase all cable and loading
coils as from April next by competitive tender. The
P.M.G. is also proposing that, when the telephone
apparatus agreement comes to be renewed next April,
provision should be made to increase the proportion
of orders that may be placed outside the agreement from
10
% to 25%. Mr. Bevins stated that there is no mono10%
poly position in the sphere of exchange equipment and
the existing arrangements would continue.
Convention.-The sixth convention of
Amateur TV Convention.—The
the British Amateur Television Club will be held in
the Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.I,
W.C.1,
on September 8th, from 10.0 to 7.0. Amateur-built
television equipment will be on show and in the evening
there will be a series of lectures including one on colour
television by G. B. Townsend, the club's president.
Admission costs 5s (2s 6d after 2 o'clock).
I nternational Radio Communications Exhibition is
International
the new title of the Radio Society of Great Britain's .
annual amateur radio exhibition, until now more
familiarly known as the Radio Hobbies Show. As
announced in the July issue the venue has been transferred to the Seymour Hall, Seymour Place, Marble
Arch, London, W.l
W.1 (October 31st-November 3rd).
Exhibition organizer is again P. A. Thorogood (G4KD),
of 35 Gibbs' Green, Edgware, Middx., from whom
further details may be obtained.

Noise and vibration measurement is the subject of
a five-day course to be held by the Royal College of
a
Advanced Technology,
Technolog)', Salford, 5, Lanes., from September 10th-14th. Course fee is £5, and enrolment
forms may be obtained from the College.
"The Darlington Connection."—It
Connection."-It is regretted that
a transposition of Figs. 2 and 3 occurred in this article
in our August issue. The circuit having a direct conFig. 2.
nection between collectors is properly Fig.

For A.I.E.E. and I.R.E. read I.E.E.E.—The
I.E.E.E.-The
American Institute of Electrical Engineers and the
Institute of Radio Engineers are to merge their
activities into a new Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, which is to begin functioning on
January 1st next. Both institutes
institutes held separate members' votes on
on the merger and each returned 7-1
majorities in favour. With 55,156 eligible to vote,
A.I.E.E. said 29,464 favoured and 4,381 voted against
merging. In the case of I.R.E. 67% of the 66,152
eligible members voted. In favour were 87%
87 % (36,221)
and opposed were 13%
13 % (5,489).
British Aerial Standards Council.—Aerialite,
Council.-Aerialite, Antiference, Belling & Lee, J-Beam, Telerection and Wolsey are the founder members of this new council. They
have " mutually
mutuarly agreed to set and adhere to standards
for technical performance and construction, for domestic radio and television aerials, including those for
communal systems." B.A.S.C. is affiliated with the
R.E.C.M.F. and has offices at 21 Tothill Street, London, S.W.I.
S.W.l.
London Audio Festival 1963
1963 is to be held from
April 18th
18th. to 21st, inclusive, and the venue will again
be the Russell Hotel, Russell Square,
Square, London. R. W.
Merrick (Ferrograph) continues as chairman of the
exhibitors' committee, which comprises representatives
repres·entathres
of Acoustical, Armstrong, E.M.I., Ferrograph, Goodmans, Leak, Lowther, Rogers and Tannoy.
A.P.A.E. Manchester Symposium.—The
Association
Symposium.-The Association
of Public Address Engineers has arranged for a p.a.
symposium and supporting exhibition to be held on
Sunday, September 16th next, from 2.15 p.m., at the
Queen's Hotel, Piccadilly, Manchester. Further details
from the Association's secretary, Alex J.
J . Walker, at
394 Northolt Road, South Harrow, Middx.
National Exhibition Centre.—The
Centre.-The Federation of
British Industries has issued a report covering the
proposed construction of an exhibition centre at Crystal
Palace, London, at a cost of £12M. It provides for
three exhibition halls (with an overall area of 900,000
sq ft) each with an associated conference hall, a large
open air display area and parking for nearly 9,000 cars.
Southall Technical College offer for the 1962/63
session part-time day courses, at City & Guild's Certificate intermediate and final levels, in telecommunications, radio and television servicing, electronics serviccormnence on Seping, and instrumentation. Classes commence
tember 24th, and further details are available from
the College at Bcaconsfield
Beaconsfield Road, Southall, Middx.

Medway College of Technology, Chatham, Kent,
,have
have planned with the co-operation of S.T.C., four
transistor .courses for the coming session. Each course
is of ten evenings' duration.
Comparative figures for U.K. Imports and exports during the first six
months of 1961 and 1962 which have been extracted from the Board of
Trade Accounts (June).
BALANCE OF TRADE

·Comparative figures for U.K. imports and exports during the first six
months of 1961 and 1962 which have been extracted from the Board of
Trade Accounts (June).
BALANCE OF TRA.DE

Valves
...
Valves and
and c.r.
c.r. tubes
tubes
...
Transistors
Trarn>istors ...
...
Domestic and
and car
car radio
radio ...
...
Domestic
Television
sets
Television sets
Communicatkn and
Communication
and Navaids
Navaids
Broadcasting
Broadcasting transmitters
transmitters
Sound reproducing
reproducing equipment
equipment
Sound
...
...
Components
Components
Other radio
radio apparatus
ap.paratus ...
Other
Electro-medical
Electro-medical equipment
equipment
Industrial
...
Industrial electronics
electronics
...
Scientific instruments
instruments
Scientific

...

...
...
...

...

...
...
...
...
...

...

...

Imports (£H)
(£M)
Imports
Exports
Exports (£M)
(£M)
1961 1962
1961 1962
1961
1962
1961
1962
2.36
2.32
2.36
2.32
5.35
5.30
5.35
5.30
0.53
0.85
0.85
0.53
0.47
0.80
0.80
1.31
0.47
1.31
0.71
0.71
0.66
0.66
1.75
1.75
2.78
2.78
3.50
10.85
11.55
3.50
10.85
11.55
0.42
0.36
0.42
0.36
0.56
0.56
0.63
0.63
7.77
1.n
7.27
7.27
2.80
1.16
1.99
2.58
1.16
1.99
2~0 I; 2.58
0.85
0.94
0.21
0.85
0.94
0.21
0.25
0.25
1.07
0.65
1.15
1.16
0.65
1.07
1.15
1.16
1.40 | 2.10
3.88
3.88
4.47
4.47
1.40
2.10
11.84 14.16
14.16 33.32
35.44
11.84
33.32
35.44

I
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Amateur Exam Courses.—Details
of courses
be held
Courses. -Details of
courses to
to be
held
during the coming session
in preparati
preparation
for the
the Radio
Radio
session in
on for
Amateurs ' Examination
Amateurs'
been
received
from
the
folExaminat ion have
have been received from the following:lowing;—Bradford
Technicall College,
5, WedWedBradford Technica
College, Bradford
Bradford 5,
nesdays at 7.0; Bristol Technical
Ashley Down,
Down,
Technica l College,
College, Ashley
Bristol 7, Mondays at 6.45
Wednesdays
at 7.0;
7.0; Ilford
Ilford
6.45 and
and Wednesd
ays at
Literary Institute, Cranbroo
Cranbrookk Road,
Essex, WedWedRoad, Ilford,
Ilford, Essex,
nesdays and Thursdays
7.15 with
with morse
on Mondays
Mondays
Thursday s at
at 7.15
morse on
at 7.30; and Northwood
Potter Street
Street
Northwo od Evening
Evening Institute,
Institute, Potter
School, Northwood
at 6.30.
6.30.
Northwo od Hills,
Hills, Middx.,
Middx., Mondays
Mondays at
Wandswo
Waudsworth
Technicall College,
London, S.W.18,
S.W.18, is
rth Technica
College, London,
is
holding a number of
of special
special one-year
one-year evening
evening courses
courses
beginning in September.
include;—"Transistors
Septembe r. They
They include:
-"Transi stors""
(Tuesday
(Tuesdayss and Wednesdays);
"Inspection
of Electroni
Electronicc
Wednesd ays); "Inspect
ion of
and Light Electrical Equipme
Equipment"
(Thursdays)
and
nt" (Thursda
ys) anq
"Electron
ic Measurements"
Electronic
(Fridays).. The
The fee
fee for
for
Measure ments" (Fridays)
each course is 50s.
50s.
Technica
Teclmicall courses (full-time
(full-time,, part-time
and evening)
evening)
part-time and
in
m vanous
various aspects of
of telecommunication
t•e lecommu nication engineering,
engineeri ng,
radio operating,
instrumentation
operating , servicing and
and electronic
electronic instrume
ntation
are listed in the 1962/63
1962/63 prospectu
prospectuss received
received from
from the
the
Norwood Technical
S.E.27.
Technica l College,
College, London,
Londt;m, S.E.27.
Correctio
Correctionn to ""Bootstr
Bootstrap
Characteristics."
ap Follower
Follower Characte
ristics."On page 323 of
error appeared
in'the
of the
the July
July issue,
issue, an
an error
appeared in
the
expressio
expressionn for peak gain,
which cl
C, and
and c2
Q were
were
gain, in
in which
transpose
transposed.
d.

Three new filmstrips
training student
student
filmstrips intended
intended for
for trammg
electronic engineers and
and Services
have been
been
Services trainees
trainees have
r·e leased by the Mullard Educatio
released
Educational
Service. Their
Their
nal Service.
titles are:
"Amplification
and Amplifier
Amplifiers:
Parts V
and
ar·e: "Amplifi
cation and
s: Parts.
V and;
VI." (Further additions
to the
the series
covering all
aspects
additions to
series covering
all aspects
of this subject), "Transmitters,"
and "Aerials.
"Aerials."" All
" Transmit ters," and
All
three strips are available now
now from
Visual
from Unicorn
Unicorn Head
Head Visual
Aids Ltd., 42 Westminster
London,
Westmin ster Palace
Palace Gardens,
Gardens, London,
S.W.l. Price
o.w.I.
comprehensive
Pric·e 25s
25s per
per strip,
strip, including
including comprehe
nsive
teaching notes.

SEPTE MBER MEETI
SEPTEMBER
MEETINGS
NGS

LONDON
21st. Television Society.—Discussion
the Pilkington
Pilkington
Society.-D iscussion on
on the
0 at
Report aat 77.0
at the
the Cinematograph
Cinemato graph Exhibitors'
Exhibitors ' Associatio
n,
J
'
Association,
166,
166, Shaftesbury
Shaftesbu ry Avenue,
Avenue, W.C.2.
W.C.2.
26th. Brit.I.R.E.
Discussion
Committeee
Brit.I.R.E .-Discuss
ion on
on the
the Pilkington
Pilkington Committe
Report at
at 6.0
Tropical
6.0 at
at London
London School
School of
of Hygiene
Hygiene and
arid Tropical
Medicine, Keppel
Keppel Street,
Street, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
·
29th.
29th. Electronic
Society.—DemonElectronic Organ
Organ Constructors'
Construct ors' Society.Demonstration of
built by
by P.
P. Vickery
Vickery at
Polyof organ
organ built
at 3.0
3.0 at
at Northern
Northern Polytechnic, Holloway
N.7.
Holloway Road,
Road, N. 7.
BRISTOL
11th.
11th. Television
Television Society.Society.—"" Pilkington
R C.
C
Pilkington Report
Report"" by
by R.
Harman
Harman at
Hotel, College
at 7.30
7.30 at
at the
the Royal
Royal Hotel,
College Green
Green.
LEICEST
ER
LEICESTER
17th.
17th. Television
tape recording
recording "" at
at
Television Society.—"
Society.- " Vision
Vision tape
7.30 at the
the Leicester
Leicester Technical
Technical College.
College.

Ne
ws from
from Ind
News
Industry
ustry
Mazda and Brimar
Radio
Brimar Service.—Thorn-AEI
Service. -Thorn-A EI Radio
Valves & Tubes Ltd. have
service organizaorganizahave merged
merged the
the service
Brimar and
Mazda
Divisions.
F.
H.
Cook
tions of their Brimar
and Mazda Divisions . F. H. Cook
has been appointed service
for the
the new
new joint
service manager
manager for
joint
organizat ion and is located
organization
at the
Valve Sales
Sales DepartDepartlocated at
the Valve
ment at Bnmsdown,
department
Brimsdow n, Enfield,
Enfield, Middx.
Middx. This
This departme
nt
serves the entire U.K.
·
Dansette Products.—Group
for the
the year
ended
Products .-Group profits
profits for
year ended
March 31st last totalled
compare with
with
totalled £425,074
£425,074 and
and compare
those of £316,497 for the
previous
year.
After
taxation
the previous year. After taxation
the net balance is £181,917,
against £138,715
£138,715.. Sales
Sales
£181,917 , against
m
the current
current year
year have
have been
been
in the first quarter
quarter of
of the
maintaine
maintained,
first tape
tape recorder
recorder is
is
d, and the company's
company 's first
announce d.
announced.
l ie
Condense r Co. (192S) Ltd.-Cha irman,
r IDubilier
?TubMcGrea,
Co.the (1925)
Ltd.—Chairman,
I' , J, Condenser
-T,
li.
reports
net
for the
to
F.
H.
McCrea,
reports that
that the
net profit
profit for
the year
year to
March 31st was £90,619 compared
with
for
compared with £102,054
£102,054 for
the preceding year. Referring
Referring to
the new
new plant
for
to the
plant for
making new types of
of tubular
tubular paper
capacitors,
he says
says
paper capacitor
s, he
the initial results are
"most encouraging"
and that
that
are "most
encourag ing" and
Dubilier
Dubiher are now .ready for
for large-scal
large-scalee production
The
productio n. The
company has issued aa brochure
celebratingg 50
50 years
years of
of
brochure ce1ebratin
servict: to the electrical and
service
and electronics
industry.
electronic s industry.

Telefunk
Telefunken
Berlin, report
report that
that sales
sales in
in
en G.m.b.H.,
G.m.b.H. , Berlin,
1961-62 increased by
7% to
to DM
741M as
against
by about
about 7%
DM 741M
as against
the previous year. Referred
Referred to
to domestic
business alone,
alone,
domestic business
the quantity of sales
by 13%,
13%, in
in respect
respect of
of value
value
sales rose
rose by
however by 10%
10% only
only to
approximately
to DM
DM 576M.
576M. At
At approxim
ately
DM 165M
165M exports
to 22%
of total
sales,
exports amounted
amounted to
22% of
total sales,
aa
slight drop in comparison
last
year.
comparis on with
with last year.
Thorn Electrical Industries
trading
Industrie s Ltd.—Group
Ltd.-Gr oup trading
profits for the twelve
twelve months
period to
to March
March 31st
31st last
last
months period
amounted to £5,062,039
with £4,113,907
£5,062,039 as
as compared
compared with
£4,113,907
charges, including
including taxataxafor the previous year.
year. After
After all
all charges,
tion, the net profit
is £2,154,737
(£1,548,769).
profit is
£2,154,737 (£1,548,7
69).

The Toroid Division of
South
of Aveley
Aveley Electric
Electric Ltd.,
Ltd., South
Ockendo
Ockendon,
registered as
as aa separate
separate
n, Essex, has
has . been
been registered
limited company and
is now
and trading
at
and is
now operating
operating and
trading at
the above address
Products Ltd.
Ltd.
address under
under the
the name
name of
of Avel
Avel Products

Cossor Research Laboratories.—Typical
of work
work
Laborato ries.-Typ ical · of
being carried on
on at
at the
the new
new research
research and
and development
developm ent
laborator
laboratories
of Cossor Radar
& Electroni
Electronics
officiies of
Radar &
cs Ltd.,
Ltd., officially opened at
on July
July 6th,
6th, is
is the
the
at Harlow,
Harlow, Essex,
Essex, on
developm ent of a new secondary
development
secondary radar
transradar airborne
airborne transponder. When the
in
the first
first models
models become
become available
available in
Novembe
Novemberr their use
use will
will enable
air traffic
controllerss on
on
enable air
traffic controller
the ground to be automatically
with importan
importantt
automatic ally presented
presented with
flight
night information
conventional
informati on not
not provided
provided by
by conventio
nal primary
primary
radars. Airborne
transponders
within
range
will be
be
Airborne transpond ers within range will
" interroga
interrogated"
transmission
from the
the
ted" by aa radar
radar transmiss
ion from
ground, and will reply by transmitting
fjound
any of
of up
up to
to
transmitt ing any
4096 information
only 64
64 codes
codes have
have
informati on codes.
codes. Previously
Previousl y only
been available.
Cossor, pioneers
of
secondary
radar,
available. Cossor,
pioneers of secondary radar,
claim to be the
the U.S.A.
U.S.A. who
who
the only
only company
company outside
outside the
can supply aa complete
complete secondary
secondary surveillance
surveillan ce radar
radar
system.
KEF Electronics
formed by
by R
R. E.
E.
Electroni cs Ltd.,
Ltd., the
the company
company formed
Cooke, has arranged London
for its
its
London showroom
showroom facilities
facilities for
range of loudspeakers
This has
has
loudspeak ers and
and the
the ADC
ADC pickup.
pickup. This
been effected in
in conjunction
conjuncti on with
with Expert
Expert Gramophones
Gramoph ones
Ltd., at the
the latter's
latter's premises
82 Kensington
High
premises at
at 82
Kensingt on High
Street, London, W.8.
W.8. (Tel.:
Demon(Tel.: Western
Western 0037.)
0037.) Demonstrations can be arranged
KEF ElecElecarranged by
by appointment.
appointm ent. KEF
tronics has head offices
(Tel •
offices at
at Tovil,
Tovil, Maidstone,
Maidston e, Kent
Kent (Tel.:
Maidston
'e 55761).
Maidstone
Denham &
Ltd., importers
distributors
& Morley Ltd.,
importers and
and distributo
rs
0 and electrical
of _ tadi
radio
and electrical goods, of Denmore House,
House,
173-175 Cleveland Street,
W.l
(Tel.;
Fusion
Street, London,
London, W.1 (Tel.: Euston
3656), have added
added the
Sonoior range
the French
French Sonolor
range of
of transistor
transistor
radio receivers to
their list
of agencies,
which now
now ininto their
list of
agencies, which
cludes the Japanese
and
German
Japanese Standard
Standard and German Akkord
Akkord
ranges of transistor
in addition
addition to
to Butoba
Butoba
transistoc radio
radio receivers
receivers in
accessories.
tape recorders and
and accessorie
s.
Aerials and associated electronic
equipmentt for
for aa new
new
electronic equipmen
$2M U.S. Naval Radio
Station at
Caithness,, is
is
Radio Station
at Thurso,
Thurso, Caithness
Ltd. The
The station
station
to be supplied by
by RCA
RCA Great
Great Britain
Britain Ltd.
is due to
1963.
to be
be operational
operation al by
by June,
June, 1963.
CTH Electronics
from Cheshunt
Cheshunt to
to
Electroni cs have
have moved
moved from
premises at Burford Works,
Works, Burford
Street, Hoddesdo
Hoddcsdon,
Burford Street,
n,
Herts (Tel.: Hoddesdon
Hoddesd on 4798).
4798).
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Factory.-Murphy Radio has
Murphy To Close Factory.—Murphy
announced that its factory at Hirwaun, the industrial
estate at Aberdare, Glamorgan, where 600 are employed,
will close at the end of the year. A statement said:
" There are now more production facilities than can be
used at the present time, and it is essential to achieve
economies." The factory, which once employed 1,000,
was set up 15 years ago.
Deal.-Electric & Musical
I.C.T.-E.M.I. Computer Deal.—Electric
Industries Ltd. and International Computers & Tabulators Ltd. announce that the data processing activities of
E.M.I. Electronics Ltd. have been merged with the
I.C.T. organization as from July 24th. These arrangements do not cover analogue computers or computers
E.M.I. is
designed for process control purposes. E.M.I,
developing and will also sell a special range of basic
.
components for computers.
Plant.-The Prime Minister
S.T.C.'s Northern Ireland Plant.—The
of Northern Ireland, Lord · Brookeborough, welcomed
industry " in
" the beginnings of an important new industry"
Ulster when he officially opened the first factory of
& Cables (Northern Ireland) Ltd.
Standard Telephones &
at Monkstown, Newtownabbey, on July 25th. This
" advance factory," employing over 300 people, was provided by the Northern Ireland Development Council to
enable S.T.C. to train staff and to build up production
facilities in readiness for its main 280,000 sq ft factory
now under construction nearby. This is due to be completely occupied by the end of 1963, when some 2,000
people will be employed there.
The Dutch Philips concern now has a total of 215
factories in operation in 31 countries in all parts of the
world, according to the latest annual report. Statistics
indicate
ipdicate that television receiver business (18% of total)
is the most important single field of operation for the
Philips organization.
Elliott-Automation has formed a subsidiary company
in Luxembourg in which it is proposed to concentrate
and develop the group's main interest in the Common
Market. The new company, Elliott-Automation Continental S.A., has a capital of 400M Luxembourg francs,
and its chairman is Sir Leon Bagrit with Dr. Lawrence
L. Ross as managing director. ·
Elac record players, record changers, and · stereo
ceramic and crystal pickup cartridges, manufactured by
Electroacustic G.m.b.H., of Keil, Germany, are now
available from the High-Fidelity Centre (F. C.
Mitchell), 61 West Street, Dorking, Surrey (Tel.:
Dorking 4229), who are now the sole British agents.
Recordacall, manufacturers of a fully integrated telephone answering equipment of that name, have been
taken over as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Radio
Rentals group. Recordacall equipment will be installed
on a rental basis and the rental will cover all installation, servicing and maintenance charges.
Largest television studio . to be used by the British
Corporation-Studio 11 at the White City
Broadcasting Corporation—Studio
Centre-is to be equipped by E.M.I. ElecTelevision Centre—is
4-!-in image orthicon cameras and
tronics with eight 4Jin
associated equipment. Special feature of the cameras
is the provision for changing the line standard by remote
is
control from 405 to 525 or 625 lines. Studio 1 is
scheduled to be opened in the summer of 1963.
A low-noise receiver, forming part of equipment to be
used in the tracking, telemetry reception and frequency
measurement
?f transmissions from deep space probes,
~eas~rement of
is being
supphed by G. & E. Bradley Ltd. to the Unibemg supplied
1s
versity of Manchester.
Davy-AEI Automation Ltd. has changed its name to
Steelworks Automation Ltd., with effect from July 23rd.
The company's . address is Booth Hall, Knutsford,
The
Cheshire.

OVERSEAS TRADE
Radiotelephone equipment has · been supplied by
indonesiaa
Associated Electrical Industries Ltd. to the Indonesian
P()l;t,
Post, Telegraph and Telephone Department, to supplement facilities available to the press representatives
attending the Asian Games which commenced in DjarA.E.I. in this
karta on August 24th. Associated with A.E.I,
project
proje.ct were Redifon Ltd. and the contract was valued
at over £86,000.
Belgian Government ships on the Dover-Ostend car
ferry service are now fitted with additional Decca radars
of a special type to assist them in berthing in low visibility. The aerials of these radars are specially sited
aft to give a clear view astern and the equipment will
assist the ships in the difficult stern-to berthings they
have to make at each end of their run. The radars are
of the type originally developed for Rhine navigation.

V.H.F. communication equipment to the value of
£250,000 is to be supplied to the Swedish Government by British Communications Corporation Ltd., a
subsidiary company of Radio & Television Trust Ltd.
The two largest tankers afloat, the 88,500-ton dead
weight Naess Champion and Naess Sovereign, built at
Nagasaki by the Japanese Mitsubishi Shipbuilding
Company for the Anglo-American Shipping Co. of
Bermuda, have been fitted with main radio installation,
direction finder and Escort radar equipment by Associated Electrical Industries Ltd.
THESSALONIKI

TR POUS

KORINTHOi /

A Microwave Radio Network to provide long-distance
multi-circuit telephone and television transmission links to
cover most of Greece is to be supplied by Standard Telephones
&
& Cables Ltd., London, to the Hellenic Telecommunications
Organization (O.T.E.).
( 0. T.E. ). The total route length is over 500 miles,
Qrganization
in 17 radio " hops," 9 of which involve over-water paths requiring the use of the latest type of STC space diversity equipment.
Future expansion of the network with a view to linking up with
the Eurovision television system is catered for, and the equipment
will provide initially two working broadband radio channels and
Mcfs frequency band.
one standby channel in the 4,000 Mcjs
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Pers
onalities
Personalities
Lord Nelson of Stafford, managing director
director of
of the
the
English Electric Company since 1956,
1956, who
who succeeded
succeeded to
to
the barony on the death of his father (see
(see obituary
obituary on
on
this page), has been appointed chairman and
and chief
chief execuexecutive of the company. Lord Nelson, who
who is
is 45,
45, succeeded
succeeded
his father as chairman of Marconi's W/T
Co.
last
W /T Co. last year.
year.
E. B. Banks, deputy managing director
director of
of English
English ElecElectric since April, and G. A. Riddell, comptroller
since
comptroller since
1954, became joint managing directors of the
the company.
company.

Sir Harold Wernher, Bt., G.C.V.O.,
G.C.V.O., T.D.,
T.D., has
has been
been
appointed chairman of the Plessey Co.
Co. Ltd.
Ltd. following
following
the death of Sir Allen Clark. It
also announced
It is
is also
announced that
that
the Plessey board has been partially
reconstructed.
partially reconstructed.
Field Marshal Lord Harding of
of Petherton
Petherton and
and the
the Rt.
Rt.
Hon. Harold Watkinson, M.P., have
have joined
joined the
the board,
board,
and J. F. Mallabar, B. G. W. Attwood
Attwood and
and A.
A. F.
F. Roger
Roger
have resigned.

M. L.
L . Jofeh, O.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., has
has been
been appointed
appointed
deputy managing director of Sperry
Sperry Gyroscope
Gyroscope Co.
Co. Ltd.
Ltd.
In addition to his new duties, Mr. Jofeh
will
continue
J ofeh will continue as
as
general manager—operations.
manager-oper ations. He joined
A.
C.
Cossor
joined A. C. Cossor
in 1936 as a television research engineer, becoming
techbecoming technical assistant to the director of research before
before leaving
leaving
in 1947 to join Sperry to carry out research
and develresearch and
development work on radar, fire control and missile systems.
systems.
Mr. Jofeh was appointed an O.B.E.
work
O.B.E. for
for his
his work on
on
defence projects in 1956. · He became chief engineer
engineer in
in .
1957 and was appointed manager of Sperry's newly
newly
formed Industrial Division in 1959. He joined the
the board
board
in 1960.

OUR AUTHORS
AUTHOR S

F. B. Turner has joined the staff
staff of
of Channel
Channel TeleTelevision as operations manager, and is
St. Helier,
is based
based at
at St.
Helier,
Jersey. Mr. Turner joined the G.P.O.
as aa trainee
trainee in
in
G .P.O. as
1938 and served during the war
war years
years with
with the
the R.A.O.C.
R.A.O.C.
on radar installations, later transferring
transferring to
to the
the R.E.M.E.
R.E.M.E.
on its formation for duties in
in the
the technical
technical branch
branch as
as aa
lecturer and on research. On demobilization he
he rejoined
rejoined
the G.P.O. on transmission duties and subsequently
on
subsequently on
planning. In 1956, he joined A.B.C. Television
Television and
and in
in
1959 was appointed senior planning engineer
engineer in
in charge
charge
of technical planning for the outside broadcasts
broadcasts division
division
of that company.
Don Richards, A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
SolarA.M.Brit.I.R.E ., who
who joined
joined the
the Solartron organization as a junior engineer in
1952, has
in 1952,
has been
been
appointed a director of Solartron Laboratory
Laboratory InstruInstruments Ltd. His field of experience with
with Solartron
Solartron has
has
been as a project engineer in general instrument
instrument develdevel- ·
opment, section leader in the development of
of oscillooscilloscopes, and in charge of development of
of magnetic
magnetic data
data
tape recording, during which time
time he
he was
was on
on the
the Data
Data
Processing Equipment Committee (E.E.A.)
(E.E.A.) representing
representing
Solartron.
H. ApSimon, D. Phil., has been appointed
appointed by
by I.B.M.
I.B.M.
United Kingdom Ltd. to the
the newly
newly created
created post
post of
of
manager, university programmes. A
A graduate
graduate of
of Oxford
Oxford
University, where he obtained
1951 for
obtained his
his doctorate
doctorate in
in 1951
for
research in the theory of
of numbers,
numbers, he
he joined
joined I.B.M.
I.B.M. in
in
1958 and became manager of
of the
the Applied
Applied Science
Science DeDepartment in 1960. Dr.
Dr. ApSimon's
ApSimon's experience
experience before
before
joining I.B.M.
I.B.M. included
included three
three years
years with
with Fairey
Fairey Aviation
Aviation
and four years with Decca
Decca Radar
Radar Research
Research Laboratories.
Laboratories.
He was at
He
at one
one time
time on
on the
the technical
technical training
training committee
committee
of the Radio Industry
Industry Council.
Council.
.

The appointment of
Bivand, M.I.E.E.,
The
of E.
E. E.
E. Bivand,
M.I.E.E., as
as marmarketing manager (home),
keting
(home), is
is announced
announced by
by Standard
Standard TeleTelephones & Cables. Mr.
Mr. Bivand
Bivand will
will be
be responsible
responsible for
for
all of the company's marketing
marketing operations
operations in
in the
the U.K.
U.K.
He succeeds A.
He
A. L.
L . Sommerville,
Sommerville, aa well-known
well-known figure
figure
in the
who has
in
the telecommunication
telecommunica tion industry,
industry, who
has retired
retired after
after
38 years' service with S.T.C.
S.T.C.
Sydney E. Storey has been appointed chief
chief engineer
engineer
of Wyndsor
Wyndsor Recording
of
Recording Co.
Co. Ltd.
Ltd. Previously
Previously Mr.
Mr. Storey
Storey
was for
eight
years
with
the
Grundig
organization,
for eight years with the Grundig organization,
latterly as assistant
production
manager.
assistant production manager.
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Norman F. Bounsall, writes in this
this issue
issue on
on the
the elecelectronic editing of video tape on
enon which
which he
he has
has been
been ensit;1ce he joined the Ampex organization in
gaged since
in
America in 1959. Born in the
1923 he
the U.K.
U .K . in
in 1923
he was
was
employed first as a sound recording engineer
engineer at
at the
the
Denham studios of Ranks and later
later as
as aa communication
communication
engineer with E.M.I,
E.M.I. before going to Canada
Canada in
in 1953.
1953.
For six years prior to joining Ampex he
was chief
he was
chief transtransmission engineer with the National Film
Film Board
Board of
of
•Canada.
• Canada.
A. E. Cawkell, the concluding section of
of whose
whose article
article
on indexing technical information appears in
in this
this issue,
issue,
is director and general
manager of Cawkell Re•1M
search and Electronics
'1
Ltd., which is now a
member of the Simms
Group.
Group.
Educated at
Stowe School Mr. Cawkell founded his company
in 1948 after war service
in the Communications
Communicatio ns
Branch of the Royal Navy.
He is interested in nondestructive testing, storage devices and precision
measuring equipment. He
has latterly been concerned with the problems
of transmitting television
1
pictures over telephone
ncs
A. H.
E. Cawke/1.
^lines.
4.
Cawkell.
Vivian J.
Vivian
}. Phillips,
Phillips, Ph.D.,
Ph.D., B.Sc.(Eng.),
B.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I.,
A.C.G.I.:
D.I.C., author of the article
article describing
describing aa combination
combination
lock, graduated with
at
with First
First Class
Class Honours
Honours at Imperial
Imperial
College (City and
and Guilds)
Guilds) in
in 1955,
1955, and
and after
after aa period
period
of post-graduate research
degree
of
resear,c h received
received the
the degree of Ph.D.
Ph.D.
m 1959. Dr. Phillips spent
at
the
General
in
spent two
two years
years at the General
Electric Company's Research
Wembley,
Research Laboratories
Laboratories at
at Wembley,
with pulse-communicaworking on problems
problem1. connected
connected with
pulse-commun ications, before taking up
up his
his present
present lecturing
lecturing post
post at
at the
the
University College, Swansea,
1960.
Swansea, in
in 1960.

OBITUARY
Lord Nelson
Lord
Nelson of
of Stafford,
Stafford, chairman
chairman of
of English
English Electric
Electric
Company, died
died on
on July
July 16th
16th in
in his
his 75th
75th year.
year. Educated
Educated
at thee <City
& Guilds College,
College, London,
London, where
where he
he studied
studied
? Professor
^'ty ^
under
Sylvanus
Sylvanus Thompson,
Thompson, George
George Horatio
Horatio
Nelson joined the
the Brush
Brush Crystal
Crystal Engineering
Engineering Company
Company
as aa student.
student. He
Westinghouse Comas
He then
then went
went to
to the
the Westinghouse
Company (later
where he
(later Metropolitan
Metropolitan Vickers)
Vickers) where
he stayed
stayed until
until
1930 when he
1930
he joined
joined English
English Electric
Electric and
and within
within three
three
years became chairman and
and managing
managing director.
director. He
He was
was
also chairman of
companies including
also
of several
several subsidiary
subsidiary companies
including
Marconi's W/T,
W /T, Marconi
Marconi Instruments
Instruments and
and Marconi
Marconi
Marine. He
Marine.
He was
was knighted
knighted in
in 1943,
1943, received
received aa baronetcy
baronetcy
in
1955
and
was
raised
to
the
peerage
as
the
first
in 1955 and wss raised to the peerage as the first Baron
Baron
Nelson of Stafford in
in 1960.
1960.
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FOR
FOR THE
THE
"BEST
''BEST
PICK-UP
PICK-UP

ARM

ARM

IN THE
IN
THE
WORLD"
WORLD''

-ONLY
ONLY

\\~
-'1· Lee''
Deal~-

XX

feelliW^-Lee//

UNITORS
UNITORS

ARE GOOD ENOUGH

ARE

GOOD

The S.M.E. precision
precision pick-up
pick-up arm,
arm, which
which
won the 1962
1962 Design
Design Centre
Centre Award,
Award, uses
uses
"Belling-Lee" Unitors.
Unitors.
This is just one
one example
example of
of the
the many
many appliapplications for Unitors
Unitors which
which were
were designed
designed as
as
reliable
connectors for
for aa wide
wide variety
variety of
of
reliable connectors
uses. Made to an exacting
exacting M.o.S.
M.o.S. specificaspecification, they have
have been
been extensively
extensively used
used in
in
NATO equipment all
all over
over the
the world,
world, and
and
are available in
in 4,
4, 8,
8, 12,
12, 18
18 and
and 25-pole
25-pole
versions. There is
is aa range
range of
of covers
covers and
and
retainers for cable-to-chassis
cable-to-chassis use.
use.

ENOUGH
Specification:
D.E.F. 5321:
1958
5321: 1958
Current rating:
Small poles:
poles: 3A
Small
3A
Large poles:
poles: lOA
Large
I OA
Max. working volts:
volts:
500V.
SOOV. peak
peak
Humidity:
Class H.S
H.5
Class
Temperature
range:
range:
o
0
—40
C to
C
-40°C
to +I00
+ IOOoc
Materials:
Materials:
Black nylon-filled
Black
phenolic
nylon-filled phenolic
resin moulding;
resin
moulding; silversilverplated
solid . brass
brass pins;
pins;
plated solid
beryllium-copper
sockets.
beryllium-copper sockets.
Tin-dipped
solder spills.
spills.
Tin-dipped solder
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"BELLING-LEE" NOTES
No. 43 of aa series
Why we are not at the Radio
Radio Show
Show
times. are changed, and
The times
and we
we
with them. In the
the early
early days
days of
of
wireless, Radiolympia
Radiolympia was
was able
able to
to
.new branch
accommodate this magical
magical,new
branch
of electricity, for
for the
the vast
vast electronics
electronics
industry that we know
know today
today had
had
not yet come into being.
"Belling-Lee"
" Belling-Lee " was
was born into
into this
this
new industry in 1922,
1922, the
the same
same
year as the British Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Company was founded.
founded. Almost
Almost from
from
the start, we supplied
supplied components
components
both to the B.B.C. and
and the
the radio
radio
setmakers, and we are
are proud
proud to
to
number them still among
among our
our cuscustomers. However, today
today we
we are
are more
more
closely allied
alhed to the professional
professional side
side
of the industry, e.g. communications,
communications,
transport, radar and
and navigational
navigational
aids, electro-medical
electro-medical equipment,
equipment,
computers, satellites, nuclear
nuclear elecelecThese
tronics, etcetera.
These are
are the
the
fields in which we must
must concentrate
concentrate
if we are to meet the
the wages
wages of
of our
our
ever increasing pay-roll.
pay-roll.
This is why we are now conserving
conserving
our eiforts
efforts for
for the
the R.E.C.M.F.,
R.E.C.M.F.,
I.E.A. and S.B.A.C. exhibitions.
exhibitions.
The way that "" Belling-Lee
Belling-Lee "" like
like to
to
be represented at such
such important
important
events calls for a tremendous
tremendous amount
amount
of the time of all our
our Directors
Directors
and senior executives,
executives, and
and there
there just
just
is not enough to devote
devote to
to three
three such
such
exhibitions in a year.
Aerials for UHF
"Belling-Lee"
" Belling-Lee " participated
participated in
in the
the
original series of
of tests
tests in
in 1955.
1955.
Much research and development
development have
have
taken place since then,
then, and
and new
new
arrays have been made, which
which meet
meet
the requirements of the
the B.B.C.
B.B.C. and
and
have been approved by
by them.
them. These
These
cover a band of 11 channels.
channels.
Mass production aerials will
will not
not be
be
available for the new
new series
series of
of tests,
tests,
and in any case, the
the transmission
transmission
frequencies are different
diiferent from
from those
those
which will ultimately be used.
used. HowHowever, "sma:ll
" small batch"
batch " designs,
designs, enengineered to Professional
Professional standards,
standards,
have been offered to
to industry,
industry, and
and
to the trade in London
London and
and the
the
Home Counties, for
for channels
channels 34
34 and
and
44. The price of a single
single array
array
covering both channels is
is £7/10/£7/10/- list.
list.
If any reader would like
like an
an aerial
aerial
for experimenting, they
they can
can be
be
obtained in the normal
normal way;
way; but
but
remember' that another' aerial
remember
aerial will
will be
be
required later, albeit
albeit the
the price
price will
will
be much lower when
when quantity
quantity proproduction begins. Literature
Literature and
and aa
coverage map are available
available on
on request.
request.
There is an announcement
announcement of
of
historical interest on
on page
page 42.
42.

Advertisment
Advertisment of
of
BELLING &
& LEE LTD.
Cambridge. Rd.,
Great Cambridge
Rd., Enfield,
Enfield, Middx.
Middx

Most
Most "Belling-Lee"
"Belling-Lee" proproducts
by patpatducts are
are covered
covered by
ents
designs
ents or
or registered
registered designs
oror applications
applications
Telephone: Enfield 5393 •■ Telegrams:
Telegrams: Radiobel,
Radiobel, Enfield
Enfield
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Xw-1& changer dust bug
I

•2f

& changer dust bug

& stylus
stylus pressure
pressure

.,,i i &
I

.gauge
gauge

to advance
advance and
and be
be recognised.
recognised. Recognised
Acos continue to
Recognised as
as the
the finest
finest range
range of
ofreplacereplaceav~ilable. Diamond
ment styli now available.
Diamond and
and sapphire,
sapphire, mono
mono·and
and stereo,
stereo, there
there are
are now
now over
over
150 types of Acos
Acos x500
x500 styli,
styli, to
to fit
fit all
all makes
makes of
ofpick-ups
pick-ups and
and cartridges.
cartridges. There
Thereis!sone
onetoto
fit your equipment.
equipment. All
All Acos,x500
Acos.x500 styli
styli are
are individually
individually tested
tested at
at 500-times
500-times magnification,
magnification,
yet they cost
cost no more
more than
than other
other makes.
makes. Look
Look for
for Acos
Acos styli
styli in
in the
the characteristic
characteristicpack.
pack.
Accessories
Bug
that
sweeps
Accessf)ries after the
the /act/Don't
fact :·Don't overlook
overlook the
the Acos
Acos Changer
Changer Dust
Dust Bug that sweeps all
all
before
it,
and
the
Acos
Stylus
Pressure
Gauge
which
stops
pick-ups
before. it~ and the ·Acos Stylus Pressure Gauge which stops pick-upsfrom
fro.mthrowing
throwingtheir
their
weight about.
abo~ t .
Other Acos products:
products: mono
mono and
and stereo
stereo pick-ups,
pick-ups, cartridges,
cartridges,.microphones.
microphones.

·o

~·.

e0 i

.

ARE
ARE DOING
DOING THINGS
THINGS IN
IN STYLI
STYLI

COSMOCORD LTD,
COSMOCORD
LTD, WALTHAM
WALTHAM CROSS,
CROSS, HERTS.
HERTS. TEL;
TEL: WALTHAM
WALTHAM CROSS
CROSS 27331
27331
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MODULATION METER

MODULATION

By H. B. DENT*

METER

SIMPLE TEST SET FOR MONITORING
MONITORING MOBILE
MOBILE A.M.
A.M. TRANSMITTERS
TRANSMITTERS

0

NE method of measuring
measuring the
the depth
depth of
of modulamodulation in an amplitude-modulated
amplitude-modulated transmitter
transmitter isis by
by the
the
t Either
use of an oscilloscope.
oscilloscope.f
Either the
the modulated
modulated carrier
carrier
using aa suitable
suitable time-base
time-base frefrecan be examined using
circuit, such
such as
as that
that shown
shown in
in
quency and a pick-up circuit,
combined arrangements
arrangements of
of Figs.
Figs. 11
Fig. 1(a), or the combined
(a) and (b) can be employed
employed without
without the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope
time-base. The first-mentioned
first-mentioned method
method provides
provides
of the
the modulated
modulated carrier
carrier
an oscilloscope pattern of
which under ideal conditions
conditions takes
takes the
the form
form of
of Fig.
Fig.
2(a). The second arrangement
arrangement gives
gives the
the so-called
so-called
" trapezoidal" pattern
pattern as
as in
in Fig.
Fig. 2(b),
2(b), where
where the
the
"trapezoidal"
AERIAL
AERIAL
COUPLING
UNIT
COUPLING UNIT

TRAN;:In::]
.

~ . COAX CABLE

__]~~

•

PICK-UP
LOOP

, Y
(vertical)
PLATES

(a)

MOOULAT03111
(HORIZONTAL)
♦ PLATES
P. A.
H T+

(b)

Fig. I. Arrangement for
for checking
checking modulation
modulation inin an
an amplitudeamplitudewith an
an oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. With
With (a)
(a) anan
modulated transmitter with
oscillator isis required.
required. Circuit
Circuit (b)
(b) can
can bebe
external sweep oscillator
external sweep
sweep oscillator,
oscillator, but
but amplifiers
amplifiers
used in place of external
should not be used in the
the oscilloscope.
oscilloscope. Values
Values for
for RR11,, RR22 and
and
for low
CC are suitable for
low power
power transmitters
transmitters of
of 500/600
500/600 volts
volts
working.

relative amplitudes c dd (unmodulated
(unmodulated carrier)
carrier) and
and ee ff
(modulated carrier) provide
provide aa measure
measure of
of the
the depth
depth
of modulation.
modulation, using
using the
the circuits
circuits
With full, or 100%, modulation,
of Fig. 1 (a) and
and (b)
(b) in
in combination,
combination, an
an oscilloscope
oscilloscope
pattern as illustrated in
in Fig.
Fig. 2(b),
2(b), but
but with
with the
the whole
whole
illuminated and
and its
its apex
apex resting
resting on
on
of this triangle illuminated
the x axis should result.
result. Under
Under these
these conditions
conditions the
the
distance ·e f should be
be twice
twice cc d.
d. Less
Less than
than 100%
100%
truncated triangle
triangle as
as shown
shown
modulation gives aa truncated
shaded in Fig. 2(b):
2(b): over-modulation
over-modulation isis characcharacterized by a pattern such
such as
as Fig.
Fig. 2(c)
2(c) with
with aa brightbrightthe apex
apex of
of this
this triangle.
triangle. Various
Various
line extension of the
other patterns may appear
appear on
on the
the cathode-ray
cathode-ray tube
tube
if distortion of one kind
kind or
or another
another isis present
present inin
signal.
this transmitted signal.
description of
of checking
checking the
the modulamodulaThis cursory description
* Amateur
G2MC.
station G2MC.
Amateur station
.S.G .B. Amateur
ft Detailed
description ·can
can be
be fourid
found inin RR.S.G.B.
Amateur Radio
Radio
Detailed description
Handbook.
Hrmdbook.
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by means
means of
of an
an oscilloscope
oscilloscope
tion of a transmitter by
serves two purposes. It
It shows
shows that
that there
there isis aa
fairly reliable means
means of
of checking
checking and
and calibrating
calibrating the
the
performance of the compact
compact modulation
modulation meter
meter toto be
be
exemplifies the
the type
type of
of equipment
equipment
described and also exemplifies
order to
to obtain
obtain comparable
comparable
otherwise required in order
data on the modulating
modulating conditions
conditions obtaining
obtaining in
in aa
numerous snags
snags likely
likely to
to be
be enentransmitter. The numerous
countered when applying
applying the
the oscilloscope
oscilloscope method
method toto
v.h.f. transmitters have
have not
not been
been discussed,
discussed, but
but they
they
can be extremely troublesome
troublesome and
and difficult
difficult toto circircumvent.
It was principally these
these difficulties
difficulties that
that led
led toto aa
compact, portable
portable and
and self-contained
self-contained
search for a compact,
test set, which would
would be
be easy
easy to
to handle
handle and
and -which
which
could be conveniently used
used with
with mobile
mobile and
and portportable transmitters. It
It was
was preferable
preferable to
to have
have no
no
direct electrical connection
connection to
to the
the transmitter
transmitter and
and
no reliance on either power
power supplies
supplies or
or batteries
batteries..
remembered seeing
seeing the
the circuit
circuit of
of aa
The writer remembered
modulation test set some
some years
years ago
ago that
that appeared
appeared toto
fulfil all these requirements,
requirements, but
but the
the details
details had
had been
been
forgotten and could not
not be
be traced.
traced. As
As remembered,
remembered,
the basic principle of
of the
the meter
meter isis that
that the
the ununmodulated carrier is
is first
first tuned
tuned in
in on
on aa simple
simple builtbuiltin receiver and the
the d.c.
d.c. component
component arising
arising from
from the
the
rectification is indicated
indicated on
on aa milliammeter.
milliammeter. The
The
carrier is then modulated
modulated from
from aa tone
tone source
source and
and the
the
modulated signal, which now
now appears
appears after
after the
the. dedetector, is itself rectified
rectified and
and its
its d.c.
d.c. component,
component, inindependent of the r.f. carrier
carrier d.c.
d.c. component,
component, indicated
indicated
on a second milliammeter.
milliammeter. The
The ratio
ratio of
of these
these two
two
independent d.c. components
components isis aa measure
measure of
of the
the
depth of modulation.
With-these
With these brief facts
facts as
as aa guide
guide aa meter
meter was
was conconstructed which functioned
functioned in
in aa most
most satisfactory
satisfactory way
way
and with later improvements
improvements and
and additions
additions isis shown
shown
in Fig 3. In this
this circuit
circuit one
one milliammeter
milliammeter serves
serves
for both r.f. and a.f. measurements,
measurements, switch
switch SS22 changchanging the meter over to the
the appropriate
appropriate points
points in
inthe
thecircircuit. One very important
important condition
condition must
must be
be observed
observed
and this is that no alteration
alteration in
in the
the coupling
coupling between
between
the test meter's pick-up
pick-up aerial
aerial and
and the
the transmitter
transmitter
must occur between the
the r.f.
r.f. and
and a.f.
a.f. measurements.
measurements.
difficult to
to observe.
observe.
However, this is not difficult
Switch S
S,,3 is included
included to
to enable
enable either
either "upward"
" upward "
or "downward
" downward"" modulation
modulation of
of the
the carrier
carrier to
to be
be
checked, and jack JJ,1 isis included
included so
so that
thataural
auralmonitormonitoring of the transmitted
transmitted signal
signal can
can be
be effected
effected merely
merely

::· ::~ e-[) c-1)·
c~~~~~~

t-d-~--

(a)

(b)

x-'-

d--'-

€)
(c)

Fig. 2. Oscilloscope
Oscilloscope pattern
pattern (a)
(a) isis produced
produced using
using circuit
circuit
Fig. I (a).
(a). Patterns
Patterns (b)
(b) and
and (c)
(c) are
are obtained
obtained
arrangement of Fig.
with combination of Fig.
Fig. I (a)
(a) and
and (b).
(b). InIn (a)
(a) the
the peak
peak ofof
modulation is 100%; inin (b)
(b) about
about 50%,
50%, while
while (c)
(c) illustrates
illustrates
modulation
over-modulation.
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I
I
I
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^
C5: 1
35p
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: :c 4
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220p
1 150 S
—i
1
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by plugging in headphones. This jack automatically
disconnects the audio rectifier D
D22 (not to be confused
with the r.f. detector D
D,)
1 ) which is a necessary requirement for listening to the actual audio signal.
Included in the modulation meter is r.f. circuit
than
switching so that the set can be used on more than
a single waveband, but only the v.h.f. and two of
of
the short-wave amateur bands are covered by the
meter in its present form. Any of the amateur wavebands can be covered by fitting an appropriate size
of tuning capacitor and suitable coils, but the overall
size of the test set will have to be increased.
R.f. switching is effected by S8,(3)
S,(b), both
both
1 (a) and S1(b),
switches being incorporated in a single two-pole,
two-pole,
four way switch, so far only three positions being
used.
In position 11 the coverage with the 35-pF variable
Ca is 135 Mc/s to 160 Mc/s; position 2
capacitor C,
Me/ s to 150 Me/
gives a coverage of 68 Mc/s
Mc/ss and
and posiposis. The original plan was
tion 3 covers 13 to 30 Me/
Mc/s.
was
for Range 11 to take in the 145-Mc/s band with nonnoncritical tuning, hence the inclusion of c2
C2 which rerestricts the capacitance swing of Ca.
C3. Range
Range 2 was
intended to cover the 70 Me/
Mc/ss band using the same
(L1) as for Range 1, while Range 3 was intended
coil (Li)
to take in the 29 Mc/s, 21 Mc/s and 14 Mc/s bands.
In this respect it falls a little short of requirements
requirements

fell liJLiL4
Front panel of the instrument. The aerial terminal is at top
top
right, jack J] 11 between the switches.
420

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the modulation meter and monitor described in the
text.

AJ.

and if the meter is required to cover the whole of
Range 3 a larger capacitor will have to be substiCa. So far only the 2-metre band is
tuted at C3.
is rerequired at the writer's station.
T,1 was
The 2 to 11 step down ratio for transformer T
different ratios had been tried
selected after several ·different
as it gave the best agreement with measurements
made on an oscilloscope. Calculating the optimum
ratio for this component could offer an interesting
diversion for anyone so inclined.
One point of interest arose in the early stages of
developing the meter and that was that after tuning
tuning
in the carrier with switch S2 in the r.f. position·
position and
and
regisswitching to the a.f. position the milliammeter registered a current reading before modulation was
was
applied to the signal. This was traced to a leakage
of r.f. into the audio part of the instrument despite
despite
C,,, c5
C5 and r.f.c.: this r.f. was
was being
the r.f. filter c4
rectified by D22.• Enclosing the whole of the r.f. part
part
of the circuit in a metal box, as shown within the
broken lines of Fig. 3, remedied this defect. There
should, of course, be no meter reading with S22 in the
the
a.f. position when the carrier is not modulated.
Operation.-The
Operation.—The procedure for using the test meter
is very simple and is as follows :-A
: —A short length of
aerial " terminal and
stiff wire is connected to the ""aerial"
s2
with S
Si on the appropriate
appropriate
2 in the r.f. position (and sl
the"" aerial" is brought sufficiently near
studs), the
near to
to the
the
p.a. circuit of the transmitter to produce a full-scale
full-scale
deflection on the 0-1mA
0-lmA meter when the unmoduunmodulated carrier is tuned in with C
C3.
3 • Without changing
the coupling, S22 is moved to the a.f. position, modulation applied to the transmitter · and the milliammeter then indicates the approximate percentage
percentage
depth of modulation. If, for example, a milliammeter
rnA reads, on "a.f."
scaled 0-1 mA
" a.f." 0.8 rnA
mA when modumodulated, the modulation depth is approximately 80%.
% modulation.
rnA reading represented 50
A 0.5 mA
50%
for D
D,1 and
and
Point contact crystal diodes are used for
D22,, and while a matched pair was actually selected,
Dj1 be a v.h.f.
the most important requirement is that D
type.
Construction.-Complete screening of the modulaConstruction.—Complete
modulation meter has been found unnecessary; the screened
r.f. section seems to provide adequate protection
against r.f. leakage into the a.f. section. The
The model
model
described here is assembled on an aluminium plate
measuring 8 XX 4!in
4) in which forms the top of a wooden
wooden
box 3in deep.
L1 has five turns of 18 s.w.g. tinned copper
Coil Li
wire, is self-supporting, has an inside diameter
diameter of
0-25in
0-5in. It is
is centre0·25in and an overall length of O·Sin.
tapped, one end of the coil being soldered direct
direct by
a short head to No. 2 contact on S831 (b), (Fig. 3), the
the
Wireless
September 1962
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other end to an "earth"
" earth " tag on the aluminium plate
close to the appropriate side of the switch. Capacitor C22 is soldered direct to contacts Nos. 1 and 2 of
S1(b).
Si(b).
L
clos·e-wound with 24 turns of No. 24 s.w.g.
L2 is close-wound
enameUed
3in diameter
enamelled copper wire on a moulded 0·
0-3in
coil former with a dust-iron core.
core.,. It is _centretapped. The centre taps on the coils are switched
S~(a).
by Sifa).
The tuning capacitor, C 33,, is a miniature type on
a ceramic base 1i
li by lin and has five fixed and fo_ur
four
wjth an air gap of (approx.) 0·02m.
moving vanes with
0-02in.
It is similar in construction to the Jackson Bros.
Type C804. A 6 to 11 reduction epicyclic ball ~ive
drive
is fitted on the outside of the top panel, that Is
is to
say, the top surface of the panel. A sho!t
short point~r
pointer
of iVin
Ta-in steel
st·eel rod, threaded 6BA one end, IS
is used m
in
place of one of the fixing grub screws. Although
useful, the pointer is not essential.
The r.f. choke has 150 close-wound turns of No. 38
s.w.g. enamelled
enameUed copper wire on a 3/16in diameter
Paxolin rod, l^in
H-in long, drilled axially at one end
and tapped 6BA.
Switch S1,
Si, as already mentioned, is a single ·plate
1-!-in in diameter. S22 and S
type and is Hin
S,3 are Arcole~
Arcolectric slide-type switches liin
l^in long overall and im
fin
wide. The telephone jack is an all-insulated, 4spring moulded type.
type:
.
" ,
E and
Transformer, Ti,
T1, IS
is home-made usmg
using "E"
"I"
" I" laminations (taken from a discarded loudspeaker transformer) measuring 2X
2 X 1-!-in,
IJin, stacked to
iin.
fin. They are similar to the MEA*
MEA:); Type 74A. The
primary is wound with 3,720 turns of No. 40 s.w.g.
enamelled copper wire and the secondary has 1,860
turns of the same gauge wire. The core is not
gapped. Its measured
measur·ed primary inductance is 25H.
The milliammeter is a small 2in diameter (body)
flush-fitting type.
The whole of the r.f. section within the screening
box is assembled on an "L
" L "-shaped sub-panel
e mbled a ""V
V "measuring 3 X 2 X 2in. When ass.
assembled

,____~-:-sl (d)

STAND-OFF
INSULATOR

~=-:-------:--- sl (b)

,NSULAT0RS

VERT ICALLY
VERTICALLY
MOUNTED
MOUNTED
TAG
BOARD
TAG BOARD
FOR
R1.R22,C.
,C 5
FOR R|,R

,__---- 4 1/t~---~

Fig. 4. Component layout used by the writer.
shaped piece is fitted with the bottom edges (those
adjacent to the sub-panel) turned inwards and fixed
by 6-BA screws and nuts. The sub-panel is _spaced
spaced
from the main panel by the large nuts holdmg
holding the
capacitor C,
C 3 and switch Ci
C1 in position. It is secured
to the main panel by additional nuts on the fixing
bushes of both these components, the bushes passing through clearan.ce
clearance holes in the main panel. T~e
The
side of the screenmg
screening box remote from the mam
main
panel is left open in the writer's model, but if r.f.
leakage is still troublesome it might have to.
to be clos·ed
closed
in. A sketch of the layout of the underside of the
main panel is shown in Fig. 4 with the components
annotated for identification in Fig. 3.

:j:
Magnetic and
and Electrical
Electrical Alloys,
Ltd., Mercury
t Magnetic
Alloys, Ltd.,
Mercury House,
House,
W .C. I.
Theobald's Road, London, W.C.I.

Prediction for September
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THE full-line curves indicate the highest frequencies
frequencies
likely to be usable at any time of the day_
day or night for
for
reliable communications over four long-distance paths
from this country during September.
Broken-line curves give the highest fre·
q uencies ~hat
frequencies
that
will sustain a partial service throughout the same penod.
period.
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Guide
Show Guide
Rcldio Show
l Radio
National
Nationa
and specially
v1s1tors and
WITH a preview for overseas visitors
Radio
invited guests on August 21st, the 29th National Radio
Earls Court,
and Television Show opens to the public at Earls
London, on the 22nd for ten days.
A stand-by-stand survey of the technical exhibits,
prepared from information provided by the exhibitors,
the
is given in the following pages. This, together with the
provide aa
list of exhibitors and plan opposite, should provide
those
useful guide for those attending the show. For those
will
this will
unable to visit the exhibition it is hoped that this
supplegive a general picture of the show which will be supplesound
mented by next month's review of the trends in sound
Court.
and television receivers as exemplified at Earls Court.
It is essentially an exhibition of domestic sound radio
are
84 exhibitors are
% of the · 84
and television and some 50 %
manufacturers of domestic equipment. The remainder
publishers
I.T.A., publishers
include the Services, G.P.O., B.B.C., I.T.A,,
and those providing services for the industry.
this
re-introduced
been
A "Television Avenue," has
this
the
of the
end of
west end
the west
year. Here, on the first floor at the
14
hall, five manufacturing groups are demonstrating 14
(Ferguson,
Thorn (Ferguson,
brands of colour receiver. They are Thorn
Ecko,
(Dynatron, Ecko,
Group (Dynatron,
H.M.V. and Ultra); Pye Group
Ferranti, Invicta, Pam and Pye); Rank (Bush and
Murphy); Kolster Brandes (K.B.); and Philips (Philips
625-Iine
and Cossor). The receivers are fed with a 625-line
transsignal, with negative modulation and f.m. sound, transGrove.
Lime Grove.
mitted by line from the B.B.C. studio at Lime
and
48.25Mc/ s vision and
The carrier frequencies are 48.25Mc/s
54.25Mc/s sound (European channel 2). With the
Government pronouncement of the adoption of the 625-

bands,
u.h.f. bands,
the u.h.f.
line system and the eventual use of the
switchand/ or switchmanufacturers are featuring convertible and/or
able 405/625 monochrome television receivers.
demonstration
The technical services provided for the demonstration
demonstration
of receivers on the stands and in the demonstration
In
past. In
the past.
rooms are even more elaborate than in the
there
signal mentioned, there
addition to the 625-line colour signal
both
providing both
is a 625-line v.h.f. and u.h.f. service providing
Euroare Euroused are
sound and vision. The channels being used
The
pean and 11 and 25 (216-224 and 502-510 Mc/s). The
on
m V on
11 and 55 mV
channel 11
m V on channel
signal levels are 11 mV
the
signal for the
channel 25. The service providing the signal
(U.K. channels 44
demonstration of 405-line receivers (U.K.
three
and 11) is also supplying sound signals for the three
is also
There is
v.h.f. sound programmes of the B.B.C. There
an a.m. service for medium- and long-wave receivers
by inductive coupling.
the
Several composite features have been mounted by the
organizers (Radio Industry Exhibitions Ltd.) including
one comprising transistor receivers, another educational
An
television and the third featuring export receivers. An
innovation this year is the introduction of a small secelection on the first floor devoted to manufacturers of electhe
Nearby will also be found some of the
tronic organs. Nearby
the
piano manufacturers who have been participating in the
radio show for the past few years.
Although physically it is a smaller exhibition than in
handthe past, it would appear from information to hand—
disclosures-that
and there are bound to be last-minute disclosures—that
radio
of the radio
the exhibition is none the less the focal point of
industry.
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FIRST FLOOR
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COLOUR TELEVISION AVENUE
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309
310

....

j
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307

ROYAL
AIR FORCE

PLACE:
Earls Court
London, S.W.S.

L::__J lJaar

--;./

DATES:
August 22nd to
September 1st
TIMES:
10 a.m. to 9.30 p.m.

ADMISSION
3s 9d
(children 2s 6d)

With this plan and the alphabetical list of exhibitors opposite visitors will readily be able
to locate a particular stand.
Demonstration rooms and
Offices are prefixed with "X''.

Wireless World
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ALBA (46)
(46)
ALBA
Radios, television receivers and audio
equipment are on show. A completely new range of record players
includes the Model 216 high-fidelity
portable instrument which provides
an output of 5S watts from an 8 x 5-in
S-in
elliptical " woofer"
woofer " and a 2J-in
2-!--in
"tweeter." The television receivers
displayed are convertible to the new
standard, and the " Concord " remote
control is used on some models.
models.
Transistor radios are also shown, and
several new stereo radiogramophones
have been designed with an eye also
to their function as pieces of furniture.
Alba (Radio and Television) Ltd.,
Tabernacle Street, London, E.C.2.
ALBERICE (34)
(34)
ALBERICE

Slot meters for ""pay-as-you-view
pay-as-you-view""
television, as used by rental organizations and retailers operating coin-inthe-slot television services, are
featured on this stand. Fixed-tariff
and variable-tariff meters are available. These are generally mounted
on the TV receiver and are connected into the internal circuit, and
controlled by the set on/off switch.
Alberice Meter Co., 87-89 Sterte
Avenue, Poole, Dorset.
AUDIX (81)
(81)
AUDIX
The wide range of public address
equipment on show includes a 60watt combined amplifier and 4channel mixer/pre-amplifier (the
A60), two 15-watt
1S-watt 12-volt transistorized amplifiers combined with 3channel mixer/pre-amplifiers (one of
these can also be operated from a.c.
mains), two combined a.m./f.m. receivers, pre-amplifiers and twelvewatt amplifiers and a six-channel
pre-amplifier I mixer. Also shown are
pre-amplifier/mixer.
ranges of re-entrant horn, column
and cabinet loudspeakers, as
well as ribbon and moving-coil
microphones and microphone stands.
Speech trainer equipment for use by
the partially deaf is also available.
Audix B.B. Ltd., Bentfield End,
Stansted, Essex.

B.B.C.
B.B.C. (66)
(66)
The major part of the B.B.C. stand,
is on the ground floor this
which ·is
year, is given over to "programme
material." In addition to the very
valuable technical information service, which is always a feature of the
424

Corporation's stand, there is a demonstration simulating colour television.
Visitors can try their ""skill"
skill" at adjusting the colour content of a picture.
British Broadcasting Corporation,
Broadcasting House, London, W.l.
B.R.C. (3,
(3, 12,
12, X6)
X6)
B.R.C.
Highlights of the H.M.V., Marconiphone and Philco range of television
sets, radio receivers, record reproducers, radiograms and tape recorders shown on these stands are
the new 405/625
40S / 62S line sets which will
be able to receive the new 625-line
62S-line
programmes with the addition of a
continuously variable u.h.f. tuner.
The Philco Selectaflash torch-controllable TV set, the H.M.V. Model
1644 radiogram (incorporating variable artificial reverberation) and two
miniature a.m. transistor receivers are
also on show. Good sound quality is
ensured in the H.M.V. Model 2104
a.m. transistor receiver by the one
watt push-pull output stage, relatively large (Sin by Bin)
Sin) loudspeaker,
and overload diode.
~nd
British Radio Corporation Ltd., 21
Cavendish Place, London, S.E.I.
S.E.l.
BIRD (315)
(3 15)'
BIRD
Shown are a range of four electronic
organs and the Golden Eagle series
of amplifiers. These amplifiers
feature the provision of two alternative degrees of reverberation (ob-

tained using the Bird spring delay
unit), five alternative repetitive echo
rates and a variable speed and depth
tremolo control. One of the electronic organs—the
organs-the Contemporary—
Contemporaryis portable in three units. The
others feature built-in reverberation
and a true (frequency variation) vibrato. Mains variations are compensated for to avoid mistuning. Voicing is carried out by means of filters
in two of the organs and tuned amplifiers in the other two.
& Sons Ltd., Fleets
Sidney S. Bird &
Lane, Poole, Dorset.
BURGE (313)
(313)
BURGE
Shown ·on
on this stand are a range of
four electronic organs. One of these
-the
261-features two 61—the model 261—features
2S-note pedal
note manuals and a 25-note
board.
board. Both this and the model 244
have " sustain " and " pedal percussion"
sion " effects.
Burge Electronics Ltd., Greycains
Ind. Estate, Bushey Mill Lane, Watford.
ford.
BUS H RADIO
RADIO (17,
( 17, XIS)
X IS)
BUSH
Colour television, a stereo radiogramophone and new television receivers are shown on this stand. In
the SRG.106 stereogram, 10-in
speakers are used with concentric
high-frequency
pressure
units.
Sockets are provided for the making
or mono tape records, and
of stereo or
the tapes may be played back through
SRG.l06. The 19-in and 23-in
the SRG.106.

Alba 7903 stereophonic radiogram.
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Dansette " Consort "
the first tape recorder

recordertwo-track recordersingle-speed two-track
made by this company.

Bush TVII5R
TVI/SR fringe area model with
flywheel sync.
television receivers are already fitted
with time-bases which will operate on
with
i.f.
405- and 625-line standards; the i.f.
amplifier and tuner for u.h.f. recepAlba " Swallow " portable
tion can be added at a later stage.
radio.
Bush Radio Ltd., Power Road,
Chiswick, London, W.4.
by Rediffusion. Visitors to the stand
will be able to see how to operate
(76)
the Pay-TV units, also the ChoiceC.S.I. (76)
C.S.I.
The two amplifiers in the new " His view control room in operation.
Ltd.., Carlton House,
Master's Voice" range are among
Choiceview Ltd.,
S.W.l.
the first to have been checked for Lower Regent Street, London, S.1PM.
unconditional
uncondition al stability under the conditions recently laid down by the CO-OPERAT
WHOLESALE SOC. (10)
IVE WHOLESALE
CO-OPERATIVE
Audio Manufacturers
Manufacture rs Group. Also
Among
a
range
of Defiant radio and
demonstrated
demonstrate d is the current range,
notable features of which are the pro- television receivers, a number of new
l-in transistor radios make their appearvision (in the 555 and 556) of a 1-in
pocket-sizee"" and
c.r.t. for stereo balancing, loud- ance, of both the ""pocket-siz
portable" classes. New television
speaker phasing, output level moni- ""portable"
and receivers employ 19-in tubes and have
toring and response checking, and
arm. provision for conversion to the 625E.M.I. stereo pickup and arm.
the E.M.I,
Basco line standard by either a plug-in
Also shown on this stand are Easco
intercommu nication adaptor or by switching. A separate
marine and office intercommunication
systems. Home Maintenance will on-off switch is used in the 9A41
also be there to discuss the servicing model, with a view to prolonging the
of all types of domestic and commer- life of the control normally ganged
with it. An advantage of this arrangecial equipment.
Clarke and Smith Industries Ltd., ment is that the brightness or volume
Tape
Wallington, control remains adjusted.
Melbourne Works,
W arks,
recorders are also on show.
Surrey.
Co-operative Wholesale Society,
Ltd., Radio and Television Depart(38)
W (38)
CHOICEVIEW
CHOICEVIE
ment, Alma Park, Worley Street,
Choiceview Ltd., a company formed Upminster, Essex.
Rank
the
by
in equal partnership
Organization and Rediffusion, shows
AND TELEVISION
RADIO AND
COSSOR RADIO
on its stand how the Choiceview COSSOR
(57, XI3)
Xl3)
(57,
and
system of Pay-TV would operate and
easily-adaptable
demonstratess reception with both A very full range of easily-adaptable
demonstrate
independent - 19-in and 23-in television receivers
wired distribution and independentaerial receivers with either coin box includes several with many automatic
motor-drive n tuners,
or credit-meter.
credit-meter . Four 19-in television facilities such as motor-driven
remote-cont rol
receivers are used for this purpose, contrast control and remote-control
two of channel selection, brightness and
two of Bush manufacture and two
SEPTEJVlliER 1962
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Defiant A57 transistor
(C. W.S. ).
portable (C.W.S.).
volume. Cossor also have a colour
receiver in Colour Television Avenue.
Several sound radio receivers are displayed, both ""pocket"
pocket" type and
""portable,"
portable," and monaural and stereorecord-playe rs
phonic radiograms and record-players
are to be seen.
Cossor
Cassar Radio and Television Ltd.,
233 Tottenham Court Road, London,
W.l.
GROUP (60)
D.T.V.
D.T.V. GROUP

One of the firms in this group,
demonstratin g
Beulah Electronics, is demonstrating
closed-circu it television
a range of closed-circuit
new"" Teleequipment, including the new
Audio", by means of which sound as ·
well as vision can be handled. A
microscope coupling unit is shown.
Replacemen ts are showDirect TV Replacements
selection.of radio and television
ing a selection
components and two test instruments
—the
-the D.900 transistor tester and the
Skantest shorted turn detector.
Replacements Ltd., 138
Direct TV Replacements
S.E.14.
Lewisham Way, London, S.B.14.
(39.)
DANSETTE
DANSETTE (39)
first
This company are showing their first
Consort-an inexrecorder-th e Consort—an
tape recorder—the
pensive single-speed two-track model.
A socket for feeding a tape recorder
Berprovjded in the Beris one of three provided
muda record player, the other two
speaker
sockets being for an extension speaker
and
second-chan nel amplifier and
and second-channel
Transistoriz ed
speaker for stereo. Transistorized
is
units include the Princess, which is

425

a push-button radiogram, and two
models-the Classic record
miniature models—the
player and RT66 receiver. The
Classic record player is fitted with one
of this company's inexpensive diamond styli: the RT66 receiver
4-i-inx
3-inx
measures only 4|-in
X 3-in
X It-in.
l^-in,
Dansette Products Ltd., Plus-aGram House, 112-116 Old Street,
E.C.l.
London, E.C.I.
DAYSTROM (15)
(IS)
DAYSTROM

Audio equipment on show includes
the S-99 stereo amplifier, which gives
9 watts output per channel at a maximum of 0.42% distortion (40 c/s).
c/s).
A printed-circuit transistor amplifier
is offered as an output amplifier for
a radio tuner, battery turntable, etc.,
and gives an output of 500 mW into
3 ohms. An a.m./f.m. tuner, the
AFM-1, is provided with flywheel
tuning and a tuning indicator, and
a 2-position .a.m.
a.m. selectivity switch.
The output is either high-impedance
or 600 ohms from a cathode-follower.
A Q-multiplier and telephone amplifier are also shown, and all items,
though offered as kits, can be
be obtained already built.
Daystrom Ltd., Bristol Road,
Gloucester.
DOMAIN (26)
(26)
DOMAIN
specialists, Domain have a
frolley specialists.
wide selection suitable for housing
service, intercommunication and
sound reproducing equipment, including a special trolley for the Mullard valve tester. A range of display
Jtands
Itands includes a new " LS"
LS " series
which will display a variety of merchandise on pegboard. Plate glass
tiered displays, browser boxes, and aa
lettering and pricing system for pegboard displays are also on view.
Domain Products Ltd., Domain
Works, Barnby Street, London,
N.W.l.
N.W.I.
DYNATRON
(48, XI4)
Xl4)
DYNATRON (48,
Newly introduced are three television
receivers which, with the addition of
an inexpensive u.h.f. tuner, will be
able to receive both 405- and 625line transmissions. Among the three
stereo a.m./f.m. radiograms which
are also introduced is the Marlow,
which has as many as three loudloudspeakers for each stereo channel. One
of the two new transistor portables—
portablesthe Nomad de-luxe—features
de-luxe-features a combined tuning and battery drain indicator and " peak performance " control for prolonging the battery life.
Also shown is the TRP2 semi-professional tape recorder, an unusual
unusual
feature of which is the provision of
two microphone inputs.
Dynatron Radio Ltd., St. Peter's
Road, Maidenhead, Berks.

Ekco mo/ns/bottery
transistor receiver.
receiver.
mainsfbattery transistor radio. . Ferguson "" Freeway "" transistor
Automatic Radio-packagram. Other
models in the wide range of transistorized equipment available from this
company are the Astor receiver and
Auto-bat four-speed record reproducer. Other new (mains valve)
models are the Music Maker Stereo
and Bantam Super record reproreproducers; a feature of the latter is that
it is fitted with a diamond stylus
stylus for
l.p.s. Also shown are the wellknown Triple-four (four loudspeakers, four speeds, four controls)
mono and stereo record reproducers.
Electric Audio Reproducers Ltd.,
The Square, Isleworth, Middlesex.
E.M.I. (82)
(82)
E.M.I.
Complete units on show include the
ET40 two-speed four-track tape recorder (which can replay, but not
record, stereo), a range of mono and
stereo record
reproducers, the
Glyndebourne V . a.m./f.m. stereo
radiogram, and a range of loudspeaker systems, one of which—the
which-the
Minispeaker-has
Minispeaker—has
been specially
developed as an extension speaker
speaker
for portable receivers. Components
on show include a range of ceramicmagnet loudspeakers, and the 985
mains or battery 4-speed record turntable. Also shown is the full range
of professional and domestic Emitapes, the six new Emiguide instructional tapes for sound recordists and,
and,
also by John Berwick,
Barwick, a new book
called the Emitape Guide to Better
Recording.
E.M.I. Ltd., Blyth Road, Hayes,
Middlesex.
ECONASIGN (27)
ECONASIGN
(27)
Showcard and price ticket wntmg
writing
are facilitated by Econasign transparent stencils available in aa choice
of type designs. Each lettering outoutfit is supplied complete with
with an
alignment bar, paints (red, black,
blue, green) brushes and all necessary accessories. The company also
offer cardboard blanks including
fluorescent card.
Econasign Co. Ltd., 19-21 Palace
Street, Victoria, London, S.W.I.
S.W.l.

types and those incorporating the
" Magic Ray " channel selector which
is operated by a torch beam. A transistor television camera is demonstrated operating on 625 lines in
Band II (Ekcovision receivers operate
on 625 lines in both Band II and
Bands IV/V).
IV /V). A range of transistor
radios is shown, including a mains/
mains I
battery type, most of which employ
a battery-saving circuit. Car radios,
radjos,
radiograms and record players are
also on display.
vision Ltd.,
Ekco Radio and Tele·
Television
Southend-on-Sea, Essex.
EVER READY
READY (31,
(31, XI6)
Xl6)
EVER
The main emphasis is on the wellknown Sky Leader and Car Portable
Transistor receivers. The latter
model is a dual purpose transistor
portable and car radio receiver which,
on insertion into its screening container in the car, is automatically
connected via an ignition interferV car battery
ence filter to the 1212-V
(which increases the output power
from 400 to 1000
m W) and to a
1000 mW)
larger loudspeaker (8-in by 5-in in
place of 4-in diameter). Also shown
are the full range of the well-known
Power Pack batteries for transistor
receivers.
Ever Ready Co. {Great
(Great Britain)
Ltd., Hercules Place, Hollovjay,
Holloway, London, N.7.
(30, 304,
304, XS)
FERGUSON (30,
X5)

E.A.R.
E.A.R. (79)
(79)
EKCO
RADIO &
EKCO RADIO
9)
& TELEVISION
TELEVISION (40,
(40, X
X9)
An addition to the Packagram range A full range of 19-in to 23-in dual
of portable transistor radiograms and
and standard television receivers can
can be
be
record reproducers is the four-speed seen, including seve·
several
r al motor-tuned

Shown are four new television receivers which are adaptable for 625line operation by the addition of
of aa
sub-chassis and u.h.f. tuner (fitted
with a preset fine tuning control). An
new tape
interesting feature of two new
Ferg1Ison's deck is
recorders using Ferguson's
that the deck and amphfier
are conamplifier are
structed as one unit to facilitate servicmg.
vicing. Among new transistor receivers is the "Freeway"
has
" Freeway" which has
been styled like an instrument with
watch dial"
independent ""watch
dial " tuning
scales. Also shown are the ""TuneTunetime " clock switched transistor radio
and (high pitched continuous) alarm,
and a new transportable a.m. radiogram.
Ferguson Radio Corporation Ltd.,
Thorn House, Upper St. Martin's
Lane, London, W.C.2.
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TELEVISION
& TELEVISION
RADIO &
FERRANTI
FERRANTI RADIO
(18, X3)
The record-player and stereo radiogramophone introduced this year are
both fitted with a tone-compensated
volume control. The RP.l088
RP.1088 autochanging record player has an output
of 7 watts from an 8 x S-in
5-in speaker,
independent bass and treble controls
being provided. Television receivers
are dual-standard types, only the
u.h.f. tuner being required for 625line operation. The u.h.f. tuning
scale is already fitted.
F err and Radio and Television
Ferranti
Ltd., 41/47 Old Street, London,
E.C.I.
E.C.l.
(5)
FIDELITY
FIDELITY (5)
An interesting new exhibit is the
Duet Ampligram, which is a com- ·
bined record reproducer and microphone amplifier (with independently
adjustable level control). An input
socket is also provided for an electric guitar. The record player is
fitted with a mono/stereo pickup
though an additional amplifier and
speaker are needed for stereo. Also
shown are two- and four-track versions of the inexpensive Argyll Minor
tape recorders, the HF range of
record players, two transistor receivers, and the RG-27 a.m./f.m.
radiogram.
Fidelity Radio Ltd., 11-13
Blechynden Street, London, W.ll.

(317)
FOR THE BLIND (317)
FUND
FUND FOR
Information is available on the
work of this Fund, which organizes
collections and distributes money to
14 institutions for the civilian blind
in Greater London. A blind telephonist is operating a modified
switchboard which is serving the
nearby · stand of the G.P.O.
Greater London Fund for the
Blind, 2 Wyndham Place, London,
W.l.
(316)
G.P.O. (316)
G.P.O.
Radio communication, from the early
experiments of Hertz and Marconi
(who was encouraged by the then
chief engineer of the Post Office), to
the latest means of telecommunications via earth satellites, is traced in
a series of animated displays. Readers will be particularly interested in
the section devoted to the work of
the television switching centres
through which the whole network of
U.K. television stations and the
sources from which programmes
originate are linked.
Martin'sGeneral Post Office, St. Mardn'sB.C.!.
le-Grand, London, E.C.I.

GARRARD
(68)
GARRARD (68)
Record players shown by this company include the well-known 301
transcription turntable, the Laboratory Series Auto Turntable Type A
with its unusual sandwich-constructed turntable, and the small-

depth Autoslim record changer. Also
shown are a range of pickups, and a
stylus pressure gauge. The magazine-loading tape deck now exists in
several versions, and a two-speed
battery tape deck is also shown.
Other exhibits include a range of
fractional horse-power motors and
the TR series of heat-dissipating
valve shields.
Garrard Engineering & Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Newcastle Street,
Swindon,
S·windon, Wilts.

HACKER (55)
.
(55)
HACKER
Models shown by this company include the Cavalier record reproducer
GPlS /ST
with
its associated GP15/ST
speaker/amplifier unit for stereo, the
Herald and Mini-Herald transistor
portables, and the Mayflower valve
f.m. receiver, features of which are
its high sensitivity and good limiting
(obtained by using three i.f. stages),
seven-watts push-pull output and
large (10-in by 6-in) loudspeaker.
Features of the Herald are its
acoustically loaded relatively large
(8-in by 5-in) loudspeaker, one-watt
push-pull output stage and (treble
cut) tone control.
Hacker Radio Ltd., Norreys
Drive, Cox Green, Maidenhead,
Berks.
(303)
I.T.A. (303)
I.T.A.
The growth and regional development of independent television is the
iwrww-'m

Ferranti 23-in " Home
Home-

Daystrom, V.h.f.
a.m.Jf.m. tuner by Daystrom.
Heathkit a.m./f.m.
V.h.f
circuitry is in sealed unit, remainder being on
printea board.
printed

maker." U.h.f. tuning
scale is on /eft of screen.

Hacker " Mayflower "'' f.m. only
reeight-vah
eight-valve
ceiver featuring
i.f. stages
three i:
and push
push-pull out-·
put.

Ever Ready " Car Portable " combined transistor portable
and car receiver in its car screening case with, on the right,
car loudspeaker.
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MARKOVITS
(62)
MARKOVITS (62)
Filigree cut-out nameplatesj
nameplates, finished
in electro-plated gilt or chrome, are
shown by Markovits, who now offer
for the first time a three-dimensional
metal and plastic cut-out nameplate.
Advertising ""give-away
give-away"" novelties
in a variety of forms are also
also
exhibited.
Istvan Markovits
34 Stronsa
·Istvan
lviarkovits Ltd., 34
Road, London, W.12.

Pam transistor radio Model TB90.
7690.
Murphy Astra Mark II television receiver
fitted with u.h.f. converter.
Labgear have developed four new
aerials, two of these covering each
theme of this display. The focal set of channels with either 8 or 14
point is a circular cinema in which is elements. Average gain of the 14shown a film describing the plan- element arrays is about 10.5 dB with
ning and construction of the a front-to-back ratio of 15:1. The
Authority's
new e s t
station-at aerials are designed to match a 75newest
station—at
P embrokeshire . .This
Preseli, _Pembrokeshire.
This station, ohm feeder. Intercommunication
which will radiate in channel 8, is units for the home and works are
planned to be brought into service also on show.
in mid-September.
Labgear Ltd., Cromwell Road,
Independent Television Authority, Cambridge.
70 Brompton Road, London, S.W.3.
LEE
PRODUCTS (iS)
(65)
LEE PRODUCTS
I NVICTA RADIO
RADIO (I)
(I)
INVICTA
The wide range of products shown
A range of dual-standard (less tuner) by this company include Dulci and
television receivers with 17, 19 and other amplifiers, pre-amplifiers and
23-in tubes are displayed and, repre- tuners, record reproducers, the Dulci
senting the alternative philosophy, H5
HS a.m./f.m. radiogram chassis, a
two 405-line receivers, which may be transistor receiver and record reproconverted to u.h.f. working when re- ducer, two car radios, a wide range
quired. These latter feature motor- of car aerials, and three combined
driven, push-button tuning and re- guitar amplifiers and loudspeakers.
mote control. Among the collection Two of these feature a variable speed
of sound radio receivers is the Model and depth tremolo control and, in
331, which is an a.m./f.m. transistor addition, the 30-watt Shaftesbury
instrument.
A portable stereo
record-player, the Model 63, is Double 20 has an overload indicator.
Lee Products (Great
{Great Britain) Ltd.,
demonstrated.
10/18 Clifton Street, London, B.C.2.
E.C.2.
Invicta Radio Ltd., 100 Great
Portland Street, London, W.l.
LINGUAPHONE
(23)
LINGUAPHONE (23)
K.B.
(20, X2)
X2)
K.D. (20,
Home study of foreign languages (37
Five new television receivers are in all) with the aid of recordings is
shown, most being completely suit- being demonstrated. The courses
able for reception of the 625-line are available on 45 r.p.m. or 78 r.p.m.
transmissions. For areas where these "semiflex" records or on tape. ·
are not due to start for some
so~e time,
Institute Ltd., 207receivers are available which are 209Linguaphone
Regent Street, London, W.l.
switchable, but which will need u.h.f.
tuners later. All sets use bondedface tubes and forward-facing
LOWT HER (78)
(78)
LOWTHER
speakers. A novel feature is the On show are a wide range of loudprovision for connection of a baby speaker systems, driver units,
units; audio
alarm, and the latter feature is also amplifiers, pre-amplifiers, . and f.m.
available on the Cavalier transistor tuners. The loudspeaker systems
radio, one of a selection of new are horn-loaded and include the wellreceivers. Radiograms and record known TP1
TPl and the Acousta Twin
players are also displayed.
stereo unit with its interesting adjustKolster-Brandes Ltd., Footscray, able arrangements for reflecting and
Sidcup, Kent.
diffusing the sound. The loudI~ent.
speaker drive units feature aa very
LABGEAR
LABGEAR (24,
(24, X7)
X7)
high flux density and internal fixed
Of topical interest is the introduc- cone stabilizing bungs, and are suittion of a series of u.h.f. aerials for able for horn loading. The amplithe projected television service. Pre- fiers are unusual in providing feedliminary test transmissions will take back to the output valves at both
place in channels 33 and 44, and will their screen (ultra-linear) and supthen give way, in the London area, pressor grids.
to transmissions in channels 23 and
Lowther Manufacturing Co., Sr.
St'.
33. With an eye to the future, then, Mark's Road, Bromley, Kent.
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METROPOLITAN
POLI CE (301)
(301)
METROPOLITAN POLICE
An operator's
similar to
operator's. position, similar
those in the Information Room at
at
New Scotland Yard, is a feature of
of
the Metropolitan Police stand. It
It is
is
linked to the Scotland Yard v.h.f.
R/T system and communication is
is
available to or from any of the several
hundred mobile units (including
(including river
boats and aircraft) which may be in
the area of some 700 square miles
covered by the Metropolitan Police.
The availability of the mobile units
at any given time is shown by aa Fleet
Indicator System, which gives, on
an illuminated display, combinations
of up to 30 different suffixes to call
signs within 23 Divisions, grouped in
four Districts.
So far as police radio equipment is
concerned the emphasis has shifted
from the problems of adjacent channel
selectivity to those of linearity and
intermodulation products in the
crowded spectrum.
Metropolitan Police, New Scotland
Yard, London, S.W.i.
S.W.l.
MULLARD (16.
(16, 57,
59, XI2)
Xl2)
MULLARD
The well-known range of circuit
design booklets for home constructors
will be on sale to the public. These
cover mono and stereo amplifiers and
pre-amplifiers, f.m. tuners and tape
record and replay amplifiers. For
manufacturers there is also a Set
Maker Room where components for
the industry are displayed.
Mullard Ltd., Torrington Place,
London, W.C.l.
W.C.I.
MULTICORE SOLDERS
SOLDERS (54,
(54, 67)
67)
MULTICORE
A demonstration is mounted of the
winding and packing of coils of
of Savbit solder,
solder. A new type of dispenser
is introduced, which contains 16ft
16ft of
18 s.w.g. solder, and can be held in
the hand while in use. Some of the
output of the demonstration ""facfactory" will be sold at the main stand.
j\,.fulticore Solders Ltd., Maylands
Multicore
Avenue, Hemel Hemp
stead, Herts.
Hempstead,
MURPHY (II)
( I I)
MURPHY
Highlights of the new Astra Mark 2
range of 405/625-line
405 I 625-line receivers are
the possibility of receiving the future
625-line programmes with the simple
addition of a u.h.f. tuner (fitted with
both coarse and fine tuning controls)
and provision for plugging in a vision
limiter or flywheel sync. Also shown

. {Continued
(Continued on page 429)
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V.H.F. Signal Generator

The

The

V.H.F.

Signal

Generator

204
TYPE 204
TYPE
for
for

development
development

testing
testing

Mc/s in S range
*■jf* 1-320
* Scale length 48 inches

The
The Signal Generator Type 204 is of advanced design,
and
and provides, over the frequency range 11 Mc/s. to
Mcfs., a highly stable signal from a constant
320
320 Mc/s.,
impedance. The facilities provided for modulation
impedance.
are comprehensive and the output may be either
are
wav·e, amplitude-modulated, pulse-moducontinuous wave,
lated or combined amplitude and frequency-modulated

*★

1-320 Mc/s in 5 range
Scale length 48 inches
Crystal
Crystal Calibration

P.M. and Pulse Modulation Facilities
** A.M.,
Stabilised output 2nV to 200mV r.m.s.

A.M., F.M. and Pulse Modulation Facilities
Stabilised output 21lV to 200mV r.m.s.
Output Impedance 75 and 52 ohms.

*if Output Impedance 75 and 52 ohms.

IMMEDIATE

Airmec

and
and

DELIVERY

V.H.F. Signal Ge,nerator

V.H.F.

Signal

Generator

~ycombe
High Wycomhe
Aifll\QCt High
Q~IQ~; Airmec,
Wycombe2501f7~ Cubl^;
Hi2h Wycombe2501/7.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE., ENGLAND. Tel.: Hieh
AIRMEC LTD., HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE,
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*$INGLE
*
SINGLE OR
OR DOUBLE
DOUBLE RECTANGULAR
RECTANGULAR
PULSES
PULSES OR
OR SQUARE
SQUARE WAVES
WAVES
fastest
fastest edge
edge < 12
12 nanosec
nanosec

*CONTINUOUSLY
*
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE
VARIABLE PARA·
PARAMETERS
METERS INCLUDE:
INCLUDE:
PERIOD:
PERIOD; 22 psec-100
^sec—100 msec
msec (5(5 ranges)
ranges)
PULSE
PULSE DURATION:
DURATION; 11 psec-100
^isec—100 msec
msec
(5
(5 ranges)
PULSE
PULSE AMPLITUDE:
AMPLITUDE; 0.5
0.5 V-100
V-100 VV (4(4 ranges)
ranges)
DELAY:
psec-'-10 msec
DELAY: 11 ^sec—10
msec (4(4 ranges)
ranges)

an extra

an extra

*SQUARING
*
SQUARING FACILITYproduces0.5-10
FACILITY produces 0.5—1000VV
square-waves
square-waves from
from sine-wave
sine-wave or
or poor
poor
square-wave inputs
inputs between
between 25
25 c/s
c/s and
and
55 Mc/s.
Mc/s.

plus feature is the

plus feature is the

*^-lOVPREPULSE

Low Price
Price
Low

-10 V PREPULSE

*EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL SYNCHRONISATION
SYNCHRONISATION
FACILITY
FACILITY
-for frequency dividing
—for
dividing or
or oscilloscope
oscilloscope

of the Solartron

sweep delay

of the Solartron

*WEIGHT 151b
^WEIGHT
15 lb (6.75
(6.75 kg)
kg)

Pulse Generator
Pulse

Go 1101

*DIMENSIONS 1H
^DIMENSIONS
lit in.
in. xx 7ft
7-fs in.
in. xx 15
15 ln.
In.
(H x
XW
WX
X D)
(H
D) (28;7
(28.7 Xx 18.5
18.5 Xx 38.1
38.1 em)
c m)

Generator go 1101

The GO 1101 is proving to
to be
be an
an -eessential
tool for
for
ssential tool
analysing fast switching
switching circuits,
circuits, computers,
computers, data
data
handling systems, counters,
counters, amplifiers,
amplifiers, modulators,
modulators,
filters, etc.

PRICE
£150
PRICE £150
to;
For full details write to:
SOLARTRON LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS LTD
LTD.,
••
Lane, Chessington, Surrey.
Cox Lane.
·Telephone:
Telephone; LOWer Hook 5252.
Je'
lex: 23842 Solartron Chess. Cables:
Telex:
Gables: Solartron
Solartron Chess.
Chess.
M&PS113
M&PS113
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are two receivers in which the
channel switch and volume can be
remotely controlled by an ultrasonic
(cordless) transmitter. One highlight
of the range of receivers, radiograms
and record reproducers is the B585
a.m. I f.m. transistor receiver.
small a.m./f.m.
Also shown is the TR1 tape recorder.
Murphy Radio Ltd., Welwyn
Garden City, Herts.
X4)
PAM
& TELEVISION
TELEVISION (6,
(6, X4)
RADIO &
PAM RADIO
A range of 19-in and 23-in television
receivers are exhibited, capable of
working on both 405- and 625-line
standards.
fitted
standard&. U.h.f. tuners can be fitted
immediately or obtained when required. The emphasis this year is
on radio receivers, ranging from large
table models to pocket portable sets,
all using a battery-saving circuit. One
of them, the TB71, offers v.h.f. reception, slow-motion tuning and a negative-feedback ai.
a.f. amplifier. A tape
recorder socket is provided. A portable stereo record player, the SP63,
is shown.
Pam (Radio
{Radio and Television) Ltd.,
295 Regent Street, London, W.l.
W.l.
(29)
PERDIO
PERDIO (29)

One model in the wide range of transistor receivers shown by this company, the Town and Country,
features a one-watt output, large
X 5-in) loudspeaker, and special
(8-in X
switch for isolating the internal aerial
to reduce ignition interference when
the receiver is used in a car. Also
shown is the 10-transistor Multi-Band
102, which offers continuous coverage from medium waves to the 11metre band (as well as covering long
Other exhibits include
waves).
standard ·and de luxe versions of the
(2iin by 4-!-in
small-size (2|in
4Jin by 1fin)
Hin)
Mini 66.
Perdio Electronics Ltd., Bonhill
Street, London, E.C.2.

PIANO
PIANO MANUFACTURERS
MANUFACTURERS

Several manufacturers of pianos are
again represented at the Radio Show,
though not as numerically strong as
at last year's exhibition. Brasted
Brothers (Stand 310), Kemble (308),
and Zender (309), offer a selection of
upright, grand, baby-grand and
miniature pianos.
Bras ted Brothers Ltd., Hermitage
Brasted
Road, Harringay, London, N.4.
Kemble & Co., Ltd., 97 Cary~fort
Carysfort
Road, London, N.16.
Zender, Sydney, Ltd., Milborne
Street, London, E.9.
(77)
PORTOGRAM
PORTOGRAM (77)

power from the car battery and with
signals from an external aerial. A
transistorized television receiver, the
tramistorized
TT1, uses a 14in tube and will work
TTl,
from mains or, for a short time, from
internal batteries.
Pye Limzted,
Limited, Cambridge.

R.A.F. (307)
(307)
R.A.F.
The U.K. Air Traffic Control System
forms the central feature of the Air
Ministry's stand where visitors can
also see ·some of the equipment used
for the instrumentation of guided
weapons such as Firestreak and
Bloodhound I. The radio control
of Jindivik target aircraft and the
operation of the search and rescue
beacons (SARBE) are also being
Particulars of the
demonstrated.
R.A.F. Amateur Radio Society,
membership of which is open to past ·
as well as present members of the
Service, are available on the stand.
Air Ministry, Whitehall, London,
S.W.I.
S.W.l.

An interesting product is a fourtransistor one-watt amplifier intended
for use as a baby alarm. Highlights
of the wide range of record reproducers are the various versions of the
Varsity, all of which incorporate ~■
push-pull amplifiers and one of which
incorporates a variable speed (15-80
t~llnscription turntable. Also
r.p.m.) nanscription
available are a battery record player
and two and four-track tape reR.G.D.
(56)
R.G.D. (56)
corders.
A quartet of radiogramophones is the
Fortogram
In- attraction on this stand, two being
Portogram Radio Electrical InFaxton stereo console models and one a portdustries Ltd., Audio Works, Paxton
Road, Tottenham, London, N.17.
N.I7.
able transistor instrument. The
Autoslim " autochanger is
Garrard " Autoshm
used in the console models, with the
(2, XII)
PYE (2,
PYE
XII)
/1 cartridge in a monGP.67/1
The main feature of the stand is the Acos GP.67
display of dual-standard television aural version, while the portable
receivers. The most elaborate instru- radiogram is fitted with the B.S.R.
ment on show is ·the
the "Trio," a com- T.U.7 turntable. The 207 Deluxe
X 6in
10x6in
bination of radio, gramophone and Stereo radiogram uses two 10
television, whose volume and channel speakers, with a pair of 4-in diameter
selection is performed by ultrasonic " tweeters." Convertible and switchremote control. Several car radios able television receivers are also disare shown, one of them being a dual- played.
purpose type. A small, pocket-size
Radio Gramophone Development
receiver, which is usable outside the Co., Ltd., Eastern Avenue West,
car, plugs into a recess supplied with Romford, Essex.
II

(22)
SCOTT (22)
PETO
PETO SCOTT
A range of 19-in and 23-in television
receivers
rec,eivers are on show, two of which
are dual-standard, apart from a u.h.f.
tuner, which will be available later.
Peto Scott Electrical Instruments
eybridge,
Ltd., Addlestone
Weybridge,
Addlesione Road, W
Surrey.
Pye Model 1101 mains radio with
PHILIPS (52,
(52, XIO)
XIO)
PHILIPS
short-ware band.
The widest range of Philips equip- bandspread on one short-wave
ment yet seen at a Radio Show is
presented. Five new television receivers are offered, all with provision
for reception of the 625-line transmissions, and all with power-tuning
for remote control, and automatic
for
brightness adjustment. The new
radiograms incorporate the Philips
AG1015 autochanger, which has
adjustable playing weight and pushbutton controls. The drive-wheel is
button
retractable to prevent the formation
retractable
of flats. Colour television is demonstrated.
Philips Electrical Ltd., Century
House, Shafteshury
Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
W.C.2.
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Peto-Scott Model 239 23-in television
receiver.
and
" Town
Perdio
Country " transistor receiver.
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I
Sound " Slimline "'
tape
tope recorder.

Regentone BRG 19 transistorized radiogram.

R.S.G.B. (318)
(318)
R.S.G.B.
Amateur transmitting and receiving
receiVmg
equipment, both commercial and
home-constructed, together with publications and information on the
activities of the society, are to be
found on this stand.
Radio Society of Great Britain,
New Ruskin House, Little Russell
Street, London, W.C.l.
W.C.I.
VISION (41,
REDIFFUSION VISION
(41, <»)
69)
On Stand 41, a demonstration is
is
mounted of television and sound distribution by wire. A complete system is shown carrying one 625-line
and two 405-line television proprograP1mes,
grammes, and the B.B.C. Home,
Light and Third sound programmes
on a six-pair cable. · Distribution at
at
low frequencies considerably simplisimplifies receiver design, especially as regards standards switching, and several
receivers are shown which are capable of receiving the two television
television
standards and sound broadcasts.
Details of a maintenance service are
shown on Stand 69.
Rediffusion Vision Ltd., Carlton
Redijjusicm
Rouse, Lower Regent Street, LonHouse,
don, S.H^.l.
S.W.l.
REGENTONE (51)
REGENTONE
(51)
19-in television receivers displayed
are completely workable on 625-iine
625-line
operation, apart from the u.h.f. tuner.
Alternatively, they are obtainable for
405-line working only, with provision
for replacement of
of the relevant units.
units.
All types employ amplified, delayed
automatic picture control, and
and both
vertical and horizontal flyback
flyback suppression. Plug-in flywheel synchronsynchronizing units are available. In the
the
audio field, a transistor portable
radiogramophone is shown, which
uses the BSR TU7 4-speed turntable.
The power output is 750mW from aa
6 x 4-in speaker.
Regent
one Radio and Television,
Regentone
Ltd., Eastern Avenue West,
West, Romford,
Essex.
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ROBERTS' (32)
ROBERTS'
(32)
Shown on this stand is the
the R200
R200
medium and long-wave transistor rereceiver, an unusual feature of
of which
which
is the use of an OC78 transistor to
to
stabilize the bias to the push-pull
output stage and thus reduce the
the disdistortion at the end of the battery's life.
life.
This receiver is fitted
fitted with aa S-in
5-in
loudspeaker. Its directional aerial
aerial
can be readily correctly positioned
because the cabinet is mounted on
on aa
turntable.
Roberts' Radio Co., Ltd., Molesey
Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey.

i

/9-in television receiver.
Stella 19-in

meter and doppler navigator now
being fitted to helicopters.
Admiralty, Whitehall, London,
S.W.I.

S.A.G.E.R. (314,
S.A.G.E.R.
(314,
Features of the Curtis Minor Classic
Classic
electronic organ which is on show are
are
a four-octave fully polyphonic . keykeyboard (the total range is over six
six
octaves), seventeen rocker-type tabtablet stops which may be
be mixed
mixed as
as
desired, a variable speed and depth
depth
vibrato control, and a brilliance
control for adjusting the organ to
suit
to suit
the room or hall acoustics. A
solo
A solo
ROLA CELESTION
(21)
ROLA
CELESTION (21)
tablet is available which reduces the
the
Sound reproduction enthusiasts will
will sound level of the lower half of the
of the
be interested in the well-known
well-known keyboard to permit the upper section
section
Colaudio II loudspeaker system. Two
Two
manual.
unusual features of this are
are the
the bass to be used as a solo manual.
S.A .G.E.R., Ltd., 106, Bellingdon
S.A.G.E.R.,
loudspeaker-whic h has a " solid ""
loudspeaker—which
cone made of expanded polystyrene
polystyrene Road, Chesham, Bucks.
for increased rigidity and to
to reduce
reduce
"break up"—and
up "-and the small cabinet
cabinet
SLINGSBY
SLINGSBY (50)
(SO)
volume (less than 2 cu ft).
ft). Also
showing, for manufacturers, are
are aa Trucks for handling television rewide selection of loudspeakers with
with ceivers and other bulky electronic
displayed by
by
diameters ranging from 2J
to 15
15 equipment, etc., are displayed
2t to
aluminium
inches, and, for public address purpur- Slingsby. A selection of aluminium
poses under arduous conditions, aa ladders includes models having rubnumber of re-entrant pressure-driven ber padded pressure plates to reduce
horns as well as column loudspeakers.
loudspeakers. risk of damage to tiles and ridges and
especially designed
designed for
for aerial
aerial
Rola Celestion, Ltd., Ferry Works,
Works, are
erectors.
Thames Ditton, Surrey.
H. C. Slingsby, Ltd., 89,
89, KingsKings.
way, London, W.C.2.
ROYAL NAVY
ROYAL
NAVY (312)
(312)
Anti-submarine warfare is the main
theme of this stand
stand where some
some of
STELLA
STELLA (47)
(47)
of
the latest types of radar displays, The main emphasis is on television,
television,
plotting tables and part of the A/S
A/S with 12 receivers being demonstrated
detection set are to be seen. Shore
Shore on both 405- and 625-line standards.
standards.
terminal communications equipment
equipment Specifications range from simple 19-in
19-in
on display includes s.s.b. transmitters sets to a de-luxe 23-in receiver—the
receiver-the
and receivers. The Fleet Air Arm's
Arm's ST1043.
The latter incorporates
contribution to anti-submarine warwar- automatic brightness control and refare is illustrated by a sectioned heliheli- mote control of " viewer variables ".
".
copter fitted with the " Dipping Several " steam" radios ·are
are shown,
shown,
Asdic " and the airborne lightweight in all classes, and both stereophonic
Asdic"
u.h.f. communications set, radio altiare offered:
offered,.
alti- and monaural radiograms are

WIRELESS
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Wide" U '' series. Wideverters in the "U"
band amplifiers are available to cover
Bands I, II and III at three different
gains, and signals in Bands III, IV
by
and V are more easily handled by
conversion to a lower frequency in
crystal-control led
the U166 and U194 crystal-controlled
coll).prehensive
Por a comprehensive
converters. For
for
system, amplifiers are available for
the medium and long-wave bands.
Teleng, Ltd., Teleng Works,
RomChurch Road, Harold Wood, Romford, Essex.

(53)
VIDOR (53)
VIDOR
Among the wide range of batteries
metal
are a new range of metal
on show arc
Double
clad transistor batteries, the Double
"Metal
Life V0042, the weather proof "Metal
Kalium"
and"
Clad
" Fencer (L5074 and
" Kalium
"
Clad"
mercury miniature hearing aid
batteries.
Vidor Ltd., West Street, Erith,
Kent.
FOR THE BEDRIDDEN (74)
WIRELESS
WIRELESS FOR

Over 9,000 sound .receivers or relay
by
installations have been supplied by
this society, which was founded in
to provide free radio to needy
1939 to
bedridden, housebound and aged invalids. The society, which also maincharge
tains the installations free of charge
and provides the licence where necessary, is now extending its activities
to supply television sets to Voluntary
etc. The space
Old People's Homes, etc.
for this stand is given by the exhibition organizers to the society which
relies entirely on voluntary contributions for the support and continuance
of its work.
Bedridden "
for the Bedridden"
"Wireless
" Wireless for
(Inc .), 20 Wimpole Street,
Society (Inc.),
W .l.
London, W.l.

(31 1)
ARMY (311)
TERRITORIAL
TERRITORIAL ARMY
A representative selection of receivers and ancillary communications
~ions . equipment used by the Army
is being
bemg demonstrated on this stand
1s
which is manned by men and women
T.A.
of the 65th Signal Regiment T.A.
of
Information is available on the technical training given the various
Ultra 23-in console television receiver, Signals " trades"
trades " in the regular
with visual u.h.f. tuning scale.
Army, T.A. and Army Emergency
Reserve.
65th Signal Regiment, Territorial
the new Philips autochanger being
Army, 79/85 Worship Street, Lonused.
Stella Radio and Television Com- don, E.C.2.
121-3
pany Ltd., Astra House, 121-3
(19)
W .C.2.
ULTRA (19)
ULTRA
Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
dualNewly introduced are two dual(80)
ZONAL (80)
ZONAL
(with
standard television receivers (with
(75)
RECORDERS (7S)
TAPE RECORDERS
TAPE
The
Zonatape
range
of
standard and
conthe
space for the addition of the conare space
models are
As many as eight new models
recording
Also long-playing magnetic
u.h.f. tuner). Also
tinuously variable u.hi.
These tinuousiy
introduced by this company. These
three types of
tapes is available in three
ranges-the Slimline and ·■ shown are three 19-in receivers, mono base, .di-acetate, ''standard
are in two ranges—the
s tandard and polyand stereo a.m./f.m. radiograms (the
and
Riviera, each range having both latter
featuring an earphone socket ester extra play, with grade identifisingle and three-speed models in latter
mono or stereo private listening) cation by coloured spools (diameters
both two- and four-track versions. for
these
10-}in).
the and an extra-slim portable record 3in to lO-jin). A feature of these
Features of the Slimline range are the
tapes is the incorporation of a coatsuperimposition and reproducer. The range of transistor ing lubricant for reducing tape lead
provision of superimposition
includes three a.m. and one
two-channel mixing facilities, stereo receivers
last-the wear. Tapes may be inspected and
a.m./f.m. model: this last—the
playback on the four-track models, a TR81A—incorporates
porates sockets for ex- a selection of professional recordings
record/replay frequency response at TR81A-incor
ternal aerials for a.m. or f.m. and for heard in the Zonal demonstration
7-J-in/sec
7t-in/sec within ±3dB from 80c/s to feeding a tape recorder.
room.
14kc/s, and a signal-to-noise ratio of
Zonal Film (Magnetic Coatings)
Ltd.
Ultra Radio and Television Ltd.,
at least 40dB.
Ltd.,
Zonal House, Westfields Road,
Ruislip'
House,
Eastcote,
Ruislip,
Television
Ltd.,
Tape Recorders (Electronics), Ltd.,
' Acton, W.3.
·
Midd~esex.
Middlesex.
784-788, High Road, Tottenham,
N.17.
London, NAT.
PUBLICAT IONS
:
S WORLD" PUBLICATIONS
"WIRELES
'WIRELESS
(13)
T.C.C. (13)
T.C.C.
i
p~;t
p~~~
the
oped exhibits are the
Recently-developed
Recently-devel
PRINCIPLES
SEMICONDUC TORS
OF SEMICONDUCTORS
PRINCIPLES OF
Duomold.""
Supamold"
" Supamold
"
and " Duomold
:
21/11
21..
M.I.E.E. ,.
M.
..
..
..
••
21
- 21/11
B.Sc., M.l.E.E.
Scr~ggie, B.Sc.,
G. Scroggie,
M . G.
and
capacitors, which are paper and
and
TELEVISION:
COLOUR
TELEVISION:
N.T.S.C.
System,
Principles
and
COLOUR
types
paper-and-polyester
paper-and-poly ester dielectric types
A.M.I.E.E.
A.C.G.I., A.M.LE.E.
Carnt, B.Sc. (Eng.), A.C.G.L,
S. Carnt,
P. S.
Practice. P.
Practice.
!
87/3
85/- 87/3
with moulded cases. They are chiefly
A.K.C.
M.I.E.E., A.K.C.
F.lnst.P., M.I.E,E.,
Townsend, B.Sc., F.Inst.P.,
and G.
... • 85/B. Townsend,
G. B.
and
intended for high temperature workRADIO
,,
DATA
VALVE DATA
RADIO VALVE
!
6/10
..
6/- 6/10
Edition ..
World." 7th Edition
ing. Prominent in the range of
Wireless World.
of" Wireless
staff of"
Compiled
61the staff
by the
Compiled by
printed-circuit products are platedRADIO
HANDBOOK
LABORATORY HANDBOOK
ELECTRONIC LABORATORY
AND ELECTRONIC
RADIO AND
57/3
55/.
.
.
.
Edition ..
M.I.E.E. 7th Edition
B.Sc., M.l.E.E.
M.
..
..
55/- 57/3
Scroggie, B.Sc.,
G. Scroggie,
through circuits and flush-bonded
M. G.
ELECTRONICS
for· use as commutypes intended for
MATHEMATIC S FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
BASIC
BASIC MATHEMATICS
W.
by
Revised
F.
M.
Colebrook,
B.Sc.,
D.I.C.,
A.G.G.I.
Revised
by
J.
W.
A.G.G.I.
D.I.C.,
B.Sc.,
F. M. Colebrook,
tators and switches. Applications
17/6 18/6
18/6
..
17/6
..
..
Edition
Head,
■■. .
17/6
3rd Edition
(Cantab.). 3rd
M.A. (Cantab.).
Head, M.A.
shown include modules _ such as
PRINCIPLES
OF
,,,
CIRCUITS
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS
OF TRANSISTOR
PRINCIPLES
sub,.
filters, amplifiers and television sub22/21/..
Edition ..
B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.I.E.E. 2nd Edition
Amos, 6.Sc.(Hons.),
S.
21/- 22/W. Amos,
S. W.
Products of the
assemblies.
SOUND
HIGH-QUALITY
SOUND
PRODUCTION
AND
REPROY
HIGH-QUALIT
Ceramics Division are also on show.
42/43/5
43/5
42/- 43/5
..
..
..
..
..
Hadden.
Burrell Hadden
H. Burrell
DUCTION.
42/DUCTION. H.
Ltd.,
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.,
PrinGeneral PrinBROADCASTIN G. General
TELEVISION BROADCASTING.
SOUND AND
AND TELEVISION
SOUND
45/46/4
46/4
45/- 46/4
M.I.E.E. . .
W.3.
Sturley, Ph.D., B.Sc., M.I.E.E
North Acton, London, IF.3.
R. Sturley,
K. R.
ciples.
45/cipl~s. K.
GUIDE
STATIONS
BROADCASTIN G STATIONS
TO BROADCASTING
GUIDE TO
l
4/3/6 4/Edition
Compiled
Wireless World." 13th Edition
..
..
3/6
by ""Wireless
Compiled by
(44)
TELENG
TELENG (44)
application.
on application.
b.ooks is available on
complete list of books
A
A complete
A wide range of equipment for com!
leading booksellers or from
Obtainable
all leading
from all
Obtainable from
munal-aerial television and broadcast
S.E.l.
London,
Street,
Stamford
House,
BOOKS
ILIFFE
LTD., _______________
Dorset House, _______________
Stamford Street,
London, __________
S.E.I. :
___________
ILIFFE BOOKS
__ ____________
___________
reception is on view, with aa new
series of amplifiers and channel conI
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Classification
and Retrieval
Classification and
Retrieval of
of

TECHNIC
AL
TECHNICAL

IN FO RMATION

INFORMATION

2.-THE
2.—THE NOTCHED CARD SYSTEM IN PRACTICE

By A. E. CAWKELL

(concluded from
/rom page
page 357
357 of the
the previous
prevtous issue)

IN

In the author's organization a number of private
systems existed together with a conventional catalogue index, available to all but understood completely by few.
T
he Index.—The
Index.-The first step was to list every subThe
ject known to be of interest in the various fields of
activity in which the organization was engaged. A
certain amount of anticipation was used at this stage
to embrace subjects of possible future interest.
From a study of the completed list it became evident
that there were a large number of subjects of interest
which belonged to no particular hierarchy such as
painting," " static electricity," " tuning
" paint," ""painting,"
forks," etc. There were also a number of subjects
such as " acoustics " and " non-destructive testing"
which it was desirable, if not essential, to sub-divide.

live
tive testing," etc.; each was
was then
then sub-divided
sub-divided
alphabetically into
into "B"
"B" level
level subjects,
subjects, which
which occaoccasionally were sub-divided again
C" level
again into
into ""C"
level subsubjects,
jects, but it was never found
found necessary
necessary to
to extend
extend
to "D" level. There were
were about
about 14
14 such
such hierhierarchies so that a searcher will
will find
find comprehensive
comprehensive
coverage should he
he desire to retrieve any
any informainformation by selection from the
the whole subject,
subject.
There are likely to be
be occasions, however,
however, say
say in
in
the case of a new searcher, where
where the hierarchies
hierarchies
will be unfamiliar and may be
be by-passed,
by-passed, and
and aa
"B" level subject would be looked for initially.
initially.
Moreover, the logic of the
the searcher may
may differ
differ from
from
that of the classifier.
classifier. For instance, should
should "fuel
cells " be a sub-division
power supplies
sub-division of ""power
supplies "" or
or
listed alphabetically in the ""F's
F's "?; would
photowould ""photography"
graphy
" be searched for under ""optics"?
optics "? ""VibraVibradon pick-ups"
V's,"
tion
pick-ups " could be listed under the ""V's,"
"P's,"
" F's," ""acoustics
acousdcs " or ""transducers."
transducers."
All these possibilities were allowed for in the
index by entering every subject in every place where
it was considered likely that a searcher would look.
Extensive use of the expression ""see
see under —
" was
-"
therefore avoided.
The result of this extensive multiple entry system,
coupled also in some cases with "rotated entries,"
leads to an increase of bulk in the index. However,
even if there are double the number of entries, there
is a much greater probabihty
probability of finding the
the subject;
subject;
and finding it more quickly.
There is no problem from the abstractors' point
of view when making out new cards. Assume that
the punched card code number for ""vibration
vibration pickpickups " is 04 10 16 29 this number will be found in
the index against the subject wherever it appears.
· If the abstractor has made out a reference card in
in
respect of an article dealing with " vibration pickups"
ups " in the "transducer"
" transducer " context, he
he looks
looks under
under
" transducers " and finds ""vibration
vibration pick-ups 04 10
"transducers
16 29";
29 "; this number is slotted on to the card,
card,
automatically making the retrieval · connection
fig. 3. Typical ""keysort
keysort selector
" (Royal McBee, 36, Worship
between the card and all other positions
Fig.
selector"
Worship
positions of
of the
the group
group
Street, London, B.C.2.)
in
E.C.2.)
in the
the index.
index. .If
If the
the searcher
searcher looks
looks for
for "vibration
" vibration
pick-ups " under ""V,"
V," he finds the same code number and hence retrieves the desired card.
Retrieval
The rough index was then broken-down and the
Retrieval based
based on
on aa combination
combination of
of subjects
subjects is
is
subject matter classified alphabetically
often
alphabetiCally in a thumb
often valuable
valuable and
and this
this is
is taken
taken account
account of
of in
in the
the
indexed loose-leaf book as follows.
index.
non-destructive
index. Consider,
Consider, for
for instance,
instance, ""non-destructive
A number of hierarchies were established and testing."
testing." Here
Here there
there are
are aa number
number of
of independent
independent
placed in their correct alphabetic position—"
variables—the
material," the
testing principle,"
position-" acousvariables-the ""material,"
the ""testing
principle,"
tics," ""amplifiers,"
amplifiers," ""power
power supplies," ""non-destrucnon-destruc- and
and the
the "" property
property of
of interest."
interest." The
The main
main subject
subject
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sections,
level sections,
three ""B"
into three
divided into
in this case is divided
B " level
follows:as follows:—
sub-division s as
with ""C"
C " level sub-divisions
Property
Principles
Testing Principles
Materials Testing
Property
Coating
thickness
Damping
Bricks
Damping
Coating thickness
constant/Q.
Corrosion
Eddycurren t
Eddycurrent
Corrosion
Coal
.s
ElasticityI
Concrete
Elasticity/
rnrinoamic Curmg
electro-dyn
electro-dynamic
Cracks
ray
Gamma ray
Cracks
Ceramics etc. Gamma
Porosity
Magnetic etc.
Porosity
Strength etc.
Strength
the
by the
selected by
is selected
combinatio n is
The appropriate combination
abstract.
the abstract.
of the
contents of
the contents
to the
abstractor according to
testing
ctive testing
on ""non-destru
article on
For example, an article
non-destructive
in
measureme nts in
constant measurements
of concrete by damping constant
using
by using
detected by
be detected
would be
porosity," would
order to detect porosity,"
subject.
each subject.
opposite each
found opposite
the three code groups found
the
of the
users of
of users
logic of
varying logic
To cope with the varying
alphalisted alphaalso listed
were also
subjects were
level subjects
system, all ""C
C " level
oninstance, ""Bricks-n
for instance,
as, for
betically in the index as,
Bricks—nonon-destruct ive
of," ""Cracks,_n
Cracks—non-destructive
destructive testing of,"
evident
becomes evident
this becomes
for this
need for
The need
detection of." The
inof inporosity isis of
"if porosity
as "if
such as
question such
by posing a question
nonunder nonlook under
invariably look
searcher invariably
terest, will a searcher
then
no, then
answer· isis no,
the answer
If the
testing? " If
destructive testing?"
necessary.
also necessary.
is also
classification is
alphabetic classification
SecCards-Exc lusive Secof Cards—Exclusive
Handling of
Mechanical
Mechanica l Handling
attraccards isis attracthe cards
sectionalizing the
of sectionalizing
tions.—The
tions.-The idea of
their
particularly ifif their
view, particularly
of view,
points of
tive from several points
are
there are
instance, ifif there
For instance,
large. For
number becomes large.
conwe conthat we
number that
the number
is the
this .is
10,000 cards (and this
would
future), itit would
forseeable future),
the forseeable
in the
sider may exist in
that
such that
categories such
10 categories
concoct 10
be convenient to concoct
When
category. When
per category.
cards per
1,000 cards
there were about 1,000
directed
be directed
would be
attention would
searcher's attention
retrieving, the searcher's
the
and the
cards and
of cards
category of
one category
to a drawer holding one
about
of about
packs of
two packs
in two
sorted in
be sorted
1,000 cards would be
quantity.
handled quantity.
convenientl y handled
500—this being a conveniently
500-this
particularly ifif aa ""keyrapid particularly
quite rapid
The operation is quite
keydevice isis
Such aa device
used. Such
is used.
3) is
(Fig. 3)
sort selector" (Fig,
used
are used
needles are
of needles
number of
particularly useful if aa number
when sorting.
to
come to
categories come
the categories
arranging the
Two ways of arranging
under
materialsunder
all materials
of all
classification of
the classification
mind; first, by the
sectionalizby sectionalizsecondly, by
headings; secondly,
subject headings;
10 broad subject
latter
the latter
For the
content. For
abstract content.
according to abstract
ing according
be
present be
at present
can at
categories can
method only three categories
"Electronic
Circuitry," "Electronic
conceived—"Electronic
conceived -" Electronic Circuitry,"
Sciences."
and ""Allied
incidental), and
Arts"" (circuitry incidental),
Arts
Allied Sciences."
upon
decided upon
sectionaliza tion isis decided
of sectionalization
If any kind of
that
so that
exclusive, so
mutually exclusive,
be mutually
each category must be
without
only, without
section only,
one section
in one
held in
any card can be held
subjects
covers subjects
article covers
particular article
If a particular
ambiguity. If
then
sections, then
different sections,
allocated different
which have been allocated
each
in each
held in
be held
to be
out to
made out
be made
must be
separate cards must
section.
possibility
the possibility
with the
confronted with
Once again we are confronted
not aa
This isis not
logic. This
human logic.
of ambiguity due to human
may
searchers may
and searchers
classifiers and
" private" system; classifiers
"private"
desirable,
considered desirable,
therefore considered
come and go. It was therefore
to
not to
operation, not
of operation,
stages of
early stages
at least during the early
of itit
possibility of
the possibility
mind the
in mind
bear in
sectionalize,
sectionalize, but to bear
must
system must
the system
in the
cards in
All cards
as the system grew. All
retrieval.
every retrieval.
therefore be sorted for every
occasional
useful occasional
very useful
To this end (and for aa very
maintain
to maintain
decided to
was decided
it was
effectiveness) it
review of effectiveness)
during
system during
the system
of the
transactions "" of
a record of the " transactions
exclusiveof ""mutual
pattern of
A pattern
operation. A
its early operation.
mutual exclusive-

14
03 13
13 14
07 03
(Passive)
Filters (Passive)
Bandpass
Bandpass Filters
09
21 09
04
18 21
04 18
Bandreject
Filters
Bandreject Filters
05
10 12
12 05
02
02 10
Barretters
Barretters
Cells
Standard Cells
Accumulato rs, Standard
Batteries,
Batteries, Accumulators,
17 16
16
25 17
01
01 25
and
Bibliographies,
Classificatio n and
Bibliograph ies, Classification
15
19 15
24 19
05 24
05
Libraries
Retrieval,
Retrieval, Libraries
10
20 10
28 20
06
06 28
Aids for
Blindness,
Blindness, Aids
Blocking
oscillators
Blocking oscillators
03
11 03
22 11
22
22 22
General
General
23
29 23
08 29
12 08
12
Nanosecond
Nanosecond
04
01 04
27 01
09 27
as 09
generators, as
Sawtooth
waveform generators,
Sawtooth waveform
09
28 09
07
17 28
07 17
design
Transformer
Transforme r design
19
24 19
06 24
14 06
14
Bolometers
Bolometers
11 02 01
26 11
26
Boolean
Algebra
Boolean Algebra
08 13
15 08
13
21 15
Specifically ) 21
(General, Specifically)
Bootstrap
circuit (General,
Bootstrap circuit
28 16
16
01 28
15
15 01
Bricks,
Bricks, Testing of
Bridges
Bridges
04 18
18
10 04
27 10
27
Bridged
T
Bridged T
29
16 29
22 16
05
05 22
Campbell
Campbell
03
19 03
15 19
23 15
23
Comparison
Comparison
12 08
08
17 12
06
06 17
Detection/Balance
Techniques
Detection/B alance Techniques
20
16 20
07 16
11 07
11
General
General
12 02
02
29
25 12
29 25
Hay
Hay
14 03
03
27 14
26 27
for 26
Measureme nts for
High
Resistance Measurements
High Resistance
17
08 17
19 28
28 08
19
universal
Impedance, universal
Impedance,
18 20
20
25
24 18
25 24
Ratio Arm
Inductive
Inductive Ratio
11
10
13 11
06 13
10 06
Resistance
Limit
Limit Resistance
14
15 14
05 15
23 05
for 23
measureme nts for
Resistance measurements
Low
Low Resistance
13 18
18
03
29 13
03 29
Owen
Owen
16
27
29 16
09 29
27 09
Schering
Schering
20
02
16 22
22 20
02 16
Twin
T
Twin T
08
06
12 08
17 12
06 17
Wagner
Earths
Wagner Earths
19
04 19
01 04
26
26 01
Wheatstone
Wheatstone
04
24 04
07
23 24
07 23
Wien
Wien

'

'

effecof effecbasis of
the basis
form the
to form
emerge to
ness" may then emerge
sectionalization.
tive sectionalization.
above.
shown above.
is shown
Index is
A section of the index
and
selector, and
sequence, selector,
Subjects.-D irect, sequence,
Coding Subjects.—Direct,
For
considered. For
were considered.
coding were
superimpos ed coding
random superimposed
most
the most
be the
to be
appears to
latter appears
coding the latter
subject coding
the
cards, the
the cards,
of the
size of
the size
mind the
in mind
suitable, bearing in
of
number of
the number
and the
available, and
number of holes available,
increase.
might increase.
and might
1,000 and
over 1,000
subjects, which was over
implithe impliconsider the
to consider
necessary to
became necessary
It therefore became
this
of this
part of
early part
the early
in the
given in
Table 1, given
cations of Table
article.
references
typical references
hundred typical
several hundred
An analysis of several
interest,
of interest,
subject of
one subject
contained one
showed that 55% contained
subfour sub3% four
subjects, 3%
three subjects,
14% three
28% two subjects, 14%
four. ·
above four.
percentage above
negligible percentage
jects with aa negligible
references
of references
up of
made up
cards made
10,000 cards
For a pack of 10,000
composition ,
subject composition,
mentioned subject
having the above mentioned
below.
Table 22 below.
in Table
as in
be as
will be
the unwanted drops will
the
when the
place when
take place
to take
is to
sectionaliza tion is
If sectionalization
above
the above
then the
3,000, then
say 3,000,
exceeds, say
number of cards exceeds,
however, itit isis
If, however,
acceptable. If,
be acceptable.
situation would be
place,
take place,
never take
will never
sectionaliza tion will
assumed that sectionalization

TABLE
TABLE 12
No. of sub- Average
Ijects
in ref. of no. of needinterest les required

dropping
cards dropping
No.
unwanted cards
of unwanted
No. of
Average
in ref. of no. of needOne Total
Two One
Three Two
Four Three
les required Four
mterest
Sub.
Sub. Sub.
Sub . . Sub.
Sub. Sub.
to retrieve Sub.

No. of ••b·

jec~s

l

<1
<1
<I
<I
<1
<I
<1
<I
<I
<1
<I
<1
<I
<I
<1
<1
<I
< I
<I
<1
<I
<1
<I
<1
<1
<I
<I
3.64
10.78
3.64 <i
<I ;22 approx
7.8
10.78
7.8
cards
10,000 cards
of 10,000
pack of
of aa pack
out of
dropping out
cards dropping
unwanted cards
Number
of unwanted
Number of
subject28% 22 subject,
cards, 28%
subject cards,
55% 1I subject
pack isis 55%
of pack
composition of
when
when composition
'
subject.
four subject.
3% four
and 3%
subject, and
14%
14% 33 subject,
I
4
3
2
I

13
10
7
4
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Fig. 4. Example of a completed card.
and that perhaps one day the number of cards will
exceed 10,000, then a drop out of 22 unwanted cards
every time a one-subject search is conducted might
unacceptable. In this case the
be considered unacceptable.
remedy is to limit the number of subjects per card
to three, and make out two cards for abstracts
embodying more than three subjects.
We decided
decide<,i to adopt random superimposed subject coding and, as soon as mutually exclusive
sections become apparent, to confine certain cateso· that there will
gories of cards to labelled drawers so
never be an embarrassing number of drop outs.
It will be appreciated that the unwanted drop
outs of Table 2 will only be correct for random
distribution. If most of the abstracts deal with a
relatively small number of subjects—and
subjects-and this
tende1;1cy is likely to exist—then
exist-then the number of
tendency
unwanted cards may under certain conditions
increase. This may well lend force to the need for
sectionalization.
Coding Other Concepts
1. Author's name.
This is coded by the 7, 4, 2, 11 sequence code, in
using. one letter per field for
three separate fields, using
the first three letters of the author's name, or the
initial letter of the names of the first three authors
in the event of multiple authorship. The code is
A= 1, B=2, etc., the alphabet being split into two
A=l,
"N-Z" is slotted N=l,
halves. When "N-Z"
N = 1, 0
0 = 2, etc.
2. Year.
Tear.
Two fields of a selector code are used for the
decade and the year.
3. Composition and common variables
Direct coding is used. ·
Example of a complete card.—A
card.-A card is shown in

434

Fig. 4. The cards are supplied by the manufacturers with all holes punched and all information
shown in the outside margins printed on every card.
The abstractor writes or types in the abstract, marks
the holes to be slotted, then sends the card to the
system operator who slots the marked holes.
In the example shown three subjects have been
coded. The groups are also written on the card by
the abstractor; this is to facilitate the task of differentiating between wanted and unwanted cards when
hand sorting.
Acknowledgments. The writer would like to
thank members of the staff of Cawkell Research
& Electronics Limited, in particular Mr.
Mr. R. Reeves,
and of the staff of Dawe Instruments Limited, for
much valuable assistance in devising this system.
Correction.-Line
Correction.—Line 18, left-hand column of page 356
of the previous issue should start ""slotting
slotting 20 into
. .. "
Fig. 1(b) ..."

Receiver
Receiver/Recorder
/Recorder Connections
RECOMMENDATIONS drawn up jointly by the
British Radio Equipment Manufacturers' Association
'and
and the Audio Manufacturers' Group include circuit
connection points in the receiver or radiogram, sockets
and plugs, wiring, arrangements for paralleling the
channels of a stereo radiogram for use with a mono
recorder, additional resistors to avoid harmful interaction between the two units, and input and output
sensitivity requirements for the tape recorder. Free
copies of the recommendations (" Connections between
Tape Recorders and Radio Receivers ") maybe
may be obtained
from the secretary of B.R.E.M.A., 49 Russell Square,
London, W.C.I.
W.C.l.
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AMONG

AMONG

STABILISER

STABILISER

VALVES

VALVES

THE NEW
THE

NEW

12E14
12E14

IS .OUTSTA
OUTSTANDING
NDING
IS

fSEl!—a low
low impedance
impedance
r3E12-a
version of the 13El-gives
13EI—gives
15% more current under
under
15%
stabiliser (triode
(triode connected)
connected)
operating conditions.
conditions. ItIt isis
also suitable [or
for servo
servo
amplifier applications.
11D1!—a low mu power
11012-a
double triode with
double
cathodes—is [or
for
separate cathodes-is
use as a series regulator
regulator
.c. power
valve in dd.c.
valve
supplies, in servo
applications or
or as
as a
applications
booster triode.
11E14—an output beam
11£14-an
tetrode—is for
for use as aa
tetrode-is
valve as
as
series regulator valve
well as a pulse modulator
and radar and TV
TV
scanning valve,
valve.

Vh
Vh
volts
volts
Heater
voltage
Heater voltage
amps
lhlh
amps
Heater current
current
Heater
ABSOLUTE
MAXIMUM RATINGS
RATINGS
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM
volts
Va
(max)
Va(maxl
volts
voltage
Anode voltage
Anode
VVg2(max)
g2 (max)
volts
volts
voltage ...
Screen
Screen voltage
(~ax)
Vgi
(max)
Vg1
volts
volts
voltage
grid voltage
Control grid
Control
(max)
Pa (max)
watts
watts
Pa
dissipation
Anode
Anode dissipation
(max)
Pg2 (max)
watts
Pg2
watts
dissipation
Screen
Screen dissipation
watts
Pa + 02 (max)
(max)
Pa+g2
watts
Anode
screen dissipation
dissipation
plus screen
Anode plus
Iklk(max)
(max)
mA
rnA
Cathode
current ...
Cathode current
(max)
Rg1-k
...
MQ
Rg1
-K (max)
MD
Resistance
between grid
grid && cathode
cathode...
Resistance between
bias)
(cathode
(cathode bias)
Rg1-k(max)
kQ
Rgl
-k
(max)
...
cathode
k\1
&
grid
between grid &. cathode...
Resistance between
Resistance
bias)
(fixed
(fixed bias)
(max)
Vhvolts
Vh
- kk (max)
volts
cathode voltage
to cathode
Heater
voltage
Heater to
PlV (max)
(max)
PIV
kV
kV
Peak
voltage (booster)
(booster)
inverse voltage
Peak inverse
CHARACTERISTICS
CHARACTERISTICS
volts
Va
Va
volts
Anode voltage
voltage
Anode
UIa
m.A
Anode
... ' ... m.A
current ...
Anode current
mA/V
gm
gm
rnA IV
Mutual conductance
conductance
Mutual
V-f..l
Amplification
factor
Amplification factor
Mgl — g2
l-lg1-g2
Inner
factor (g,
(pj toto gg^ ...
amplification factor
Inner amplification
DIMENSIONS
BASING
& BASING
DIMENSIONS i
mm
mm
Overall
length
Overall length
mm
—
mm
Seated
height
Seated height
—
mm
mm
Diameter
Diameter ...
Base
Base
duration 11-ls,
Pulse duration
IP'S, duty
duly factor
factor 0·001
0 001
*Pulse
ratings. Pulse
modulation ratings.
*Pulse modulation

(§) I
AEI

d 12E14
The newly-introduce
newly-introduced
12E14 is
is pre-eminent
pre-eminent
valves—in performance.
performance,
among stabiliser valves-in
design and construction. It
It isis based
based on
on the
the
well-known and successful12El
successful 12E1 and
and has
has the
the
electrical characteristics,
characteristics, but
but itit
same unique electrical
has considerably improved
Improved mechanical
mechanical
features. In the 12El
12E1 the
the anode
anode electrode
electrode was
was
connected to a top cap while
while the
the 12E14
12E14 isis of
of
construction with
with the
the anode
anode
single-ended construction
connected to one pin of an
an International
International
12E14 is very
very much
much more
more
Octal base. The 12E14is
compact,
convenient for
for paralleling,
paralleling,
compact. more c·onvenient
easier to install and more
more rugged.
rugged.
You can gauge its fine
fine performance
performance from
from the
the
details in the table, together
together with
with those
those of
of
valves.
other AEI stabiliser valves.

2 ) ...

12E14
6·3
1·6

12E14
6-3
16

13E12
13E12
13·0
0 13
26 0
26
0
13
6
2·6
1·3 2

800
800
300
300
-100
-100
35
35
55
—
300
300
—
—
300
zoo
(k+ve)
(k+ve)
—

800
800
300
300
-100
-100
90
90
10
10
95
95
800
800
—
—
300
300
(k-t-ve)
(ki-ve)
—

150
150
150
150
atat Vg
—150V
Vg2=150V
150V at
= 150V
at Vg2
Vg —
200
600
600
200
atat Vgi
=23·5V
Vg1 =23'5V
25
14
25
14
22·88
—
55 ·33
—
106
93
44
10

106
93
44
10

140
128
65
B7A

140
128
65
B7A

Associated Electrical
Electrical Industries
Industries Ltd
t-td
Department PD16
PD16
Radio Components Department
155 Charing Cross Road. London WC2
Telephone: GERrard
GERrard 9797
9T9T Telegrams
Telegrams:: Sieswan
Sieswan We&tcent
Westcent London
London
Telephone:

155 Charing Cross Road, London WC2
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11D12
63
25

11E14
11E14
6633
12
1·2
»
5kV
250
5kV
250
500
500
—
-300
-300
—
10
13
10
13
per
section
por section
33
—
—
125
4A
4A
125
10
1·0
—
100
100
—
—
300
300
30
3·0

11012
63
2·5

—
100
100
atat Vg2
= 100V
Vg2=1:lOV
120
125
120
125
per
section
per section
70
14-5
7·0
14·5
20
2·0
—
—
103
103
88-5
88·5
43-5
43 ·5
10
10

110
110
95
95
32
32
1010
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REDIFON

REDIPLEXb)

REDIFON

the answer to medium distance
multi-channel communications
problems
the answer to

multi-channel

medium

distance

communications
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REDIP
LEX gives you 44 voice-frequency
voice-frequency-channels
REDIPLEX
channels (speech, teleprinter,
facsimile or tone) on one r.f. pilot carrier on a low or medium-power
radio link at aa cost far below that of other /SB
ISB systems. Multi-channel
ISB communication becomes thoroughly economic for the first
flrst time
on low-power radio links.
REDIPLEX is available as separate transmitting or receiving terminals
or as an ISB drive system.
Find out more about REDIPLEX. Full technical particulars are
available on request.
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Hedifon LIMITED
LIMITED
Communications
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if fusion Group.
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Turntable Rumble and
Pickup Arm Design
Turntable
Pickup

Rumble

Arm

and

J. WALTON*
BBy
yJ walton*

Design

ACTION
FILTER ACTION
BUlL T-IN FILTER
PROVIDE BUILT-IN
TO PROVIDE
COMPLIANCE TO
MASS AND COMPLIANCE
ADJUSTING THE MASS

two
or two
one or
years·one
three years
or three
two or
past two
ilie past
DuRING
u URING the
with
market with
the market
on the
appeared on
pickup arms have appeared
conof conprinciples of
improved principles
and improved
various refinements and
described
were described
principles were
which principles
struction, some of which
269).
(p. 269).
1959 (p.
June 1959
World, June
in an article in Wireless World,
important
one important
however, one
above, however,
the above,
In spite of the
particular
the particular
to the
arm to
the arm
relating the
of relating
principle, that of
unnoticed.
or unnoticed.
unheeded or
gone unheeded
often gone
pickup head, has often
reof remethods of
describing methods
Articles have appeared describing
can
this can
that this
fact that
the fact
yet the
ducing turntable rumble, yet
arm
of arm
co-ordination of
by co-ordination
primarily be determined by
disfurther diswarrant aa further
to warrant
and pickup design seems to
course on the subject.
deterpickup isis deterof aa pickup
range of
Now the bass response range
pickup
the pickup
of the
mass of
effective mass
combined effective
mined by the combined
of
compliance of
the compliance
with the
arm and head, resonating with
relation
the relation
to the
according to
movement, according
the stylus movement,
/o
= l/2nVMC
below
resonance below
bass resonance
the bass
is the
fa is
1/2rrv MC where fo
fa=
rapidly,
off rapidly,
falls off
pickup falls
the pickup
of the
which the response of
effeccombined effecthe combined
respectively the
and M and C are respectively
compliance.
stylus compliance.
and stylus
head and
tive mass of arm plus head

o

o

Adjustment
Bass Resonance Adjustment
the
at the
just at
be just
to be
arranged to
If the resonance is arranged
will
1) itit will
Fig. 1)
(see Fig.
range (see
lower limit of the recorded range
the
of the
range of
the range
above the
be above
to be
also usually be found to
improveand improvefrequencies, and
most troublesome rumble frequencies,
obtained
be obtained
often be
can often
20dB can
ments of some 10 to 20dB
resonthe resoncourse the
Of course
ratio. Of
in the signal-to-rumble
signal-to-rumble ratio.
crystal
some crystal
and some
damped, and
adequately damped,
ance should be adequately
(not
resistance (not
mechanical resistance
pickups have sufficient mechanical
this
achieve this
to achieve
movement to
stylus movement
the stylus
stiffness) in the
pickmagnetic picksome magnetic
whilst some
trouble, whilst
without further trouble,
damping
of damping
amount of
large amount
ups will require a fairly large
the
in the
incorporated in
be incorporated
to be
(resistance, not friction) to
pivot system of the arm.
damping
such damping
whilst such
that whilst
It should be mentioned that
ultithe ultiaffect the
may affect
movement may
to the pickup stylus movement
midthe midin the
pickup in
the pickup
of the
capability of
mate tracking capability
performance
its performance
impair its
not impair
need not
audio range, it need
reconditions repractical conditions
stringent practical
under the most stringent
inclusion
The inclusion
2). The
Fig. 2).
(see Fig.
pickup (see
quired of the pickup
the
on the
could, on
pivots could,
arm pivots
pickup arm
of damping at the pickup
vibration
of vibration
transmission of
the transmission
other hand, encourage the
head.
pickup head.
the pickup
to the
deck to
and deck
from the turntable and
turntable
considers turntable
one considers
if one
understood if
This can be understood
to
relation to
in relation
motion in
vibratory motion
and deck to have vibratory
the
authors, the
other authors,
by other
described by
one another as also described
transmission
providing transmission
then providing
pivots then
resistance at the pivots
arm
the arm
to the
velocity, to
its velocity,
to its
according to
for vibration, according
the
On the
stylus). On
and stylus).
disc and
the disc
and head (in relation to the
this
negate this
to negate
tends to
head tends
the head
other hand, damping in the
process.
*Decca Record
Co.
Record Co.
*Decca

fundamental
this fundamental
in this
involved in
Since the masses involved
funcother functo other
compared to
large compared
bass resonance are large
high
surprisingly high
pickup, surprisingly
the pickup,
in the
tional masses in
cutsharp cutsurprisingly sharp
and surprisingly
Q's " are approached and
""Q's"
obtained,
usually obtained,
are usually
dB/octave) are
off curves (about 24 dB/octave)
rumble
complex rumble
necessitate complex
otherwise necessitate
which could otherwise
mechanical
the "" mechanical
from the
Apart from
filter arrangements. Apart
rumble
mechanical rumble
in-built mechanical
integrally in-built
poetry" of integrally
eliminof eliminadvantage of
another advantage
filters arrangements, another
excitation
of excitation
source of
its source
at its
rumble at
ating the effect of rumble
pickup
the pickup
of the
capability of
tracking capability
is to improve the tracking
experienced
(sometimes experienced
tendency (sometimes
and to reduce any tendency
to
rumble to
the rumble
of the
weights) of
tracking weights)
at very low tracking
Rumble
signal. Rumble
music signal.
required music
"modulate" the required
signal
vertical signal
as aa vertical
mainly as
pickup mainly
is seen by the pickup
may
turntable may
good turntable
moderately good
which from even a moderately
1kc/s
at Ikc/s
em/sec at
to 11 cm/sec
equivalent to
be as high as to be equivalent
bass
its bass
with its
and with
undamped and
and, if the pickup is undamped
effect
this effect
point, this
frequency point,
resonance at a rumble frequency
times.
several times.
can be magnified several
possible
be possible
would be
above itit would
Now following from the above
of
inertia of
the inertia
still ifif the
arrangement still
to achieve a better arrangement
higher
give aa higher
to give
arranged to
be arranged
the head and arm could be
the
than the
mode than
vertical mode
the vertical
in the
cut-off frequency in
only
not only
since not
permissible since
fact, permissible
in fact,
lateral. This is, in
pickstereo pickon aa stereo
motion on
vertical motion
does low-frequency vertical
produce
should produce
that should
signals that
up produce out-of-phase signals
conditions
listening conditions
normal listening
under normal
no net output under
loudor loudsize or
room size
to room
relation to
(long wavelength in relation
RESONANCE
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relation to
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rumble
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(20cfs) the
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bass resonance
pickup output; i.e. with bass
correslevel corresrecorded level
below aa recorded
dB below
few dB
may be only aa few
a 1 moy
level O]
resonance
(a22)) ififresonance
higher (o
be higher
may be
or may
kcfs or
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with the
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Fig. 2. The low-frequency tracking limitation is set by the
maximum recording amplitude,
the upper-frequency limitation
by the modulation curvature,
by
where this - reduces to the
(0.0007in), and the
stylus radius (0.0007/n),
middle-frequency limitation by
the conception that the lateral
recorded velocity should not
exceed the linear groove velocity
for normal stylus-groove relations to continue. The relative
tracking ability is given as the
reciprocal of the stylus impedance, compensated in the
upper-frequency section for the
increasing proportion of damage
to the groove modulation in
relation to the decreasing amplitude.

FREQUENCY
(cfs)
FREQUENCY (c/s)

speaker spacing) but it must be remembered that
two out-of-phase low-frequency pressure waves are
in fact no pressure change at all, so that modulation
from such cannot appear on a true stereo recording
(long wavelength in relation to microphone spacing).
Thus low-frequency vertical (out-of-phase) signals
should ideally be non-existent, and partly out-ofphase low-frequency signals ·should
should produce only
the required components of lateral modulation.
The above required difference between
betwe~n lateral
and vertical low-frequency range of a pickup is
often achieved to a worth-while extent because its
vertical compliance is usually lower than its lateral
compliance. The arm described in Wireless World
for June 1959 (p. 269) achieves a further worthwhile improvement by offering a lower inertia in its
vertical than its lateral mode. This is accomplished
through its freedom to rotate about the main longitudinal axis of the arm itself, thus providing a partial inertia "bye-pass" in the vertical direction, as
described in that article in relation to the stability
·described
of the arm.

Compliance·
Compliance Rates Design
Apart from the above method of altering the vertical/lateral mass ratio of the arm, it is obvious that ·
the ratio of the vertical to lateral low-frequency
response ranges can be determined also by design
of the ratio of stylus compliances in the vertical and

lateral planes. It would thus appear that whilst high
compliance even also in the vertical plane is extremely desirable (see Wireless World, July 1960,
p. 342) the vertical compliance should, to ensure
least rumble trouble, be related to the lateral compliance so as not to be greater than necessary (see
Fig. 3). Experience of comparative recorded levels
suggests that the ratio of vertical to lateral compliances can be up to 11 to 3 without loss of tracking
capability, provided that care is taken to see that the
mechanical impedance curves of the pickup still
follow the inverse of the tracking requirements for
45 o mode (as well as
optimum performance in the 45°
in the vertical and lateral modes, see Fig. 2).
It should be mentioned in this connection, however, that the compliance of a pickup in the most
1)
important 45° mode is often not much more than 1!
436

times the lesser compliance where the vertical and
lateral compliances are widely different (see also
Fig. 3).
Thus with higher compliance pickups now becoming more and more common, it is seen that
lighter and lighter arms are also required if these
pickups are not to be more troublesome than need
be due to rumble. I contend that . it is cheaper,
easier, and also more advantageous to design the arm
" correctly " in the first case rather than try to design
a turntable and mounting giving less rumble. In
support of this are here presented results of comparative measurements between two of the ""better"
better "
pickup arms and heads now available (see Fig. 3).
I would also mention that whereas the new lightweight crystal and ceramic pickup heads start their
development with their gross weights in the region
of 3 to 4gm, magnetic pickup heads after many
years of development still have weights in the region
of 10 to 15 gm. Unless, therefore, some drastic
change can be made in the construction of magnetic
pickups, it would appear that the new crystal and
ceramic pickups will be more suitable to the era
of elastic-region tracking, provided that their cart-
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Fig. 3. Curves show both lateral and vertical bass
ba~s responses
of the same pickup in two esteemed pickup arms, and how
of
the reduced inertia (particularly in the vertical mode in this
the
cose) of one of these arms (B)
(6) couses
/ / dB less reproduction
causes II
case)
of rumble,
rumble, without prejudice to its ability to reproduce any
of
" real " components of bass modulation from 28 c/s
cfs upwards.
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mounting
heavy mounting
of heavy
clutter of
ridges can be rid of a clutter
unnecessary
other unnecessary
brackets, head shells, plugs, and other
«ironwork
"ironwork".
are
pickups are
that since pickups
In conclusion, I would say that
of
compliances of
vertical compliances
now being produced with vertical
6
the
that the
desirable that
em/dyne and over, it is desirable
I0- 6 cm/dyne
22 x 10'
in
and in
stylus, and
combined effective mass (at the stylus,

into
arms into
the arms
plus the
heads plus
these heads
of these
mode) of
vertical mode)
the vertical
the
gm,
exceed 88 gm,
not exceed
should not
mounted should
are mounted
they are
which they
which
by
excitation by
unnecessary excitation
ifif the
avoid unnecessary
to avoid
pickup isis to
the pickup
Higher
vibrations. Higher
low-frequency vibrations.
other low-frequency
and other
rumble and
rumble
lower
proportionately lower
need proportionately
pickups need
compliance pickups
compliance
interference
rumble interference
and rumble
stability and
if ~ this stability
arms if-this
mass arms
mass
unimpaired.
remain unimpaired.
to remain
are to
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feature
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an established
at the static exhibition, which is an
electronics
the electronics
in the
are in
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of the Famborough
exhibitors
so exhibitors
or so
275 or
% of the 275
field. This year some 45 %
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.to electronics
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Society of
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engineers.
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held at
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Hants., from
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A.E.I.
A.E.I.
A.K. Fans
Airmed
W ireless
Amalgamated Wireless
Amphenol-Borg
Amphenoi-Borg
Amplivox
Amplivox
Cables
B.l. Callender's Cables
B.I.
Bakelite
Belling & Lee
Telecommunication s
Berne Telecommunications
British Aircraft Corp.
British Communications
Corp.
Corp.
British Mfd. Bearings Co.
Brown, S. G.
Bryans Aeroquipment
Burgess
Burgess Products Co.
Burndept
Burndept
Bush Radio

Canadian Marconi Co.
Canadian
Cannon Electric
Cannon
Chelton
Chelton (Electrostatics)
Chloride Batteries
Ciba (A.R.L.)
City && Guilds Institute
K.
Cole, E. K.

Cossor, A. C.
Cossor Radar && Electronics
Davall, S., && Sons
Decca Navigator Co.
Decca Radar
Delaney Gallay
" Diamond H " Switches
Dowty Group
Dzus Fastener Europe
E.M.I. Electronics
Ekco
Ekco Electronics
Elliott Brothers (London)
Engel
Engel && Gibbs
English Electric Aviation

Ferranti
Ferranti
Formica
Formica

Pinchin, Johnson && Assoc.
Pinchin,
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Plannair
Plan
Plessey Co.
Pritchett && Gold
& Co.
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Pullin, R. B.,
Pye
Pye
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G.E.C. (Electronics)
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General Electric Co.
General
Weston ·
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Harland
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Short Brothers && Harland
Girdlestone Electronics
Girdlestone
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Smart && Brown
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Goodmans Industries
Smith, Herman
Graseby Instruments
Graseby
Smiths Aviation Division
Guest,
Guest, Keen && Nettlefolds Smiths
Solartron
Solartron Electronic
Solus-Schall
us-Schall
Sol
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Hawker Siddeley Aviation
Co.
Sperry Gyroscope Co.
Sperry
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& Co.
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Teddington Aircraft
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& Co.
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& Co.
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Westinghouse
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Co.
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M.L. Aviation Co.
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Ministry of Aviation
Morfax
Murphy
R~dio
Murphy Radio
Napier, D., && Son
Napier,
Zambra
Negretti
& Zambra
Negrett i &
Newmark, Louis
Newton
Newtbn Brothers (Derby)

of
Electric of
Display system developed by Ferranti-Packard Electric
board.
information board.
flight information
as aa flight
Canada, used in this instance as
Canada,
on
mounted on
are mounted
faces are
Matrices of discs with black and white faces
Matrices
Electromagnets. Electropermanent magnets.
threads and provided with permanent
direction
the direction
them, the
behind them,
fixed behind
magnets with switching coils are fixed
magnets
disc
the disc
of the
face of
the face
of magnetization of the cores determining the
the
as the
failure, as
power failure,
by power
that is visible. No information is lost by
pulse.
switching pulse.
new switching
onset of aa new
discs remain in position until the onset
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LEIT ERS TO THE EDITOR
correspond~nts
his correspondents
by his
expressed by
The Editor does not necessarily endorse opinions expressed

we
ZT we
When we terminate the line with the impedance Zt
the
through the
=ZTI
have V2 =
ZtI22.• IIdo
do not propose to go right through
quarter-wave
analysis here but it is well known that for a quarter-wave
line without dissipation we get the results
-j/Zo
= —j/Zo
l 2/V1 =
-jZT/Zo and I^Vj
= —jZi/Zo
Vs/Vt
V2fV1 =
be
which we see that the input impedance must be
from
22
course, aa
of course,
is, of
j/Zo is,
- j/Zo
= /V 1 =
/ZT. The equation I22/Vi
Zo /Zt.
Zo
V 1 is constant 1la2 depends only on Zo
statement that if Vj
ZT.
and not at all on Zt.
on
go on
but go
stage, but
Let us not consider applications at this stage,
of
system of
to one lumped equivalent. If
If we 22take the system
=
and aa =
= L/C and
Fig. 22, we
know
that
we
have
Zo
=
4
line
to aa line
course, to
LC)~..
- w 2LC)
(
( —a)
This result applies, of course,
without dissipation. When we consider the simplest
use
can use
we can
cut-off we
lumped form working well below cut-off
quartereither of the circuits shown in Fig. 3. For the quarter= j, since a in the pass-band
wave line we must have a =
for aa
and for
of the non-dissipative case is the phase constant, and

Effect
The Boucherot Effect
fact
the fact
that the
states that
(August issue) states
YOUNG
F.
MR. J.
circuits
electronic circuits
that the Boucherot effect can occur in electronic
in fact
tends to be overlooked. I would suggest that in
fact
use
electronic engineers, like Chicago pork-butchers, use
everything but the squeak. The circuit described and
named after Boucherot is a special case of a much more
which
general pattern, a pattern which is familiar and which
gives us a good many applications.
Consider the circuit of Fig." 1. This is simply a length
lI of transmission line having a characteristic impedance
we
circuit we
For this
rx. For
Zo and propagation constant a.
this circuit
have
I 2 Zo sinh al
al=V2 cosh al
V1=V2
— I2
1Ij1

=
-V2
= —V

1
sinh al
Zo

+ 1I22 cosh al
+
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quarter-wave
line this is 90°. This gives us the condition
wo2LC
(u02LC = 11 and Zo == woL, where Wo
w,, is the frequency
frequency at
which the circuit is A/4.
>../4.
An alternative way of cutting up the circuit is shown
in Fig. 4 and it is this form which is generally regarded as
the Boucherot form. I cannot lay hands on an active
circuit diagram at the moment, but a good many
many v.h.f.
receivers use the arrangement shown in Fig. 55 at the
input. This is the Boucherot network in action, trying
to force constant current into an unresponsive grid and
generating (in a loose sense) a lot of volts in the process.
Fig 6 comes from a description of a 500-kc/s transmitter
in the Mullard Transistor Manual (p.211) an.d
and is a 7T-netr-network widely used for matching transmitters to aerials. Fig.
7 is a very elementary circuit diagram for the Doherty
amplifier. When the valve V
V22 is cut-off the Boucherot
network transforms the local impedance before it is
presented to the valve V
Vi.
1 . Full descriptions are given in the
textbooks.
Fig. 8 shows another familiar form. Since the voltage
at the right-hand end is zero the current at the left must
also be zero. The quarter-wave stub used as a feeder
feeder
support is one of the long-established applications.
The ideal transmission line does nothing to a signal
but delay it. The properties which we see in this application are the result of the delay between the signal transmitted and the signals reflected and re-reflected. An
An
important approximation is therefore the all-pass delay
network shown in Fig. 9(a), which can be drawn in an
unbalanced form as Fig. 9(b). This is, of course, only
one of the many available equivalents.
We do not always want to work with a single frequency
frequency
and ·we
we can broaden the bandwidth of the Boucherot
effect by the device indicated symbolically in Fig. 10,
10,
the stepped transmission line. It is tempting to suggest
that the wide-band 90° networks used for Hartley modulation systems could be used, but the costs of that are too
high to give results of any value, I suspect.
The Boucherot effect, like the Ferranti effect, appears
to me to be simply a special solution of a special transmission
line equivalent. The underlying principle is widely
used. If we base our study of this type of network
network firmly
on the concept of a 90° phase shift or of a quarter-wave
line we can deal much more easily with the problems
which arise when the voltage source has a finite
finite impedance.
London, W.8.
W .8.
THOMAS RODDAM.
The author replies:
I would like to thank Mr. Roddam for confirming my
suspicions of wastefulness in Chicago abattoirs and
elsewhere.
F . YOUNG.
J. F.

Television Line Standards ·
Television
NO one has suggested that the definition of a 625-line
picture is spectacularly better than that of a 405-line one,
but neither does the improvement merit the term "" marginal, " as it has been described a number of times
recently.
2
The improvement is fundamentally
fundamentally (:~~) ~
^ 2.4,
2.4, and
and
The
no one can alter it.
If a direct comparison between the two systems shows
, only an apparently marginal improvement then it is
certain that the 625-line picture is not being displayed
to full advantage.
If a 405-line picture is viewed at a distance approaching
the optimum viewing distance (i.e., the distance at which
the eye can no longer appreciably resolve the false information inherent in the line-structure) an increase in the
the
· number of lines can hardly be expected to provide a very
startling increase in definition. Any comparison of line
to reduce
reduce
standards on screens of equal size is bound to
the apparent advantage of the higher standard as the eye
can less readily resolve the smaller detail provided. The
The
fair method is to display the systems, on receivers of the
correct relative size, when the lininess at any particular

viewing distance will be seen to be the same. The increase
in screen area then fairly represents the
the improvement
improvement
of the higher standard. Thus a 405-line picture on a
14-in set would compare with a 625-line picture on a
21-in set. The difference can hardly be
be called
called "mar" marginal."
Referring to the July editorial of W.
W.W.,
W., I wonder if the
scanning spot size was altered to suit the various stanstandards?
c/s
It was also suggested in the editorial that our 50 cjs
frame frequency be increased to 60 cjs
c/s to reduce flicker.
flicker.
Flicker is only apparent in daylight viewing due to the
high brightness required to provide a reasonable contrast
ratio, but I hardly think it objectionable enough in any
reasonably situated set to justify such a costly and inconvenient change. In any case it is to be hoped that the
TV set of the future will have overcome the problem
of room light reflecting from the screen, for surely there
is nothing that generally spoils the picture more than
than the
resulting poor contrast. Neither must we forget that the
colour set will in addition suffer from colour de-saturation.
· It has been recommended that we adopt the Continental
625-line system but with increased vision bandwidth.
It is generally accepted that a Kell factor of 0·6
0-6 is adequate;
indeed many think 0·5
0-5 to be optimum. Why then is it
proposed to increase on the Continental standard of 0·7?
0-7?
This retrograde step will encourage viewing at closer
than optimum viewing distance in order to see the excess
horizontal information provided.
If we have this extra bandwidth "to
" to play with," why
increased
not use it to provide a 625-line picture of increased
aspect ratio? The result would be a picture with better
definition and more natural proportions than the present
625-line system, but would still be fully compatible with
it for programme interchange, simple line-by-line transtranslation being used.
Assuming, for instance, an aspect ratio of 55:3,
: 3, the
increase in definition over 405 lines compares as follows:
follows;
405 lines :: 11
625 lines : 2-38
2·38
625 lines
line!) : 3 (aspect ratio 5 to 3)
819 lines :: 4-24.
4·24.
The system compares reasonably well with the 819line system having less definition but making more use
use
of it, due to more natural proportions.
Hove.
MARCH.
R. C. MARCH.

Magnetic Static Switching
IN his article ""Nands
Nands and Nors and Sheffer Strokes''
Strokes "
(July issue) Mr. J. F. Young implies that transistor static
static
switching has virtually superseded magnetic static switching.
Whilst I agree that for computer and similar complex
circuits this is true, I would respectfully remind him that
magnetic static switching is very much alive and will
continue to find a substantial market for
for the following
reasons:reasons:—
(a) Only magnetic systems offer electrical isolation
between input and output circuits, a considerable advantage when preparing input signals from available
electrical parameters.
(b) Magnetic amplifier latching units will "remember " the signals over supply failure or switch-off
periods, by virtue of magnetic-core storage.
(c) Whilst the high-speed operation of transistors is
a great advantage in most control circuits, there are
some cases where it can be a disadvantage, with
spurious operations of latching circuits resulting from
from
short pulses appearing at input connections, etc. Magnetic amplifier systems can be arranged to operate
with time lags between a few milliseconds and one or
two seconds simply by varying the resistance across
a winding.
(d) The higher power level normally employed in
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magnetic units allows for lamp indication
indicatio n of
of the
the state
state
of each unit—this
unit-th is would involve additional
additional units
units in
in
transisto
transistorr stages.
transisto r logic, the ""signal
(e) In transistor
signal present"
present " state
state
successive stages which
varies between successive
which complicates
complicates
calculati
ons and makes ""fail-tocalculations
fail-to-safe
" design
safe"
design impracimpracticable. The magnetic system works on
on the
the basis
basis that
that
if a positive voltage (to
(t~ a common
co?Unon line)
line) exceeding
ex_ceed~ng 1.5V
l_.SV
is present, then the signal
s1gnal is
1s present,
present, which
wh1ch simplifies
s1mphfies
design work considerably.
conside~ab~y.
. ..
(f) Whilst not belittling
behttlmg the advantages
advantages of
of limiting
hrmtmg
all functions
functions to one type of unit, the
the W.
W. H.
H. Sanders'
Sanders '
system produces
produce s seven entirely different
units all
different .units
all using
using
identica
l
identical printed circuit boards and
and toroids.
tormds. The
The only
only
differenc
es
are
differences
in the linking, and diodes and
and resistors
resistors
on the board.
functions, i.e., Preamp-Inverter-ORThese seven functions,
Preamp- Inverter -ORAND-A ND /OR-AN D /NOT and LATCH,
AND-AND/OR-AND/NOT
LATCH , enable
enable the
the
perform ed with fewer stages
logic to be performed
stages than
than aa comcomparable transistor
transisto r circuit, thus minimizing
minimiz ing the
tpe difference
difference
in
in cost between the two systems. For
For instance,
mstance , the
the
transisto
transistorr circuit using eight stages, described
described in
in the
the article
article
(Fig.
perform ed with three magnetic
(Fig. 2) can be performed
magnetic stages,
stages,
additional facilities of
with the additional
o£ permanent
permane nt memory,
memory , lamp
lamp
indicatio
n, and up to 5S watts output. The
indication,
The cost
cost of
of the
the
three
three units would be approximately
approximately double
double that
that of
of the
the
transisto
transistorr units but the interconnections
interconnections would
would be
be fewer
fewer
and the power supplies to the three units
units would
would consist
consist
only of a single 12.5-0-12.5V
12.S-0-12.5V 50c/s
SOc/s transformer.
transform er.
.
To sum up, there are many systems where
where magnetic
magneu c
logic
logic will prove simpler, more reliable, and
and will
will offer
offer

addition al advantages
advantag es over transistor
additional
transisto r logic,
logic, and
and engineers
engineers
would be well advised to consider both
both systems
systems before
before
committ
ing
committing themselves.
themselves.
Stevenag
e.
Stevenage.
^
p.
P. DIXON.
DIXON .
W. H. Sanders (Electronics)
(Electronics) Ltd.
Ltd.

Back to Jorrocks
Jorrocks
ONE evening in spring, about
about the
the middle
middle of
of the
the last
last
century, two of the immortals
immorta ls were
were sitting
sitting by
by the
the light
light of
of aa
fire and drinking liberally of
of brandy-and-water.
brandy-a nd-wate r.
These were Mr. John Jorrocks,
Jorrocks, M.F.H.,
M.F.H., and
and his
his
Geordie huntsman,
huntsma n, James Pigg.
Pigg. The
The latter
latter was
was told:
told:
"Look
" Look out of the winder, James,
James, and
and see
see wot'un
wot'un aa
night it is," and, doing his
his best
best in
in the
the semi-darkness,
semi-dar kness,
was misled by a cupboard
cup board door
door painted
painted like
like the
the window
window
shutters
shutters.. ""Hellish
Hellish dark, and smells
"
smells (sic)
(sic) of
of cheese,
cheese,"
said he.
misrepre senting this epic
In misrepresenting
epic passage,
passage, Thomas
Thomas Roddam
Roddam
(August issue, p.370), only makes
makes the
the point
point that
that his
his notes
notes
might be mistaken for the real
real thing
thing by
by aa tipsy
tipsy man
man in
in the
the
dark. One looks forward to aa formal
formal ceremony
ceremon y of
of expiaexpiation, in which ritual brandy-and-water
brandy-a nd-wate r is
is drunk
drunk by
by all
all
Geordies present?
Newcast
le-upon- Tyne
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
p.
P. SHORT,
SHORT ,
Electrical Engineering
Enginee ring Department,
Electrical
Departm ent,
Kings College, Univ. of
of Durham.
Durham .

[We apoligize toto Mr.
Mr. Roddam,
Roddam, Mr.
Mr. Short
Short and
and all
all other
other followers
followers
the Master
of the
Master for
for having
having overlooked
overlooked the
the degradation
degradatio n of
of the
the imimprose which
mortal prose
which took
took place
place somewhere
somewher e between
between Mr.
Mr. Roddam's
Roddam's
correct) quotation
original (and correct)
the
printed
page.—Ed.]
quot·ati01l and
and the printed page.-Eo .]

HIGH-A
LTITUDE EXPLOSION
EXPLOSION :: EFFECTS
HIGH-ALTITUDE
EFFECTS OBSERVED
OBSERVED AT
AT TATSFIELO
TATSFIELD
successful, attempt at
THE third, and successful,
at exploding
exploding aa
nuclear bomb at high altitude in the
the nuclear
nuclear test
test series
ser:ies
at Johnston Island was made on the morning
morning of
of 9th
9th July
July
at about 0900 G.M.T. At this time aa watch
was
being
watch was being
kept,
kept, at the B.B.C.'s station at Tatsfield,
Surrey,
Tatsfield, Surrey, on
on
Sheppar
ton, Australia
Australia (11,710 kc/s)
Shepparton,
kc/s) as
as this
this was
was reregarded as a key station on which observations
should
be
observations should be
made.
On 9th July Shepparton
Sheppar ton was first
first observed
observed at
at 0700
0700
G.M.T., signal strength 50
SO AV/m.
p..V jm. Other
Other Australian
Australi an
transmissions on 9, 17 and 21Mc/s were
transmissions
all
weaker
were all weaker
08S4 G.M.T. the pen chart recording
signals. At 0854
recordin g of
of the
the
Sheppar
ton 11,710-kc/s
11,710-k c/s signal was started
Shepparton
started and
and at
at 0900.10
0900.10
G
.M.T. the recording
recordin g showed aa sudden
G.M.T.
decrease
sudden decrease in
in
signal strength of about 20 dB, which was
was accompanied
accompanied
by
by a roar of noise and rhythmic
rumbling
at
rhythmi c heavy
heavy rumblin g at aa
frequenc
frequencyy of about 130 c/s. At
At 0901.55
090l.SS G.M.T.
G.M.T. the
the
signal disappeared
disappea red entirely for 95
9S seconds,
seconds, but
but itit isis
believed that this was due to a transmitter
Aftertransmit ter fault.
fault. Afterwards it appeared with a slight increase
increase in
in level
level to
to
30 ,«V/m
,u.V /m and remained
remaine d until the
the scheduled
scheduled close-down
close-down
at 0915
091S G.M.T.
B.B.C. External Service transmissions
transmissions on
on 25,840,
2S,840,
21,710, 21,550 and 21,470 kc/s
kc/s all
all displayed
displayed fairly
fairly severe
severe
fiutt·er and heavy rumbling
flutter
whistles
rumblin g and meteoric
meteoric whistles were
were
frequent~y heard. This effect was
frequently
noticed
at
was first
first noticed at 0915
091S
G.M.T. (it was not present
0900
G.M.T.)
pres·eilt prior
prior to
to 0900 G.M.T.) and
and
continue
decreasing intensity until
continuedd with decreasing
until 0930
0930 G.M.T.
G.M.T.
when it cleared leaving the signal
weaker
than
signal strength
strength weaker than
before the effect started. The
The transmissions
transmissions became
became
normal at about 0940 G.M.T. The
The 17
17 and
and 15
lS Mc/s
Mc/s
transmis
sions from the U.K. were
transmissions
were unaffected.
unaffected. The
The
transmissions from Tebrau were
transmissions
at
were not
not audible
audible at 0915
091S
G.M.T. but 30 minutes later
17,755
later those
those on
on 17,7SS and
and
1S,310
15,310 kc/s were both stronger than
than is
is usual
usual at
at this
this time.
time.
094S G.M.T. transmissions
At 0945
Africa
transmissions from
from South
South Africa
(21,690 kc/s), Pakistan (21,590
(21,S90 kc/s),
kc/s), India
India (15,310
(1S,310 kc/s)
kc/s)
and Far Eastern U.S.S.R.
15
U.S.S.R . on
on 21,
21, 17
17 and
and lS Mc/s
Mc/s were
were
all normal, but Tokyo on
normally
on 15,235
15,23S kc/s,
kc/s, which
which is
is normally
weakly audible, could not
not be
be detected.
detected. A
A fading
fading recordrecording of Washington
Washing ton N.S.S.
N.S.S. on
on v.l.f.
v.l.f. (17.8
(17.8 kc/s)
kc/s) was
was not
not
440

unduly affected—perhaps
affected -perhap s some
some slight
slight enhancement
enhance ment was
was
apparen
apparentt but the received signal
signal is
is not
not particularly
particularly stable
stable
at any time.
.
The Tatsfield recording
recording equipment
equipme nt normally
normally operating
operatin g
on Pans
Paris 6,175
6,17S kc/s
kc/s to
to give
give early
early warning
warning of
of sudden
sudden
ionospheric disturbances
disturbances showed no
ionospheric
no significant
significant change
change
at the time of the explosion,
explosion, but
but after
after 1215
121S G.M.T
G.M.T. the
the
absorpti on increased
increased until approximately
absorption
approximately 1405
140S G.M.T.
G.M.T.
when conditions
conditions became
became normal.
normal.

" Junction
Junction Transistor
Transistor Circuit Analysis"
Analysis "
THIS new Iliffe book, written
written by
by S.
S. S.
S. Hakim,
Hakim, Ph.d,
Ph.d.,
B.Sc.,
B
Sc., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.E .E., is
is intended
intended for
for the
the advanced
advanced student
student
e1ectronic engineering
of electronic
not
have
engineer ing who
who may
may or
or may
may not have been
been
previous
ly introduced
previously
introduc ed to
to transistors.
transistors. For
For the
the man
man who
who
has not, the first two
two chapters
chapters are
are concerned
concerned with
with the
the
basic theory of semiconductor
with
semiconductor physics
physics and
and with the
the
derivatio n of several commonly-used
derivation
equivalent
commonly-us·ed types
types of
of equivalent
circuit, all of which are
are used
used in
in the
the relevant
relevant discussions
discus·sions
later m
chapters
in the book.
book. The
The next
next seven
seven chapters deal
deal,
theoretically, with aa wide
theoretically,
wide range
range of
of applications
applications in
in which
which
transistors are used in the
transistors
three
conthe linear
linear mode.
mode. All
All three configuratio
ns are analysed,
figurations
analysed, and
and aa complete
complete chapter
chapter is
is
devoted to a discussion
discussion of
of the
the negative-impedance
negative-impedance conconverterverter—aa device which
which is
is assuming
assuming rapidly-increasing
rapidly-increasing
importance. In the last two
importance.
two chapters,
chapters, an
an analysis
analysis is
is
given of the large-signal
large-signal (non-linear)
(non-linear) operation
operatio n of
of trantransistors, and transient
from
the
transien t response
response is
is dealt
dealt with
with from the
point of view of charge control
control rather
rather than
than the
the somesomewhat hard-to-pin-down
hard-to- pin-dow n small-signal
small-signal parameters.
paramet ers. SwitchSwitching and pulse circuits such
such as
as counters,
counters, analogue/digital
analogu e/digital
converters and logic circuitry are
converters
are described
described in
in aa practical
practical
way, and several appendices
appendices are
are concerned,
concerned, among
among other
other
things, with the evaluation
evaluation of
of transient
transient response
response using
using
the Laplace transform,
transform, and
and aa discussion
discussion of
of li-parameters
h-param eters.
. The book is published
publishe d by
by Iliffe
Iliffe Books
Books Ltd
Ltd., Dorset
Dorset
House, Stamford
Stamfor d Street, London,
London, S.E.I,
S.E.l, and
and costs
costs 105s.
lOSs.
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From Arctic Canada comes authentic
authentic
and dramatic proof of 6SR
BSR supreme
reliability.
reliability,

~~unsinkable"BSR

~
UA/6
04/6

'Unsinkable'BSR

What other changer would work
work normally
normally
after 3 weeks in the Arctic Sea?
Seal What
What an
an
example of built-in
bui lt-in ruggedness,
ruggedness, the
the BSR
BSR
dependab
ility that cuts out service
service
dependability
costs and keeps profits
profits high!
high! Leading
Leading makers
makers
select BSR Monarch autochangers
autochangers
for
perfect performance
performance
for reliability, perfect
and
styling.
and fine styling.
Mk
T
he sheer new UAI6
UA 16 (styled by
by
The
Snaith
Raymond Loewy/William Snaith
Inc.,) has dynamically balanced
balanced
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" A2Az(n.o)
(N.o)

trated in
in Fig.
Fig. 3.3. If
Ifthese
these are
are
trated
properly
adjusted (and
(and this
is
properly adjusted
this is
r
easily done), the normallyopen contacts of one set will
BI(N.C) b
close before the normally,
Bz (n
(N.o)
closed contacts of the other
3
Be
o)
0
°~~~
0
s
H0LD
HOLD-ON
set
j
J
-0N
set part. The other two sets
0
0
0
0
RLe
of contacts on each relay are
0
0
nv
o
"
o
~A3(N.O)~
^ O N A4(N.^t-n ^
0
4
of
on eachnormallyrelay are
the ordinary
'—' 4
justcontacts
FIRST
SECOND
FIRST \
/ SECOND
THIRD
DIAL SWITCH V
DIAISWITCH
DIAL:'SWITCH
' DIAL
SWITCH
DIAL SWITCH
open
type.
(I2-WAY;1-P0LE)
(12-WAY; I-POLE)
83 (N.O)
QZ-WAY; I-POLE)
(I2-WAY;1-P0LE)
(12-WAY; 1-POLE)
The coil resistance of the
BOLT
B'Kho)
be
relays must naturally be
RESET
RESET
PUSH BUTTON(N.C)
PUSH
BUTTON(N.C)
13·5V
selected to suit the particular
—I L,selected
~------~------~~--~~---1~----------~~~
|i
H voltage used.
battery
used. It will
battery
It voltage
will
be found that with a 13.5 V
battery, which can be conFig. 2. Circuit diagram of the lock.
structed from three 4.5 V
flat torch batteries, a 500
sequence so that the two relays are energized and ohm coil is suitable, and the relays will close firmly
held-on in the correct order. If the second num- and easily.
ber d.e.f. is dialled first, RLB
RLB cannot operate since
As in the case of the wafer switches, it will probably
contacts A3 (N.O.) have not closed, and there is be found that suitable relays can be found in the
no complete current path to the coil of RL
RLBB via government surplus stores, but in case of difficulty
f. Similarly, if the third number g.h.i. various firms who advertise in this journal would
d.e. and /.
is dialled first the solenoid cannot be energized probably make them to specification at a reasonable
because B3 (N.O.) have not closed.
cost.
The other possibility which arises is that of
The provision for operating the bolt electrically
dialling the digits in mixed order. For example, can be a source of real ingenuity. Many mechanisms
if the digits a.b.i. were set up at the first attempt are possible, and perhaps the simplest and stur.
sturdiest
d iest
the solenoid would be energized were it not for is the simple solenoid and plunger type illustrated
the presence of contacts B4 (N.O.). These contacts in Fig.
4(a). Another way of doing the job is to use
Fig. .4(a).
ensure that the solenoid cannot operate until RLB
RLB one of the very neat solenoids which are available
has been energized. Another set of digits which on the surplus market. (What would we do without
could cause false operation at the first attempt is the ex-W.D. shops?) This type of solenoid, which is
a.b.f. This is avoided by the use of contacts A4 illustrated in Fig. 4(b
4(b),
), has a coil resistance of
(N.O.) which only allow current to pass when RLA
RLA approximately 35 ohms and also has a built-in lever
system which magnifies the movement available to
has been energized.
Thus, as previously stated, it is necessary for half an inch or so. In the lock illustrated in Fig. 1,
the relays to be energized in the correct order, a solenoid of this type was used to move an ordinary
and this in turn means that the numbers must small door-bolt of the sort available at any ironbe dialled in the correct sequence.
monger's shop. The handle was removed from the
bolt, and a large hole was drilled in the movable
4(b). A small 8 B.A. bolt was
Construction.-In the particular lock constructed part as shown in Fig. 4(b).
Construction.—In
it was found convenient to mount all the com- fixed on to the end of the solenoid lever, using a hole
ponents on a single plate which could be screwed which already existed, and this was arranged to
to the rear of the cupboard door. This is not the project into the hole drilled in the door-bolt. As the
only possible arrangement, of course, and provided relay is energized, the lever withdraws the door-bolt.
that the three wafer switches are mounted behind It should be noted at this point that many of the
the dials the rest of the components may be mounted better quality door-bolts are provided with a ballelsewhere (inside the cupboard door for preference!). and-spring arrangement in the movable part, which
Having all the components close together, however, bears on the slide portion, giving the whole a "" silky ""
feel when being moved. This should be removed
naturally eases the wiring problem.
The wafer switGhes
switches used are quite standard to lessen friction in the movement.•
This type of bolt-withdrawing mechanism procomponents which may be available on the surplus
vided
ample strength for the particular purpose for
market, or otherwise can be obtained from Radio1 was required, but if it is
spares Ltd.f
Ltd. t Since these are quite ordinary items, which the lock of Fig. 1
felt that a stronger system is needed then there is
no more need be said about them.
It will be seen from the circuit of Fig. 2 that
each of the relays has three normally-open contacts,
and one normally-closed. Since the current which
NORMALLY
CLOSED
initially energizes the coil flows through the normally-closed contacts of that coil it is clear that
these and the normally-open "" hold on
on"" pair ·
should form a make-before-break combination if
NORMALLY
the relay is to hold satisfactorily. This is most
OPEN
easily arranged by using two sets of the more usual
make-before-break changeover contacts as illusmake-before-break
Fig. 3. Make-before-break changeover sets may be used instead
of make and break type in RL
nud RLB
RLB22 positions.
RLAA11,, RL
RLAAZ2,, RLbd
RLB 1 , and
t4-8,3 Maple
Maple Street,
t4-8
Street, London,
London, W.l.
W.l.
AI (N C)

hold-on
I RLA
RU
'—' 44

HOLD-ON

t
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plenty of room for experiment and improvement.
The " RESET " button can be any push-switch
Office-type
of · the normally-closed variety; a Post Office-type
switch was used in this case, and proved quite
suitable.
Refinements.—It
Refinements.-It is possible to add many variations
to the basic lock of Figs. 11 and 2, quite apart from
any questions of mechanical strength. The first of
these refinements should really be classed as a necessity. When the two relays and the solenoid are all
energized, the battery must supply a total current of
HOLE
HANDLE
HANDLE
DRILLED
HOLE DRILLED
IN BOLTv
REMOVED
IN BOL T~REMOVED
DOOR
BOLT

- --1-----

----

~

(a)

Fig. 4.

pu/1 type (a) and
Bolt mechanisms. Simple straight pull
(b).
ex-Government solenoid with lever (fa).

amp-a current well within the
approximately lA amp—a
capabilities of the torch batteries used. From the
point of view of battery life it is clearly an economy
RESET " button, releasing the
to operate the " RESET"
relays and the solenoid, as soon as the door is opened,
particularly if the door is to remain open for any
length of time. When the door is eventually closed
again, the combinations can be re-dialled to withdraw
the bolt, or the lock catch-plate can be shaped so that
the bolt closes of its own accord.
In spite of all these precautions it is inevitable
that the time will come when the batteries will be
" flat "~' in the electrical as well as the physical sense,
and will no longer be able to operate the lock.
If they are mounted inside the cupboard or on the
back of the door, this could be a source of embarrassment. For this reason, it will be seen from the
photograph of Fig. 1(a) that four small bolts are
mounted on the outside of the door. Two of these
are there purely for decoration, but the other two are
connected to the terminals of the battery. In the
event of battery failure, an external source of e.m.f.
can be connected across them, and the lock can be
operated in the normal way by dialling the combination, enabling the door to be opened without resort
to crow-bar or jemmy.
Another refinement which is quite worth while is
RESET " button by a microswitch
to replace the " RESET"
mounted on the inside of the door and bearing on a
stop inside the cupboard. When the door is closed,
the microswitch button is depressed and the battery
is connected to the rest of the circuit so that the
lock can be operated. As soon as the door is opened,
the microswitch is released, the battery is disconnected
from the circuit, and the lock is automatically reset.

auvantage from
This immediate reset is naturally an advantage
the point of view of battery economy as outlined
above.
When a combination lock is installed for any purpose the main point of interest is the degree of protection afforded by the lock against unauthorized
entry. The effectiveness of the lock will depend to a
certain extent on the knowledge of the person
attempting to operate it, and for the sake of illustration we shall be pessimistic and assume that the
burglar is a person who knows roughly how the lock
operates; knows that three numbers must be dialled;
are,
but does not know which three numbers they are.
If he is a methodical sort of chap, he will start by
setting the dials to 1.1.1., and will run through3 all the
= 1728
12.12.12.-a total of 12 3=1728
combinations up to 12.12.12.—a
combinations. After doing this, he will know that
the first relay will be bound to have been energized.
However if he is able actually to hear the relay clicking over either with unaided hearing, or even with the
aid of a stethoscope held against the door, then he
will be able to stop setting up the numbers before he
reaches the full 1728 combinations. It follows from
this that an obvious precaution is to mount the relays on sponge-rubber cushions or in a special
soundproof enclosure so that it is impossible to
hear the relays clicking over when they are energized.
An alternative circuit arrangement which could be
used to cause him some confusion is shown in Fig. 5.
This circuit still makes it necessary to operate the
dials in the given sequence, but now it will be observed that if the number a.b.f. is dialled at the first
RLBb will operate. However, since contacts A4
trial RL
0.) are not closed it will not hold on, and as soon
(N.
(N.O.)
RLB
as the digits a.b.f. are altered RL
B will release. This
false operation is of no assistance whatever in opening
the lock but it would serve to confuse the intruder
---------c~

Az (N.o)
HOLO-ON

RLA

-4-

Bz (N.o.)

HOLD-ON
0

~

^ o qi
THIRD N
Ai:SWITCH
DI
DIAL SWITCH
(i2-WAY; l-POLE)
I-POLE)
(12-V/AY;

T~R~~-

4

84 (N.O)

BOLT

~:-cHH

ineffectively.
RLB
Fig. 5. Circuit modified to make RL
B click Ineffectively.

digit f.
listening for the relays. If digit c. is larger than digit/,
the methodical burglar will reach number a.b.f.
RLB
before number a.b.c. and will hear RL
E operating.
He would then most likely remove his stethoscope
to reset the dials 1.1.1. for the second operation and
would assume that the first relay had energized and
held on. The second session of methodical dialling
RLBB and so he
would again cause false operation of RL
would get nowhere with his dialling procedure. He
might spot the fact that the two relay clicks occurred
on the same numbers, and might begin to suspect
that all was not as it seemed, but even so, this false
operation would cause him much confusion.
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in the
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digit, the
the alarm
alarm device
device will
will be
be
Fig. 6. Alarm bell rings
rings when
when switches
switches are
are set
set toto spare
spare energized.
contacts.
This means that the alarm
alarm sounds
sounds even
even when
when an
an
authorized person wishes
wishes to
to open
open the
the door,
door, but
but this
this
be thought that some further
objection if
if complete
complete security
further degree
security and
degree of
and
of protection
protection isis is not a serious objection
important. (Alarms
necessary. This isis easily
(Alarms on
easily arranged
on shop
arranged by
shop doors
doors
by removing
removing the
the protection are important.
solenoid and connecting
anyway.) It
It isis possible,
connecting aa further
possible, of
of course,
further set
course, to
set of
to
of three
three dials,
dials, usually do this anyway.)
identical with the first set,
circuit by
by means
set, to
means of
to the
the output
of aa hidden
output of
hidden switch
of contacts
switch
contacts turn off the alarm circuit
B4 (N.O.). To open this
desirable.
this lock,
lock, the
the first
first three
three dials
dials if this is thought desirable.
times, and
must be set three times,
A further desirable feature
and left
left on
on the
the third
third setting,
feature which
setting,
which could
could be
be incorincorand the dials of the second
second set
set must
must also
connection of
also be
be set
set three
of an
three porated is the connection
an alarm
alarm circuit
circuit across
across
times before the solenoid,
solenoid, which
which isis now
now on
an intruder
intruder who
on the
the the solenoid. Even an
who knew
knew the
the comcomoutput of the second set,
set, withdraws
withdraws the
the bolt.
bolt. This
location of
This bination, and also the location
of the
the main
main alarmalarmobviously increases the degree
degree of
of protection
protection afforded
afforded disabling switch would
would be
be unable
unable to
to operate
operate the
the
by a considerable amount. To
alarm sounding—surely
To start
start with,
with, the
second .alarm
the third
third lock without this second
sounding-surely
number of Set 11 no
no longer
longer causes
causes any
any mechanical
mechanical the ultimate in security.
motion in the lock, but
but merely
merely connects
connects aa source
source of
of
Clearly, then, there
there are
are all
all sorts
sorts of
of interesting
interesting
voltage to Set 2.
2. Thus,
Thus, even
even with
with imperfectly
imperfectly possibilities for those who
who wish
wish to
to protect
protect their
their gems
gems
mounted relays, a stethoscope
stethoscope isis of
of no
no use
use in
in deterdeter... and bullion from marauders,
marauders, or
or for
for those
those who,
who, like
like
mining this third number of
of Set
Set 1.
1. To
To be
be certain
certain of
of the author, have no gems
gems and
and bullion
bullion worth
worth proproenergizing the first relay
relay of
of Set
Set 22 any
any burglar
burglar must
must tecting, and who merely
merely look
look upon
upon this
this sort
sort of
of thing
thing
dial 1728 numbers
numbers even
even when
when the
the third
third number
number as an exercise in ingenuity.
ingenuity. For
For example,
example, what
what about
about
is correctly dialled on
on Set
Set 1.
1. To
To find
find the
the correct
correct a plug-board system on
on each
each dial
dial which
which enables
enables the
the
of Set 11 as
third number
as well
well he
he must
must set
set up
up aa total
total combination to be changed
changed at
at will?
will?
32
of 1728 numbers—a
numbers-a truly
truly astronomical
astronomical number
number
Have you for instance thought
thought of
of installing
installing such
such aa
which increases the odds
odds against
against his
his opening
opening the
the lock on the garage door?
door? Imagine
Imagine the
the scene;
scene; aa cold
cold
lock very considerably.
considerably.
wet November evening, with
with the
the fog
fog swirling
swirling around.
around.
Just to make it even harder
harder for
for him,
him, the
the dials
dials could
could You stand there dialling
dialling a.b.c.,
a.b.c., d.e.f.
d.e.f. .. .. . . well,
well,
be arranged in two rows
rows of
of three,
three, but
but in
in mixed
mixed perhaps not; it was just
just aa thought.
thought.
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CIRCUITS
DIODE CIRCUITS
NEW
TUNNEL
TUNNEL DIODE
NEW
USE AS HIGH-SPEED COMPUTER ELEMENTS
By MICHAEL LORANT

IXeSEARCH engineers of the International BusiRESEARCH
ness Machines Corporation's Thomas J. Watson
Research Centre in New York State have recently
achieved successful operation of a new·
new computer
circuit, a full serial binary adder, at ·a speed of
125 megacycles. This very high rate is made
possible by two
two.new tunnel diode circuits developed
at the Centre.
Several tunnel diode logic circuits have been reported in current technical literature, but these have
certain limitations when used in high-speed computing systems. The new circuits overcome some
of these limitations and make the practical realization of a tunnel diode computer more feasible.
The new circuits both use matched pairs of tunnel
diodes connected in series, and both perform
majority logic (produce an output whose polarity
is determined by the polarity of the majority of the
input signals). One circuit is unusual in its use
of delay lines, which give a flat-topped output pulse
and eliminate · undesirable interaction between circuits. The other circuit generates output pulses of
considerably greater current than is possible with
other matched-pair circuits. Both circuits have relatively large tolerances for power supply variations.
rate· has been achieved
A 250-megacycle operating rate
with the individual circuits.
The two new tunnel diode circuits are called
BLLE, for "Balanced Line Logical Element", and
Element ".
" Balanced Inductor Logical Element".
BILE, for "Balanced
The BLLE circuit (Fig. 1.) is especially suited for
performing logic, because it either eliminates or
minimizes a number of the most serious tolerance

INPUTS o-JI../\/VI,.-...-1~-+-~--.Jo\/VI.f\v---<J 0 UT PUTS

TD2

Fig. I. Circuit diagram of the "" Balanced Line Logical
Element". The delay lines provide a relatively flat-topped output
pulse and, in addition, decouple the circuit from its power
supply, thus permitting many circuits to be connected to the
same power supply.

Is#

This new experimental computer element, a full serial binary
125-megacyc/e rate, one of the
adder, has been operated at a 125-megacycle
highest yet recorded. The adder is composed of fourteen
matched-pair tunnel diode circuits. The wire loops above
the circuit board are coaxial-cable delay lines, an important
feature of a new tunnel diode computer circuit.

problems associated with very-high-speed logic circuits. The BILE circuit is well suited for driving
other computer elements, such as memory devices,
since it puts out a relatively large pulse. ·
The BLLE circuit is composed of a pair of
matched tunnel diodes in series with two delay lines.
or
7-!--in long coaxial cables, or
The delay lines are 7i-in
strip transmission lines, which produce a delay of
one nanosecond. A push-pull power supply composed of both d.c. and a.c. components is applied
across the series combination, and input and output
terminals are connected between the two diodes.
The d.c. component of the power supply is
adjusted so that the d.c. load-line intersects the
composite characteristic of the two diodes only in
their negative-resistance region. The circuit is then
unstable and oscillates. The a.c. component in the
power supply synchronizes this oscillation with the
machine clock. The polarity of the output pulse
of the BLLE circuit is determined by that of the
input pulse, which determines which of the two
diodes switches between the low-voltage and negative-resistance regions. The output pulse of the
BLLE is characterized by a relatively flat top (whose
width is determined by the length of the delay lines)
and very short rise and fall times.
The BLLE circuit minimizes some of the most
serious timing and layout tolerance problems inherent in extremely fast logic circuits. Like other
445
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of
of " Balanced
Balanced Inductor
Inductor Logical
Logical
Element". The use of inductors provides
provides aa relatively
relatively large
large
output pulse, which is desirable for
for driving
driving other
other computer
computer
circuits.
paired-diode circuits, it is sensitive
sensitive to
to input
input signals
signals
for only a very short time interval before
before itit switches.
switches.
This is an advantage in majority logic
logic since
since the
the
circuit will not in general
general be switched
switched incorrectly
incorrectly
if one or more of the input pulses
pulses arrives
arrives slightly
slightly
ahead of the others. Unlike other
other paired-diode
paired-diode
circuits, the BLLE has the additional
additional advantage
advantage that
that
its output pulses have flat tops and short
short rise
rise times,
times,
thus minimizing the synchronization
synchronization problem
problem for
for
succeeding stages.
An important advantage is gained
gained by
by the
the use
use of
of
delay lines in the BLLE
BLLE circuit. Ordinarily,
Ordinarily, one
one
of the more serious problems that arises
arises with
with tunnel
tunnel
diode logic circuits is the tendency of
of one
one circuit
circuit to
to
influence the · switching of other circuits
circuits connected
connected
to the same power supply. This
This is
is because
because the
the
produces aa voltage
switching of one circuit produces
voltage drop
drop
across the power supply, which
which tends to
to switch
switch the
the
other circuits in the same direction.
direction. If
If all
all circuits
circuits
switched at exactly the same
same instant
instant the
the problem
problem
would not arise, but there is always
always some
some spread
spread
in switching times. This problem
problem is
is eliminated
eliminated by
by
the delay lines, since the power
supply does
power ·supply
does not
not
" see " the switching of a BLLE until
until aa nanosecond
nanosecond
has elapsed. This is much longer than
than the
the possible
possible
difference in time between the switching
switching of
of any
any
two circuits on the same power supply
supply terminals.
terminals.
The second tunnel diode circuit
circuit developed,
developed, the
the
" Balanced Inductor Logical Element" (BILE),
(BILE), conconsists of a pair of matched .tunnel
tunnel diodes
diodes in
in series
series
with two inductors (Fig. 2.) The
The power
power supply
supply isis
similar to that of BLLE, as is the
the arrangement
arrangement of
of ininput lines. Two different modes of
of operation
operation are
are pospossible. In the first
first mode, both diodes
diodes are
are biased
biased in
in their
their
low-voltage positive-resistance region
region by
by the
the d.c.
d.c.
voltage, and the a.c. component
component of
of the
the power
power supply
supply
carries one of the diodes into its
its negative-resistance
negative-resistance
region. The polarity of the input signal
signal determines
determines
which diode goes into the negative-resistance
negative-resistance region,
region,
and hence the polarity
polarity of the output
output pulse.
pulse.
In the second operating mode of BILE,
BILE, the d.c.
d.c.
voltage biases one diode in its negative-resistance
negative-resistance
region while the other is in its
its low-voltage
low-voltage positivepositiveresistance region. Under these conditions,
conditions, the
the circuit
circuit
oscillates without need of
of the
the a.c.
a.c. power
power supply.
supply.
The a.c. voltage is then used simply
simply as
as aa synchronizsynchroniz446

ing signal to hold the free-running frequency
frequency at
at the
the
power-supply frequency. As
As in the
the first
first mode,
mode, the
the
polarity of the output pulse isis determined
determined by
by the
the
polarity of the input signal, which determines
determines which
which
diode goes into its negative-resistance
negative-resistance region.
region.
The use of inductors in the
the BILE
BILE circuit
circuit gives
gives
it two main advantages over previous paired-diode
paired-diode
circuits. The first is its
its ability to
to deliver
deliver relatively
relatively
high output currents: the output
output of
of other
other tunnel
tunnel
diode circuits is generally limited
limited to
to the
the difference
difference
between the peak and valley currents of
of the
the diode.
diode.
A second important advantage isis its relatively
relatively large
large
tolerance to variations in the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of the
the a.c.
a.c.
component of the power supply. This
This arises
arises because
because
the a.c. component is used merely to
to shift
shift aa diode
diode
somewhere into its negative-resistance region
region in
in the
the
first mode of operation, and to
to lock
lock the
the circuit's
circuit's
oscillations to the power supply frequency in
in the
the
second mode. The same considerations
considerations enable
enable the
the
BILE to operate with a power supply
supply of
of considerably
considerably
l{)wer
lower power than other matched-pair circuits.
circuits.

Flight
Simulation in
Flight Simulation
in Colour
Colour
EXTENDING the facilities provided by the
the well-known
well-known
static system, a new simulator by Redifon gives
gives aa visual
visual
presentation, in colour, of the terrain
terrain in
in front
front of
of the
the
" aircraft " so that, apart from a general
"aircraft"
general impression
impression of
of
realism, coloured-light landing aids
aids can
can be
be simulated.
simulated.
An E.M.I,
E.M.I. colour television camera is
is moved
moved past
past aa
relief model of the ground at a speed and
and angle
angle relative
relative
to the model which are governed by
by the
the pupil's
pupil's controls.
controls.
The picture is displayed on either an
an 8X6ft
8 X 6ft screen
screen by
by
means of a Rank-Cintel projector,
projector, or
or on
on aa 21in
21in monitor.
monitor.
"Weather" conditions are variable, as
as is
is visibility
visibility
and, together with flight sounds
sounds and
and accelerations
accelerations
already provided, the system appears to
to suffer
suffer only
only the
the
lack of a stewardess bearing coffee.
coffee. ·

•*«i-wM

m

i .m

The Redifon visual flight
flight simulator.
simulator. The
The position
position of
of the
the camera
camera
on its dolly is controlled by the pupil
pupil pilot.
pilot.
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FERRANTI T.R. CELLS
FERRaNTI

T.R.

CELLS

are
are

used
used in
in marine
marine radar
radar
throughou
throughout
the world
world
t the
A comprehensive range
range of
of T.R.
T.R. Cells
Cells isIs available
available covering
covering
frequencies from 2,500 Mc/s.
Mc/s. to
to 35,000
35,000 Mc/s.
Mc/s. Write
Write for
for further
further
information.
FERRANTI LTD·
LTD - KINGS
KINGS CROSS
CROSS ROAD
ROAD ·• DUNDEE·
DUNDEE - Tel:
Tel: DUNDEE
DUNDEE27141
87141

DS / TIOlfl
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Responses- continued
and Responses—continued
Excitations
Excitations and
By "CATHODE RAY"

LAST

just
you just
deserted you
unkindly deserted
JjAST month I rather unkindly
imposand imposabsurd and
apparently absurd
as we had come to an apparently
own
your own
found your
have found
you have
Perhaps you
sible situation. Perhaps
where
forgotten where
have forgotten
you have
way out of it. Most likely you
to
about to
recapitulation isis about
the recapitulation
we were. Anyway, the
begin.
of
idea of
the idea
with the
We had become acquainted with
its
in its
here in
Complex " isis here
complex frequency. " Complex"
made
number made
any number
denoting any
mathematical sense, denoting
ordinary
(an ordinary
real "" (an
one "" real
parts, one
genetal) two parts,
up of (in general)
(containing
imaginary " (containing
number) and the other " imaginary"
are
numbers are
real numbers
If real
-1).
is y' —
1). If
the factor j, which is
dishorizontal disas horizontal
paper as
of paper
represented on a piece of
the
to the
negative to
and negative
right and
the right
tances (positive to the
numimaginary numif imaginary
obtained if
left), logical results are obtained
(positive
distances (positive
vertical distances
bers are represented as vertical
the
Then, ifif the
downwards). Then,
upwards and negative downwards).
like aa
scales like
and scales
origin and
an origin
with an
paper is marked with
on itit
plotted on
be plotted
can be
number can
graph, any complex number
the
of the
smacks of
although itit smacks
idea, although
as a point. This idea,
a.c.,
studying a.c.,
in studying
useful in
so useful
occult, has been found so
involving
subjects involving
all subjects
as all
well as
impedances, etc. (as well
at
out at
handed out
now handed
vector quantities) that itit isis now
assuming
been assuming
have been
So II have
quite an early stage. So

sec)
per sec)
cycles per
w/2n cycles
or wll-n
sec, or
( w radians per sec,
itself (oi
real.
being thoroughly real.
natural
the natural
in the
appears in
But the same waveform appears
disor free response of aa circuit
electricar disan electrical"
to an
circuit to
up
made up
circuit isis made
that circuit
turbance of any form, ifif that
already
have already
we have
as we
which, as
wholly of reactances, which,
quantities.
imaginary quantities.
as imaginary
recalled, .are reckoned as
That is significant.
have
circuits have
all circuits
however, all
With rare exceptions,
exceptions, however,

v

frequ~ncy
radian frequency
real radian
the real
having the
Fig. I. Sinusoidal waveform, having
Fig.
the
as the
plane as
frequency plane
complex frequency
which appears on aa complex
jw.
imaginary j<o.

w,
w,

meant
what isis meant
know what
present know
all present
from the start that all
jX.
+ jX.
R +
being R
by the impedance Z being
more
little more
is aa little
frequency is
The idea of complex frequency
imaginof imaginspeak of
to speak
nonsensical to
recondite. It seems nonsensical
It
sense. It
mathematical sense.
ary frequency, even in aa mathematical
freordinary fredenote ordinary
to denote
silly to
particularly silly
seems particularly
invent
then invent
and then
numbers, and
quency by imaginary numbers,
numbers.
real numbers.
by real
denoted by
imaginary frequency, denoted
of
chain of
by aa chain
justified by
Yet this procedure is justified
the
by the
more by
still more
and still
logic, and
curious but unshakeable logic,
problems.
circuit problems.
solve circuit
to solve
one to
fact that . it helps one
real
single real
only aa single
has only
The only waveform that has
probe procan be
It can
1. It
Fig. 1.
sinusoid, Fig.
frequency is the sinusoid.
wellA wellsource. A
or source.
generator or
duced by a suitable generator
having
voltage having
say, aa voltage
known way of specifying, say,
an
But an
coswt.
V cos
or V
this waveform, is as V sin<ot,
cot. But
sinwt, or
are
there are
cases there
many cases
in many
and in
V eiwt, and
alternative is Ve™',
rather
this rather
preferring this
for preferring
good practical reasons for
surprising form. The most
the
thing isis the
surprising thing
most surprising
frequency
the frequency
about the
doubt about
no doubt
j, when there is no

t
reprefrequency repreimaginary frequency
an imaginary
form, having an
2. Die-away form,
Fig. 1.
quantity
negative quantity
as aa negative
frequency as
sented on aa complex frequency
fT.
as-/ IT.
such as—I

at
resistance as well as reactance.
considered at
We considered
reactance. We
inducand inducresistance and
saving resistance
length a simple one having
electrical
an electrical
to an
response to
natural response
tance in series. Its natural
for
2, for
Fig. 2,
in Fig.
shown in
form shown
disturbance has the form
;T
Ve-t' 1T,
expression isis Ve
which the mathematical expression
, TT
By
L/R. By
circuit, L/R.
the circuit,
of the
constant of
being the time constant
3
indicates aa
j w indicates
tl:J.e j<u
which the
in which
V eiwt,
analogy with Ve
'"', in
-1/T
circuit), —
or a circuit),
source or
real frequency (of aa source
1/T isis
regarded
be regarded
can be
because itit can
an imaginary frequency, because
by
represented by
frequency, represented
real frequency,
as derived from a real
by j.j.
multiplying itit by
by multiplying
jjT, by
the imaginary number j/T,
say
can say
we .can
farther, we
stage farther,
Carrying the analogy aa stage
Fig. 22
in Fig.
as in
voltage as
that a source that produced
produced aa voltage
T
-1/T, T
frequency —1/T,
imaginary frequency
would have the imaginary
V/e,
to V/e.
fall to
to fall
voltage to
the voltage
being the time taken for the
response.
as with the circuit response.
and CC
R and
L, R
elements, L,
three elements,
Circuits having all three
natural
have natural
to have
known to
are known
in suitable proportions, are
features
the features
combining the
3, combining
Fig. 3,
responses such as Fig.
graphicobtained graphicbe obtained
can be
form can
of Figs. 11 and 2. This form
other
these other
in these
ordinates in
the ordinates
ally by multiplying the
indices,
adding indices,
by adding
represented by
two. Multiplication is represented
36
typically e'eUb-a>t;
is typically
form is
exponential form
and so the exponential
-"*';
reprefound reprehave found
we have
which we
here the coefficient of t, which
in
So in
number. So
complex number.
is aa complex
sents the frequency, is

features
the features
combining the
waveform, combining
oscillatory waveform,
Fig. 3. Damped oscillatory
real
both real
with both
frequency, with
complex frequency,
of Figs. II and 22 and having aa complex
parts.
and imaginary parts.
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plane, points on the complex frequency plane, and the
Fig. 4, which depicts a complex frequency plane,
responses by lines drawn from one to t'other.
it would be represented by a point such as that ·responses
This is the method of poles and zeros, so called
marked with a cross, its distance from the origin
because all except the very simplest circuits have
being made up of real and imaginary ·parts.
We found the natural (imaginary) frequency of several natural frequencies, and the points to be
point marked are of two kinds: those where the frequency
the simple RL circuit, represented by a point
/T. The natural frequency so represented would make the circuit function
-11/T.
-w
on the —
o, axis, was —
of the resistanceless LC circuit, represented by a (impedance, admittance, or transfer function) zero
yLC. This too can be or infinite. They are marked respectively by noughts
point on the jj w axis, is 1/
l/vTC.
crosses:
T 2.• and crosses.
yT i1 T
expressed solely in time constants, as 1/
1/VT
For instance, the single cross in Fig. 5 is recogfiddle,
a
of
In this case you may think there is a bit
nized by the experienced (us, now) as our simple
T 22 is L/R and we said our RL circuit, the distance to the left of the origin
T 1 is CR and T.
because T,
circl}it
circuit had no resistance! If this worries you, try being 1/T. Its free response is revealed by the
position of the pole. The forced response to a
jw
source of sinusoidal voltage (marked by the point
jh-a
jw axis representing its frequency) is found
on the jo>
x.-------- j.6
4 . Complex according to rules, by measuring distance and
Fig . 4.
Fig.
frequency plane, on angle between the two points.
This was all right in the early instalments, when
genera/ comwhich a general
plex frequency is plotted the idea of a source of imaginary frequency was
X . If this is the
as a x.
too ludicrous for us to think of actually putting
natural frequency of a our definition of a pole to the test by making source
circuit, its free response frequency coincide with pole. But when we gave a
Fig. 3 type.
is of the Fig.
meaning to imaginary frequency, so that a real
-a
j (jw)
live source could have it, and found that it was the
transient form in Fig. 2, the idea that applying this
to an RL circuit having an identical natural frequency
studying the mathematical theory of limits.
In would make the impedance vanish .(because there is
the much more usual circuits that do have resistance, no distance between two coincident points) looked
voltage applied
the natural frequency is still expressible in terms ridiculous. Obviously such a transient
to a resistive · circuit couldn't produce an infinite
constants:
of these time constants;
response. (And if anyone, more cautious in his use
of the word " obvious ", put it to experimental test,
_:____!__ ± j J - 1 _ _ _ 1_
he would find that the response was indeed finite.)
T 1 T 2 4T 2 2
2T 2
- a shown in Fig. 4. That is where we left off.
jb —
which has the general form )b
One fallacy is to assume that a voltage applied
So the concept of frequency, normally applied
to
zero impedance will give an infinitely large current.
to
extended
be
can
waveform,
1
only to the Fig. 1
to Even
if we were to transfer our coincident points to
any form that can be expressed as an exponential
j w axis so that the voltage was of the familiar
the jo)
time function (e to the power of something times t).
t). waveform
(to a reasonably close approxiThat something is the frequency as plotted on a mation) bysupplied
Board, applied to a perElectricity
the
measured
is
frequency
real
which
in
4,
Fig.
like
graph
·
measured , fectly loss-free resonant circuit
and therefore having
along the imaginary axis.
zero impedance in the familiar sense, the current
This extended notion of frequency holds for would
large-at
not, even in theory, be infinitely large—at
both sources and circuits. When a source is applied least, not
in a finite time. It would grow at a steady
or
free or
to a circuit there are two responses: the free
a pendunatural response, whose form is fixed entirely by rate, as shown in Fig. 6, like the swinging of
lum
in
response
to
an
alternating
pressure
at its
the circuit, only its amplitude depending on the
source; and the forced response, whose form (in natural frequency. We shall see why later.
The free response would have the same frequency,
linear circuits) is a copy of the source's, only amplibut
constant amplitude, depending on the amplitude
linear
In
circuit.
the
on
tude and phase depending
source and the phase at which it was switched
of
the
circuits, the only possible free forms are expressible
as exponential time functions, so all of them have on. As we saw before, the free response is such, when
natural frequencies, in the extended sense. Sources, added to the forced response, as to ensure that
on the contrary, can be made to give any
any variation currents don't grow instantaneously in inductances
of voltage or current with time. Fig. 11 shows much or voltages change instantaneously across capacithe commonest. Figs. 2 and 3 are not so widely tances.
So even with real frequency it is a mistake to
favoured. But Fourier showed that any periodical
harand
fundamental
a
of
up
made
be
can
form
jw
monics, all of Fig. 11 form. And we mustn't overlook the one point common to both real and imaginary axes-the
axes—the origin. It represents zero frequency,
or d.c. It is an extreme case of any of the three
Fig. 5. Pole diagram for
forms shown, and in perfect analogy is denoted
the simple series RL
0
v.
Ve t, which is just V.
mathematically by Vc"',
circuit.
The two-fold response of a circuit to a source
can be calculated by differential equations, in which
--------~------+-----the exponential form is the basis for the solution.
But a graphical technique has been worked out,
in which circuits and sources are represented by
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t

Fig. 6. Forced response of aa resistanceless
resistanceless LC
LC circuit
circuit toto sinusinusoidal excitation.

applied to
to zero
zero impedance
impedance
suppose that a voltage applied
It would
would
would immediately cause infinite
infinite current.
current. It
take an infinitely long time.
time. So
So aa transient
transient voltage
voltage
would hardly qualify.
But there is a ·subtler
s ubtler obstacle
obstacle to
to our
our vision
vision of
of
infinite current. To understand
understand itit we'll
we'll have
have to
to
go a little more closely into
into how
how to
to find
find the
the twotwofold or total response.
response.
One method is to write out the
the relevant
relevant differential
differential
equation or equations—by
equations-by applying
applying Kirchhoff's
Kirchhoff's
laws-and
the approved
approved textbook
textbook
laws—and solving them in the
manner. Except perhaps for
for the
the approved
approved manner,
manner,
this is what we did two
two months
months ago,
ago, at
at least
least in
in
outline. The emphasis was
was rather
rather on
on avoiding
avoiding
differential equations, by
by noting
noting that
that with
with exexponential functions of time the
the process
process of
of differendifferentiation boiled down to multiplying
multiplying by
by the
the coefficient
coefficient
of t in the exponent—the
exponent-the thing
thing we
we now
now know
know as
as
frequency in the wider sense—and
sense-and integration
integration meant
meant
dividing by it. When the excitation
excitation is,
is, as
as commonly,
commonly,
sinusoidal, the complex
complex frequency
frequency isis jtu,
j w, and
and that
that isis
how we get the reactances jtuL
j wL and
and l/jtuC.
1/j wC.
Last month we learnt that
that the
the same
same principle
principle
was_
complex frequency,
frequency, so
so we
we could
could
was valid for any complex
apply it to sources having
having non-sinusoidal
non-sinusoidal exponential
exponential
forms, and we could
could apply
apply itit to
to the
the natural
natural resresponses of all linear
linear circuits,
circuits, for
for all
all of
of them
them are
are
exponential.
In the case of our old familiar
familiar series
series RL
RL circuit
circuit
with the sinusoidal source,
source, the
the by-passing
by-passing of
of differdiffer.ential equations leads to the
the familiar
familiar "" Ohm's
Ohm's law
law
for a.c." giving the forced response;
response:

I=
1=

When these complex frequencies are
are marked
marked on
on
the usual plane, they give us
us the
the pole-zero
pole-zero diagram,
diagram,
Fig. 7 (with no zero
zero in
in this
this simple
simple case).
case). In
In our
our
original rule for using such
such aa diagram,
diagram, the
the response
response
was obtained by dividing the
the excitation
excitation by
by the
the
length of the line joining
joining the
the two
two points
points shown,
shown,
taking into account also its
its angle
angle to
to indicate
indicate the
the
phase difference.
This directed
directed distance
distance now
now
This
appears in our equation
equation as
as .r—But
s. -S0 •
But whereas
whereas
our sSB8 was originally limited
limited to
to the
the sinusoidal
sinusoidal jw,
j w,
it is now free to
to roam
roam anywhere
anywhere on
on the
the plane,
plane, rerepresenting Fig. 2 or Fig.
Fig. 33 sources,
sources, for
for instance.
instance.
For the same reason, it is
is possible
possible to
to use
use the
the method
method
for finding the free response.
response. The
The natural
natural frequency
frequency
1/T, so
of this circuit is sse0,, —
= —
-1/T,
so the
the response
response isis
ich =
= Ae«
Aesct
(2)
(2)
constant whose
whose value
value we
we find
find (as
(as we
we
where A is a constant
did two months ago) from information
information about
about the
the
switched on.
on. (2)
(2) shows
shows that
that the
the
phase at which v is switched
form of this free response
response is
is as
as in
in Fig.
Fig. 2—as
2-as ifif we
we
didn't know by now!
At the moment of switching
switching on,
on, the
the current
current isis
scope for
for smart
smart Alecks
Alecks to
to conconzero, and there is no scope
fuse the issue by asking
asking whether
whether we
we mean
mean just
just
before or just after the contact
contact is
is made,
made, for
for we
we have
have
already noted that in an inductive
inductive circuit
circuit the
the current
current
grows at a finite rate,
rate, so
so itit makes
makes no
no difference
difference
which we mean. Therefore
Therefore we
we can
can say
say that,
that, at
at
t =
= 0, ji =
= f
is + ic =
== 0.0. From
From (1)
(1) and
and (2).
(2).
Vesst
Veisf
il =
=
+ A&ct
Aesct
r +
L(s.
- 5sc)
L(X —
C)
equating ii to
to 00 we
we get
get
Putting t = 0 and equating

vV

0 =
=

, +
A
+A
L(s.-sc)
V
.• A=
A= __
v_
••
L(s8 —O
- S0 )
L(h
..
V(esst _ e«
esct))
V(e^
and tt -=
= - L( _ —
..
and
)

..
(3)
(3)
L(5SS—i-Sc)
for any value of t. We
We now
now have
have aa beautifully
beautifully
0

5

Fig. 7. Elaboration of
sinuFig. 5 to show aa sinusoidal source.

v

V

+.

R T jjwL
")L
Those are peak values of
of current
current and
and voltage
voltage
(they could also be
be r.m.s.
r.m.s. values)
values) but
but now
now that
that
we are considering non-sinusoidal
non-sinusoidal transients
transients even
even
when the source is sinusoidal
sinusoidal we
we must
must work
workin
in instaninstantaneous values:
3M
Ye
Veiwt'
—
L(
jfJ+,;
L(jw+~)

t/Qjait
Veiwt

i = le'"*
Ie1wt =
= -—, .. ■ = —
R +JwL

The usual symbol for complex
complex frequency
frequency isis s;
as both sources and circuits
circuits have
have them,
them, let
let us
us
distinguish them as ss.s and sSc0.• In
In this
this case
case js.s isis
joi
jw and sSc0 is —1/T,
-1/1', so
so
Vev'Ve"'t
i = T-(1)
;—,
..
..
cd
s
L(s.-sc)
LD.
sj
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__S_c_=X__
-T--------+----symmetrical expression
expression for the
the total
total response,
response, in
in
terms of the source and circuit
circuit frequencies,
frequencies, s,s. and
and
s c respectively. What
What is
is more,
more, we
we have
have aa graphical
graphical
s,.
method of finding the total
total response—forced
response-forced and
and
free-of
excitation, not
not limited
limited to
to the
the
free—of a circuit to an excitation,
sinusoidal form but valid
valid for
for any
any that
that can
can be
be exexpressed as an exponential
exponential function.
function. Briefly,
Briefly, this
this
method is to regard the
the source
source frequency
frequency as
as just
just
another pole on the diagram and
and to
to use
use the
the rules
rules to
to
find each component of the
the response
response in
in turn,
turn, by
by
turn as
as the
the source.
source. In
In Fig.
Fig. 77
regarding each pole in turn
circuit pole
pole and
and one
one source
source pole,
pole, _
there is only one circuit
so only two components of
of response
response to
to be
be added
added
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together to make the total response. Each term
consists of an appropriate constant (in our example,
V
/L, where V is the peak value of the source voltage)
V/L,
multiplying e to the power of t times the complex
frequency of whatever is for the moment being
regarded as the . source, divided by the complex
distances from the pole of that source to all the other
poles. (By complex distances I mean distances
treated vectorially, with regard for angle.)
You will no doubt want to see how this works out
for a less simple circuit, but it must be remembered
that just now we are exploring what happens when
the source frequency is the same as the circuit
frequency, so that the two poles coincide. In particular, we were trying to imagine what would happen
if the circuit pole was as in Fig. 7 and the source
voltage as in Fig. 2, so that its pole was on the same
axis and could be made
wade to coincide by making its
rate of die-away the same as that of the circuit
transient.
As this condition is approached, the denominator
s ss —
- scc becomes less and less, and when the poles
coincide it is zero; that, in fact, was our definition
of a pole. So, according to the laws of algebra, both
forced and free responses become infinitely large.
Physically, that is absurd—which
absurd-which was our dilemma
last month. Or at least it would be if the forced
and free responses could occur separately. As they
cannot, we have the situation
(4)
i=CP-CP
which is not very helpful.
The mathematicians rescue us from this impasse
by rewriting equation (3) in a form where the difference between the two poles is shown as 8,
<>, a very
small quantity. The term is then expanded by
Maclaurin's theorem—we
theorem-we came across that in
"e
" e "-and
"—and 8S allowed to dwindle to zero. In this
subtle way, (4)
(4) is found to have quite a reasonable
finite value:
•

v

£ = rtesct

(5)

The significant feature about this is the factor t
that has joined the party. It ensures that the current
· starts from zero at rt =
= 0, and it would grow indefinitely (providing some basis for the infinite current
with zero impedance idea) if it were not more than
counteracted by the index ss cc which in this kind of
circuit is negative. In a resistanceless LC circuit,
of i would grow steadily
s cc is j (u
w00,, so the amplitude of£

-0 ·25

Fig. 8. Curves of excitation and response of a series RL circuit
to a Fig. 2 source having half the " frequency."
450

1· 0

4

55

f(sees)
t(secs)

-0·25

Fig. 9. Corresponding to Fig. 8 but with source and circuit
frequencies equal, achieving perfect (but imaginary)
resonance.
without limit (as in Fig. 6) if the frequency of the
source were the same.
It is quite interesting to plot the responses (3)
and (5). For simplicity let us chooseR
T =
= 1,
choose R = L = T
so s cc == —
- 1.
And for a source voltage of Fig. 2
form but different complex frequency let ss.s =
= -— i;
this puts the source pole half-way between the origin
and the circuit .pole. In other words, the forced
response takes twice as long to die away as the free
response. In Fig. 8 this form, v, is shown, and also
e-t
£, is plotted
&-* for comparison. The total response, t,
from (3); it starts from zero because the free and forced
responses exactly cancel out when rt =
= 0. Since
R =
= 1, the same curve does for vR, the voltage across
R. That is an example of economy of effort.
Since vL,
vL, the voltage across L, is what is left, it is
plotted by subtracting v,.
vR from v, with the result
shown. Note that it becomes negative, owing to
the inertia effect of L, so that after 1.4 seconds the
voltage across R is actually greater than that provided
by the source.
Doubling the rate of v die-away (i.e., doubling its
complex frequency) so that it comes into exact
resonance with .the circuit, and using (5) to plot
the results, we get Fig. 9, which is remarkably unsensational. So far from the response being infinitely
large, it is actually less than before, owing to the
shorter duration of the excitation. Otherwise, there
is no significant difference, although now the rise
from zero i is due to the factor t in (5), not present
in (3).
Well, I have only just managed to deal with last
month's dilemma and time is up. But I hope that
in the process the pattern of the whole subject has
become clearer.
·we
We are no longer bound to sinusoidal excitation
and forced response, but can find—either
find-either by calculation or graphically—the
graphically-the total response to any excitation that by hook or by crook can be manipulated
into exponential form. The weak spot is that so
far we have exercised these remarkable powers only
on a laughably small target. Next month, without
troubling to explain everything from the beginning,
I propose to demonstrate on something a little less
elementary.

I hope too much confusion was not caused last
month by certain transcription errors that appeared
1/2T2,,
in Fig. 5. 1/T2 therein ought to have
been 1/2T
2
and 1/4T22 ought to have been 1/4T222.• Also in Fig.
2 for iz"Pt please read iz"t.t. My sincere apologies.
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creases the sensitivity of
positwo posithe two
at the
Gain at
0.1dB. Gain
within O.ldB.
to within
20dB or 40dB to
of
bandwidth of
The bandwidth
controls. The
preset controls.
by preset
tions is adjusted by
input
the input
and the
( -3dB) and
4c/s-400k c/s (—3dB)
the amplifier is 4c/s—400kc/s
less
level isis less
Noise level
10pF. Noise
and lOpF.
3MO and
impedance is about 3Mn
dislOOD.k, disimpedance isis lOOflk,
of impedance
source of
75p.V when the source
than 75|uV
The
15kc/s. The
to 15kc/s.
lSc/s to
from 15c/s
1% from
than 1%
less than
tortion being less
made
battery, isis made
PP9 battery,
by aa PP9
powe11ed by
instrument,
instrumen t, which is powered
Herts.
Barnet, Herts.
High Bamet,
Road, High
Park Road,
Electronics, Park
by Levell Electronics,

Transistor
Transistor Tester
in
transistors in
low-power transistors
of low-power
characteristics of
STATIC characteristics
may
connection may
emitter connection
common emitter
base or common
either common base
hybrid
All hybrid
tester. All
M.L. tester.
the M.L.
of the
use of
be plotted by the use
n-p-nand n-p-np-n-p and
both p-n-p
for both
determined for
parameters can be determined
down
current down
leakage current
collector leakage
± 5%, and collector
types within ±5%,
instruthe instruon the
leaflet on
A leaflet
indicated. A
15/lA isis indicated.
than IS/xA
to less than
Company
Aviation Company
M.L. Aviation
the M.L.
from the
ment is available from

m
• • *2

i fji.
when
usedwhen
meter isis used
The meter
Standard. The
john Fluke Transfer Standard.
The John
Thermo·
determined. Thermobe determined.
to be
range isis to
the relevant voltage range
avoided.
couple burn-out is thereby avoided.

tester.
and tester.
analyzer and
The M.L. Transistor analyzer
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Limited, White Waltham Aerodrome, Maidenhead,
Berkshire.

Sensitive Pen Recorder
ALTHOUGH possessing a sensitivity of 0.1/rA
0.1,uA or
or
0.05mV, the Kipp ""Micrograph"
Micrograph " pen recorder is
is linear
linear
to within 0.25 %,
%, and
nnd the deflection accuracy is
is
better than 11%
% of full scale. Backlash isis less
less
than 0.25 %
% of full scale. Chart speed is
is adjustable
adjustable
to five values in each of three models and
and the
the comcomplete range of speeds is from 60-57,600 millimetres/

Kipp "Micrograph " recorder. Either rack—or
rack-or wall-mounting
wall-mounting
versions are available.
hour. A channel selector is available to
to enable
enable four
four
signals to be multiplexed. The recorder is marketed
by the Shandon Scientific Company Ltd., 6,
6, Cromwell
Cromwell
Place, London, S.W.7.

Indicator- Controller
Indicator-Controller
BOTH of these functions are performed by the
the InterInternational Instruments Model 2547, which is
is marketed
marketed in
in
the U.K. by Leland Leroux Ltd., 145 Grosvenor
Grosvenor Road,
Road,

5040 30 so mo '?

4

International Instruments indicator-controller. The limits are
set by the two pointers
over the scale.

Westminster, London, S.W.I.
S.W.}. Contactless, variable
variable limit
limit
trips are responsible for greatly improved operation,
operation, free
free
from contact resistance and bounce.
bounce. An
An extension
extension of
of the
the
pointer moves .between oscillator and
and pickup
pickup coils,
coils, the
the
output from the latter depending on
on the
the position
position of
of the
the
pointer. If the reading is beyond pre-set
pre-set limits,
limits, the
the
signal is amplified by a built-in circuit, while
while the
the readreading beyond limits isis still
still available.
available. When
When the
the parameter
parameter
returns within limits, resetting is automatic. The
The meters
meters
are available in current or voltage
voltage measurement
measurement form,
form, the
the
ranges being 50,aA-500mA,
50,uA-500mA, and 10mV-500V.
10mV-500V. AlternatAlternating voltage can be measured
measured from
from 50V
50V to
to 500V.
SOOV.
Protection of Silicon Rectifiers
Reci~fiers
ENGINEERS confronted for the first
first time
time by
by aa silicon
silicon
rectifier might be excused for suspecting that
that there
there was
was
a snag in it somewhere. And,
And, of
of course,
course, they
they would
would
be right, for even though the
the minute
minute device
device will
will rectify
rectify
enormous voltages and pass ridiculously high
high currents.
currents,

the price must be paid, and this takes the form
form of
of spike
spike
protection.
One is used to a certain amount of liberty-taking with
with
the older selenium and valve rectifiers, but the
the immeimmediate and noiseless result of this in the case of
of silicon
silicon is
is
catastrophe. The usual cause of the trouble is voltage
voltage
spikes on the rectifier supply line caused by switching,
or mains-borne noise, and the latest form of
of protection
protection
is a device known as the "Klip-Sel,"
" Klip-Sel," made
made by
by InterInternational Rectifier (Great Britain) Ltd., Hurst Green,
Green,
Oxted, Surrey. These are selenium rectifiers which
which are
are
specially made to exhibit a characteristic which is
is rather
rather
like that of a Zener diode, in that the voltage across
across it
it
remains sensibly constant for a large variation of
of curcurrent. Additionally, the device possesses aa large
large shunt
shunt
capacitance, and the two effects, when the Klip-Sel is
is
placed across the supply lines, tend to reduce in amplitude any transients that appear.
Klip-Sels are available in wire-ended cartridge
cartridge or
or
stack types and clamping voltage is from 63V to 890V
890V
at currents between 250mA and 15A.
Frequency Analogue Converter
THERE are many applications where a variable frefrequency signal is required to produce an output which is
is
the voltage analogue of the frequency, for example shaftshaftspeed control, conveyor belt control, or any application
application
where phenomena occurring at a rate of 2c/s to 400c/s
need to be measured or controlled.
controlled. The Grunther
Grunther InIndustrial Developments Lintegrater is an extremely linear
linear
and stable frequency discriminator working on the pulse
pulse
integrator principle. A voltage is developed across
across aa
resistor in the output circuit which is fed
fed back
back to
to correct
correct
for variations in the output due to load or
or supply
supply fluctuafluctuations. No periodic setting-up is required, and linearity
linearity
is 0.1%. The device will work with an input of
of greater
greater
than 200mV peak, input impedance being 1MO.
1MD. A
A leafleaflet is obtainable from the makers at 14, Oriental
Oriental Street,
Street~
E.14
E.M

Clock-face Indicator
THE long search for the ideal device for number indiindication is taken a step forward by the Mullard Z550M
ZSSOM
cold-cathode tube. It takes the form of
of aa central
central elecelectrode with ten more disposed in a circle, in the
the manner
manner
of a counting tube, and surmounting the whole, aa metal
metal
disc with punched-out numerals. When the
the potential
potential
applied to a given electrode is above that of the rest,
rest, aa
glow forms from this to the central electrode, and
and the
the
associated 3 m.m. numeral is indicated. The tube
tube is
is
particularly suited to transistor circuits, as the trigger
trigger
voltage needed is only 5V;
SV; power is 110V
llOV r.m.s. at
at about
about
3mA. The tube is 26.5 m.m. high when in the B13B
B13B
base and 30 m.m. in diameter. A complete description
can be obtained from Mullard House, Torrington
Torrington Place,
Place,
W.C.l.
London, W.C.I.

G.l.D. Lintegrater.
Four
G.I.D.
models areavailable
are available covering
20-400cfs.
ful/scale. Power
20-400c/s. fullscale.
required is about 12V
at 15mA.
12Vat
ISmA.
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for low signal-voltage applications, such as transistor
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DESIGN
FEEDBACK DESIGN
OF FEEDBACK
FUNDAMENTALS OF

FUNDAMENTALS

By G. EDWIN

IMPEDANCES
9—AMPLIFIER
9.-AMPLIFIER TERMINAL IMPEDANCES

Ihe use of negative feedback is often regarded
THE
frequency
the frequency
as chiefly directed towards improving the
amplifier.
response and reducing the distortion of an amplifier.
shall
we shall
When we come to treat this second aspect we
benefit
assessing the benefit
see that we must be careful in assessing
response.
of the apparent improvement in frequency response.
the
Improvement in gain stability is, indeed, often the
uied,
factor which determines the feedback to be used,
response
tlie response
for when reasonable limits are set on this the
adequate.
and distortion will normally be more than adequate.
parachief paraAnother condition which is often the chief
meter in deciding how much feedback must be used
impedances.
is one or other of the amplifier terminal impedances.
impedance
A simple example will show how this impedance
amplifier
specification may be made necessary. An amplifier
up
say up
us say
is required to feed a number of lines, let us
long
each long
to 20, each of impedance ·600 On and each
At
enough to require to be matched at both ends. At
600- Qn
shall put aa 600we shall
the sending end, therefore, we
presented
resistor in series with each line. .The load presented
down
1200 n down
to the amplifier may be anything from 1200
feeding
to 6011.
60 n. The practical application of this is in feeding
programme
central programme
a number of transmitters from a central
input.
the input.
controlled at the
source, so that the level is controlled
impedance
For a number of reasons the amplifier impedance
transmitter
should be low. First of all, the level to transmitter
the
of the
all of
A should not depend on whether any or all
is
this is
other lines are connected. An extension of this
are
all are
or all
that the level should not change if any or
Secondly,
connected while a signal is being emitted. Secondly,
lines
the lines
of the
if due to some fault there is noise on one of
impedcommon impedit should not get back through the common
other
the other
on the
ance of the amplifier and thus react on
might
amplifier might
lines. A specification for such an amplifier
60 n
to 600
call for a system to work into loads down to
This
2 n. This
only 20.
of only
but to have a source impedance of
line-to-line
would be determined mainly by the line-to-line
regulation
protection required but in other cases the regulation
Theorem.
is dominating and we must use Thevenin's Theorem.
which
The author recently encountered a problem in which
be
to be
required to
the amplifier output impedance was required
only one hundredth of the load impedance.
the input
with the
The other side of the story comes with
impedance. Here we may have a requirement for a
to deal
very high input impedance and may have to
input
the input
with the grid-cathode capacitance of the
not
valve. The resistive term is usually, though not
cirvalve ciralways, too high to be troublesome in valve
the
cuits. When we are using transistors, however, the
and aa
low and
rather low
input resistance will normally be rather
high
good deal of ingenuity is needed to achieve the high
impedances needed for some measuring amplifiers.
These are the two usual problems, but there are
impedhigh output impedreal practical demands for very high
source
ances. . One of these is to get a well defined source
impedance
impedance by making the amplifier impedance
extremely high and then regarding it as the current
Theorem.
ofThevenin's
Thevenin's Theorem.
generator in the Norton form of
the
A resistor connected in parallel then defines the
circuit
impedance. This leads to a relatively simple circuit

be
to be
and is very convenient if a second output is to
output
this output
taken off, without mutual interference: this
input
is, of course, in series with the first. Low input
comtypes of comimpedance is also needed for certain types
bining amplifier.

Effect of Feedback on Output Impedance
amplifier
To determine the effect of feedback on an amplifier
the
consider the
output impedance we shall first of all consider
arrangement shown in Fig. 51. Without feedback
the
and the
R 0 and
the output impedance of the amplifier is Ro
black
the black
equivalent source is shown at the right of the

,-------- ----l
I

(3V

1v1 l
I

v
I

L---- - --------.J

feedback
voltage feedback
for determining the effect of voltage
Fig.
Fig. 51. Circuit for
on the output impedance of an amplifier.

applying aa
box. The impedance is determined by applying
current II
the current
signal V to the output and measuring the
short-circuite d
which flows. The input terminals are short-circuited
feedthe feedif the
and if
so that there can be no input signal and
voltage
back were not connected the generator voltage
R 0•
= Rq.
V /I =
just have V/I
would be zero, so that we should just
With the feedback connected, however, there is aa
is
VH is
This signal, Vi,
{JV reaching the input. This
signal of fV
very
is very
It is
p. 1V1 • It
V 0 = fqVj.
amplified, of course, and Vq
open-circuit
p. 1 is the open-circuit
important to . notice that ^
much
amplification of the system which may be very much
is
This is
load. This
normal load.
greater than the gain into the normal
normal
because R00 may be very much more than the normal
may
the ratio may
output pentode the
resistance: in an output
load resistance;
for
equation for
be ten times. We can write down the equation
the output mesh
Vo)/Ro
- V
I = (V 0)/R0
= (V P-lfJV)/Ro
- /qm/Ro
=
p. 1 f3)
- Fif)
R 0 /(1 —
= Ro/(l
V /1 =
so that V/I
impedThis is the textbook form for the output impedp. 1 f3)
- mi/3)
(1 —
ance with voltage feedback. The factor (1
except
is similar to the one used in gain questions, except
negative
P.u and with negative
for this new meaning for ah,
feedback of normal form we can write
Ro/l P.1fJI
~ Ro/k^l
Ref! ^
^•eff
When
further. When
It is more convenient to go a step further.
terminal
the terminal
the normal load of the amplifier is R the
R
~ R
+ R), and when .R00 >
voltage will be V00R/(R00 +
usually
we usually
this reduces to VoR/RoV 0R/R 0 • The gain we
measure, with the amplifier loaded, is ^p. = f11-1R/Rr.
iR/Ry
R/1 p.f3 •
~ R/1f/5|Ref!
It is an easy substitution to derive R
e// sa
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I

I

'-------------J

Fig. 52. Circuit for determining the
the effect
effect of current
current feedback
feedback
on the output impedance of an amplifier.
By expressing the impedance reduction in this form
we have eliminated two factors which we usually do
not know, P-/t,1 and R00,, and obtained a form which is
much more practical. We see at once that with
20dB of feedback the impedance is 0.1 of the load
impedance so that the regulation 9f
of the system will
be 10 %. Our earlier discussions have provided a
warning against being too precise in expressing
results which depend on J-tf3,
up, because much of the
justification for using negative feedback would disappear if ix1-'- were really a well-defined constant. If
I| /x/j]
P-f31 is only defined as being between 10 and 20 it is
the sheerest pedantry to worry because (1 -— P-f3)
nfl)
is 11, not 10.
When the feedback is taken in series with the
output, so that it is proportional to the -current,
current, we
have the form shown in Fig. 52. Here we shall
write I100 == AV,
AV 1 and Vj
V 1 == BI, so that A is a measure
of the gain (which must be examined in more
detail) while B is a measure of the feedback. We
have very simply
R0
V=
= (I +
+ 1I00)) Ro
= I (1 +
=I
+ AB) R00

v

Reff =
= (1
so that Ij = Ref!

+ AB) R0
0

well within them if full advantage is being taken
of the flattening of the response, IP-f31 starts to
to fall
fall
and we become closely concerned with the actual
amount (1 —
- ixp).
P-f3). The impedance characteristic of
an amplifier is likely to preserve its wanted behaviour
only over the range in which the gain is high, and
_although, for example, the response may be flat up
to 20kc/s, the impedance may start to depart from
its carefully chosen very low or very high value at
only 2kc/s.
Let us now turn to the consideration of the input
impedance. In Figs. 51 and 52 we have applied
the feedback voltage in series with the input voltage,
but this is not the only way of connecting the feedback. We shall, however, treat this method first.
The input circuit can be drawn in the form shown
in Fig. 53. We have
Vx =
V1
= V0 + ixf}V
J-LfJV11
so that Vt1(l
(1 —
- /xf!)
P-f3) == V 00
and 1I00 =
j3)R00
= Vx/R
V 1/R00 =
= V00/(l
/(1 - fJ-tf3)R
The input impedance is therefore (1 -— P-f3)R
/i,3)R00
instead of simply R 00,, so that by this method of
connection we can multiply the input impedance by
about the usual factor I| P-f31..
The alternative arrangement is to introduce the
feedback in series with R00 in the way shown in
Fig. 54. For this circuit we can again write down
the equations, which are simply
Vo

=

V1

1
= (V„
(Vo - VyO/Ro
Vt)/Ro
lo0 =

Vf
V1 = ;x^Vi
P-f3V 1 = ixf3V
P-f3V0o
so that ~
= Ro/(l
R 0 /(1 -~ w3i)
P-f31) *~ Ro/MI
Ro/l P-f31
T"° =

0

The input
inlut impedance is here reduced by the
factor |Iixfi]
P-f3 in the region where this is high. This
form ·of the circuit is more familiar when drawn in
the style of Fig. 55 although it is quite easy to see
by using Thevenin's Theorem and looking in
in at
at the
the
point A that this is really just the same as Fig. 54.
We have seen that the effect of feedback is to
multiply the input and output impedances or
admittances by a factor (1 -— P-{3)
/xp) and that the method
of connection of the feedback path determines
whether it will be the impedance which is multiplied,
giving a higher impedance, or the admittance, giving ·
/iff is
is in
in
a lower impedance. This presumes that P-f3
fact negative. There is no reason why we should not
consider the possibility of J-tf3
/xp being in fact a positive

Now let us connect the system as an amplifier in
the usual way. We apply a signal V 00 and in the
absence of feedback we should get a current of 1I00
into a short-circuit at the output or a voltage of
+ R00)) across a load R. Thus A == I 00/V 00
I00RR00/(R +
and the usual gain with a load is 1-'fi- =
= ARR 00//
(R +
+ R00).). The current in the load is 1-'^- == I 00R
R00 /(R +
R00)) and it is this current which must be multiplied
by B to give Vx.
V 1. So
Vx1 =
= BV
V
= BI
BloRo/(Ro
BVoutfR
0R0/(R0 + R) =
mt/R
Fig. 53. Circuit for
Hence {3fl =
= B/R. From this we rapidly derive
^
determining the effect
AB =
= ^3(1
P-!3 (1 + R/R00))
of series applied voltage
No account has been taken of signs in this deriva- feedback on the input
lvo
tion but quite obviously to maintain the convention impedance of an ampliwe are using we must introduce a minus sign, and fier.
then we can write
Ref!
= [1 - ^(l
J-Lf3(1 +
Rer/ =
+ R/Ro)] Ro
Io
which, if I|/ij8|
P-f31 is large, reduces to
Reti
~
I
P-f31
(Ro
+
R)
Re// ^ 11^\
+
Normally, with negative feedback, we can say
0
that the use of voltage feedback will decrease the
; R
output impedance of an amplifier while the ·use
use of
v.
v
v,J'
vff
current feedback will increase it. Over the major " »
part of the working range and with the amount of
will
feedback commonly used the factor involved will
be I|^|.
be
P-f31.
Near the edges of the frequency range, and possibly

t

jv,
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-I
v
if l

11'°

u/SV,

Fig. 54. Circuit for
determining the effect
of parallel applied voltage feedback on the
input impedance of an
amplifier.
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Fig. 55. Alternative
familiar
and more familiar
version of Fig. 54.

know,
We know^
quantity having a value less than unity. We
extremes
indeed, from our earlier studies, that at the extremes
the
for the
of the working range it is very common for
phase of the amplifier to have come round through
the
180° and that this point, where we measure the
gain margin, corresponds to just such a condition.
shall
we shall
=:= 0.9, when we
p..f3 =
Let us take, for example, i'.fi
= 0.1, and in the circuit of Fig. 52,
p..f3) =
- fijS)
have (1 —
with current feedback, the output impedance will
of
factor. of 10. At the same time, of
be reduced by a factor
course, the overall gain with feedback connected
will increase by the same factor.
A reduction of output impedance of this order is
a matter of very considerable importance because itit
of
greatly eases the problem of obtaining amplifiers of
very low output impedance without introducing
as
large amounts of negative feedback. The system as
feeda whole will always be provided with negative feedcharacteristic s uniform but
back to maintain its characteristics
to
local positive feedback can be used at the output to
produce this lowering of gain, with a further reduc-

tion produced by the negative feedback. A split
we
If we
of this kind is easily seen to be desirable. If
p..f3 is to be
p..f3) and note that ^
- m©
look at the form (1 —
well
be well
in the region of 0.9 we see that mp.. must be
defined: obviously we must have as few valves in
the loop as possible. The working point of these
valves is then stabilized and the feedback adjusted
this
of this
to give the required performance. Circuits of
kind have proved very satisfactory in operation
although we have no space here to consider the
details.
infinite
The other application is the production of infinite
the
of the
input impedance. By using positive feedback of
type shown in Fig. 54 we can again get this multip..f3) which with p..f3 = 0.9 becomes
- M/8)
plication by 1/(1 —
using aa
work using
a factor of 10. For experimental work
be
can be
system of this kind, the forward gain /ip.. can
obtained from a high-gain amplifier with a lot of
negative feedback, the type of amplifier used in
analogue computers. This will give a small but very
be
to be
p..f3 can be trimmed to
stable value of fip.. so that njS
reliably within, say, 11%
% of unity. Starting off with aa
high impedance the resulting impedance will be as
high as the drift of the system will allow.
sort
this sort
> 11 in this
p..f3 >
It will be noted that if we make /ifl
two
the two
for the
of circuit, we shall have a negative value for
p..f3). There are
- ^3).
R/(1 —
p..f3) and R/(l
- /t3)
impedances R(1 —
important applications for this effect and we shall
discuss it.
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Satellite Tracking, by Stanley Macko. The techrestill renology of satellite launching and tracking isis still
people,
garded as a ""mystic
mystic art" by many non-technical people,
enmore enlittle more
a;nd
and this book is intended to convey aa little
the
on the
chapters on
lightment on the subject. Introductory chapters
disstructure of planetary systems are followed by aa distracking
cussion on the computation and evaluation from tracking
the
define the
data of orbital elements (parameters which define
are
satellite's track). The essentials of missile trajectories are
inthe
of the inbrJef descriptions are given of
explained, and brief
128.
Pp. 128.
strumentation of the Atlantic missile range. Pp.
Street,
14th Street,
John F. Rider Publisher Inc., 116, West 14th
New York 11, N.Y. Price $5.50.
Propagation,
The Wave-guide Mode Theory of Wave Propagation,
two
of two
Budden. A study of the propagation of
by K. G. Budden,
different
entirely different
types of wave which, though physically entirely
bewaves beRadio waves
po·ssess certain similarities. Radio
in form, possess
bewaves between the earth and ionosphere, and sound waves
treated
be treated
tween the bed and surface of the sea can be^
mathematically in broadly similar ways, and this book,
general
which is based on a series of lectures, deals in a general
A
systems. A
stratified systems.
way with wave propagation in stratified
variknowledge of calculus and the theory of complex vari(LonInc. (Lonables is assumed. Pp. 325. Academic Press Inc.
House,
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useof usecollection of
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use.
constant use.
in constant
ful formulae, constants, symbols, etc., in
and
U.S .A. and
the U.S.A.
The book was originally published in the
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the fact is reflected in some of the information given.
Ameri-:
Television, for instance, is assumed to be of the AmeriU .S.-tocan standard, and valve equivalent tables are U.S.-toLtd.,
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Price 15s.
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internathe internaof the
a list of British Standards, publications of
organizatiom are listed and briefly destional standards organizations
cribed. A list of British Standards Codes of Practice
British
in building and engineering is given. Pp. 670. British
Standards Institution, British Standards House, 2, Park
Street, London, W.l. Price 15s.
Intelligent Machines, by D. A. Bell. An introducthe
on the
layman on
tory text for the scientifically inclined layman
on
given on
subject of cybernetics. A broad background isis given
of
elements of
communication s and the elements
information theory, communications
information
specific information
more specific
control systems, after which more
machines.
learning " machines.
and "" learning"
is presented on computers and
philothe philoand the
Biological cybernetics are discussed, and
the
in the
with in
sophical aspects of "automation" dealt with
PitLtd., PitSons Ltd.,
& Sons
epilogue. Pp. 98. Sir Isaac Pitman &
W.C.2.
London, W.C.2.
man
roan House, Parker Street, Kingsway, London,
Price 12s 6d.
four
The Broadcasting of Music in Television. In four
parts, this B.B.C. Engineering Division Monograph isis
the
written by four members of the B.B.C. staff from the
operation.
and operation.
points of view programmes, engineering and
dealt
subjects dealt
In the section on operational technique, subjects
associproblems associwith include artificial reverberation and problems
is
section is
ated with operatic productions. A complete section
devoted to studio acoustics. Pp. 24. B.B.C. PublicaPrice
W.l. Price
tions, 35, Marylebone High Street, London, W.l.
5s.
Ss.
G.
E. G.
The Measurement of Frequency, by L. Essen, E.
on
Notes on
Hope and K. Morris. No. 28 of the N.P.L. Notes
techof techApplied Science, this booklet gives an account of
measurement
niques and equipment used in frequency
measurement
10
and
digital and
Both digital
to an accuracy of a few parts in 1010.• Both
H.M.S.O.,
16. H.M.S.O.,
resonance meters are described. Pp. 16.
9d.
ls 9d.
Price Is
York House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Price
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TECHN][CAL NOTEBOOK
Flutter measurement
measuremen t by pulse techtechniques enables measurements
measurements to
to be
be:
made on tape transport mechanisms
mechanismss
instantaneou
sly, and avoids the super-.
instantaneously,
imposition of playback flutter on that
thatt
incurred during recording. In aai
method described by A. Schulbach in
ini
Electronics for May 11th, 1962, twoi
playback heads are spaced apart by
by
O.lin, and the time taken
0.1in,
taken for
for aa rerecorded pulse to travel from one head
head
to the_
the other is
is measured.
measured. As
As the
the
pulse is detected by the first
first head,
head,
a monostable multivibrator
multivibrato r is
is trigtriggered, · the trailing edge of
of whose
whose
pulse initiates the operation
operation of
of aa
ramp generator immediately
immediately bebefore the arrival of
of the
the pulse
pulse
at the second head.
head. The
The outoutput of the second head is
is passed
passed to
to
a pulse shaper to provide aa sampling
sampling
pulse, which enables aa capacitor
capacitor to
to
charge to the instantaneous
instantaneous value
value of
of
the ramp waveform. If
If the
the time
time bebetween pulses varies, the
the capacitor
capacitor will
will
charge to a different voltage
voltage at
at the
the
onset of each sampling pulse
pulse and
and
integration of the capacitor waveform
waveform
yields the flutter "envelope." The
The
highest flutter frequency discernible
discernible
is governed by the speed
speed of
of the
the tape
tape
and the separation of
of the
the heads.
heads.

on 40kc/s
40kc/ s ultrasonic sound
sound waves
waves
which are generated by the
the corona,
corona.
The detector resembles a gun,
gun, being
being
built on the stock of an ordinary rifle
rifle
and using a telescopic gunsight.
Around this sight are mounted in
Around
in aa
circle twenty small ultrasonic transtransducer detectors, the spacing and
and
placing of these providing a recepreception beamwidth of less than two
two dedegrees. The trigger of the rifle acts as
as
as a switch for a transistorized
transistorized circuit
circuit
which makes the transducer outputs
audible through a small loudspeaker
built into the gun stock at ear level.
Static-like noises from the loudspeaker indicate that the device has aa
corona source exactly in its sights
Laboratory tests show that this new
corona detector is sensitive enough
to locate the ultrasound of running
water up to 20ft away. It can
ca!l also
distinguish sources only a few inches
mches
apart at a distance of 75ft.

Current stabilizer used in a surface
ionization type of mass spectrometer
spectromete r
is required to hold filament current
constant to within 0.01%, the operation being complicated by the presence of 6kV on the filament supply.
]. D. Milne et al. describe, in the
J.
Journal of Scientific Instruments for
" Ultrasonic Corona
Corona Hunter
Hunter ", as
as it
it is
is May, 1962, a method of obtaining the
called, has been developed
developed by
by three
three current stability while dissociating the
Westinghous
Westinghouse·e research engineers, stabilizer from the high voltage. Part
W. E. Pakala, J.
J. H.
H. Thompson
Thompson and
and of the a.c. filament current is passed
R. A. Lester, for detecting
detecting leakage
leakage through a torch bulb operated at less
of high-voltage electricity from trans- than rated voltage, so that the curve
mission lines. Such leakage wastes
wastes of light output against current is
is
electrical power and produces interinter- steep. · The light from the bulb is ininference. If there is enough of
of it,
it, it
it cident on one of a pair of
of OC44's in
shows up in the dark as aa hazy
hazy bluish
bluish a long-tailed pair amplifier, the relereleis
difficult
glow: usually, however, it
it is difficult vant transistor being made light-delocates
to locate. The new detector
detector locates pendent by the removal of its maskleakage from a distance by tuning in
in ing paint. The amplified signal is
used to operate a series-transistor
series-transistor
current regulator. Control of current is obtained by varying the standing current through the bulb, alalthough the use of an optical wedge
between the bulb and phototransistor
phototransis tor
is being considered.
Semiconduc
tor microwave sources
Semiconductor
have been developed by G. and
and E.
E.
Bradley, Electral House, Neasden
Neasden
Lane, London, N.W.10. The output
output
of an oscillator working at 125
125 Mc/s,
Mc/s;
which may be crystal-controlled,
crystal-controlled, is
is
applied to a reverse-biased
reverse-biased semiconsem~con
ductor diode, the non-linear capacicapacitance/voltag
characteristic of which
tance/voltagee characteristic
enables the generation of harmonics.
The efficiency, when used in
in aa 100
100
Me/ s doubler circuit employing conMc/s
conventional components is about
about 75%,
75%,
falling to 20% when used
used in
in aa wavewaveguide triplet
tripler from 3000 to
to 9000
9000
Mc/
s. If efficiency can be
Mc/s.
be sacrificed.
sacrificed,
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the multipliers may be given
given aa bandbandwidth of 30%, so allowing the
the I.f.
l.f.
oscillator to be varied. The ease with
which lower-frequency
lower-frequency oscillators
may be controlled eliminates
eliminates expenexpensive microwave a.f.c. devices.
New switch has been developed
by
developed ·by
A.B. Metal Products to accommodate
accommodate
the high surge currents (up
(up to
to 35
35
amps) associated with the
the use
use of
of
silicon rectifiers in the mains
mains circuits
circuits
of television receivers. Such
Such surges
surges
are caused by the combmation
combination of
of the
the
low forward resistance of
of such
such recrectifiers and the high value of
of reservoir
reservoir
capacitor usually employed. This
This
new series SR double-pole,
double-pole, on-off
on-off
mains switch is available with
with slide,
slide,
rocker, rotary or push-button actions.
actions.
Pumping lasers by means of
of explodexploding wires is being investigated
investigated by
by
Westinghous
Westinghousee Electric (see page 24
24
of the March 30 issue of
of Electronics).
Electronics).
Because they produce a very high
output in very short pulses, such
wires should be very suitable
suitable as
as
pulsed laser pump sources, although
at present they have not given
given laser
laser
outputs as high as the few joules
which can be obtained with
with normal
normal
gas discharge tube pumps. In
In the
the
experiments capacitor banks storing
abqut
about 30,000 joules of energy were
were
discharged through the wire, and the
the
line source output focused on
on to
to the
the
laser ruby rod by a polished elliptical
elliptical
stainless steel mirror.
Three-dimen
sional display system to
Three-dimensional
accommodat
accommodatee positional information
in two planes was described
described by
by
Coddington and Schipper at
at the
the
I.R.E. International
Internationa l Convention. The
The
display is formed by an electrolumielectroluminescent x-y matrix, a bright point
point
occurring at the intersection of
of enerenerco-ordinates. The electrogized co-ordinates.
luminescent panel is spun about
about its
its
vertical axis at 20 r.p.s., and the
the sigsignals to ·the
t he matrix are modulated
moClulated at
at
this frequency, the phase
phase of
of the
the sigsignals being governed by
by the
the z inforinformation. The spot then
then appears
appears to
to
float in space, and interpretation
interpretatio n of,
of,
say, range/bearing/height
range/bearin g/height informainformation is very much simplified.
Sputtering tantalum film
film resistors
resistors in
in
a partial nitrogen atmosphere
atmosphere inincreases their stability against temtemperature and time according to
to aa
paper given before the Electron
ComElectron Components Conference in Washington
by D. Gerstenberg and
and E.
E. H.
H. Mayer
Mayer
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
Laboratories .
Normally tantalum resistors are
are
sputtered in an inert gas such as
as
argon. However, this usually
conusually contains impurities such as oxygen and
and
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water vapour which then appear in
the tantalum films, producing resistors with a relatively wide range of
resistivity
resisdvity and temperature coefficient. These ranges can be greatly
gready reduced by adding small amounts (one
to ten per cent by pressure) of nitrogen to the argon so as to override
the other impurities. Resistors produced by this process are also more
stable with time by a factor of ten.
Biological transmitter power may be
obtainable from body movements
according to a paper given by F. M.
Long at the Internadonal
International Convention of the I.R.E. Normally internally implanted radio transmitters for
providing physiological data are
powered by batteries whose relatively short life limits the usefulness
of the transmitter. However, Long
proposes to use the relative motion
modon
between the diaphragm and rib cage
to drive an ordinary gramophone
pickup cartridge to produce a power
microwatt—such a
of the order of a microwatt-such
power being sufficient to drive a tunnel diode oscillator transmitter.

HIT ics*

LBULCTNJ

ORIGINAL PRODUCTS
ORIGINAL

PRODUCTS

SUB-MINIATURE MICRO-SWITCH
A fully enclosed, precision micro-switch, of
extremely small size, only 25/32in. long x -~in.
fin.
high x !in.
Jin. thick. Operated by a centrally
positioned button, switching arrangement is
either S.P.C.O. or alternative circuit. ConnecConnections are solder tags with contacts of Heavy
" Fine Silver
Silver"" for best possible electrical
performance.

List No. 5.800

Triple play tape introduced into this
country by B.A.S.F. has a total thick0.018mm—one-third that of
ness of 0.018mm-one-third
standard play tape. A polyester base
and normal magnetic coating are
4j
used. It is available on 3, 4 and 4±
inch spools
spools holding
holding 450,
450, 900
900 and
and
inch
1,200 feet of tape respectively.

THREE POSITION ROCKER-SWITCHES
A complete range of.
of moulded switches, consisting of eight double-pole and eight single-pole
models rated 6-10A. at 250 v. A.C. All are
manufactured to the highest possible standards,
and have smooth snap action, terminal connections and chrome plated dollies and fixing
fixing
Photomuldplier valve without an en- nuts are standard.
Photomultiplier
velope has been developed by the
International Telephone and TeleMINIATURE FUSE-HOLDERS
graph Corporation for use in outer
space · where, since there is no air, A new pair of panel-mounting Miniature Fusethere is no need for an envelope (see Holders,
moulded in glossy black bakelite, with
page 100
100 of
of the
the April issue
issue of
of Telepage
screw-in front knob, silver plated metal parts
communication JournaT).
Journal).
and shock proof construction. One model takes
Frequency divider or non-displaying 3/16in. x fin.
~in.
fuse links and the other
sealer is described in
in Rectifier News
scaler
published by International Rectifier. 5 mm. x 20 mm. fuse links.
The division is performed by the
" cup-and-bucket"
cup-and-bucket " or diode pump SIGNAL LAMP WITH BUILT-IN RESISTOR
staircase generator, a double-base A simple and inexpensive, yet very efficient
diode
used to
to ~mpty
empty the
the
~iode being
b~ing used.
" bucket."
staircase 1s
is exponen- Neon Indicator. Having a polished chrome bezel
bucket. The starrcase
stabihty of and a choice of three lens colours,
tial, but the temperature stability
colours. Red, Yellow
the device is such that jitter-free or Water-Clear, it is supplied complete with
operation is obtained, the ratio being
for imdetermined solely by the capacitors wired-in resistor and twin leads ready for
according to the
the formula
formula fout
fout == mediate use at 110 v. or 250 v. operation.
according
Cifm/Ci+Cj.
C1fin/C1
+C~. The diode, known as
QT-1,
the QT
-1, is designed specifically for
MAGNIFYING CURSOR INDICATOR
the triggering of silicon controlled
rectifiers, and operates over the range For easy reading and precise adjustment of dials
-65°C
— 65°C to 140°C.
that have fine legending etc., this accessory is
gaining popularity. Cursor gives approximately
X magnification and two cursor-lines avoid
2 x
parallax-error. Two models are available, nonilluminated or illuminated, the latter throwing
a gentle, uncoloured glow on the dial edge and
panel.

5.780-787
List No. S.780-787
List
List No. 5.790-797
S.790-797

List No.
No. F.
F. 296-297
296-297
List

List
List No.
No. D.84l/Voltage
0.841/Voltage

W/lifeyiBSe^ ..
List
No. D.
D. 845-846
845-846
List No.

FURTHER DETAILS/DRAWINGS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
G. co
0 ttd
TD
BYE-PASS
BARKING,
u
niiK.rinj
&
bye-pass
road,
barking,
essex,
A. :F.
ft. uuistaini
at
bu.
isftu.,
telephone: ROAD,
RIPpleway
5588 (12
(12ESSEX.
lines)
BU LGl N ..,
C
•L
., Telephone:
RIPpleway
5588
lines)
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UNJBJ[ASJED
By

M &
& B Tablets
M
THE title of this note is
is not
not intended
intended
to give a free adverdsement
advertise ment to
to the
the
well-know
well-knownn firm of manufacturing
manufact uring
chemists one of whose products is
is
popularly known by this name.
name. It
It
is intended to draw attendon
the
attention to
to the
fact that, as far as
as II know,
know, there
there is
is
no tablet commemorating
commem orating Baird's
Baird's
pioneerin g achievement
pioneering
achievem ent of
of transtransatlantic television in 1928,
1928, while,
while, of
of
course, Marconi's
Marconi' s parallel accomplishaccompli shment of transadantic
transatlan tic telegraphy
telegraph y in
in
1901 is recorded on
on aa very
very large
large
tablet erected at Poldhu in
in Cornwall.
Cornwall .
I think this is all the more dedeplorable because there can
can be
be no
no
doubt at all about Baird's accomaccomplishmen t, as I and many others
plishment,
others who
who
saw the pioneer picture can
can bear
bear witwitness. But Marconi's
Marconi' s reception
reception of
of
esses at Signal Hill, Newfoundland,
Newfoun dland,
was witnessed by, at the
two
the most,
most, two
people.
I raise this point now because
because amid
amid
pl:Eans of praise showered on
the pseans
on the
the
Telstar engineers for the success
success of
of
transatlan tic TV transmissions,
their transatlantic
transmiss ions,
it was stated by many newspapers,
newspape rs,
which ought to have known better,
better,
that this was the first time that teletelevision had bridged the Atlantic.
Atlantic. II
am glad to say that one or
two
or two of
of
the better-informed
better-inf ormed newspapers
newspape rs had
had
the grace to admit that Baird
was
the
Baird was the
first man to span the
the Atlantic
Atlantic by
by
television 34 years ago, in
in February,
February ,
1928.
Of course, Baird, had
had no
no Telstar
Telstar
to aid him, nor did he
he need
need one,
one,
because his crude 30-line picture
picture enenabled him to use waves of suflBcient
sufficient

Marconi memorial at
at Poldhu,
Poldhu, Cornwall
Cornwall
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overnight . Using this method it
overnight.
it was
was
not even necessary to
to put
put the
the wouldwouldbe morse ·learner
learner to
sleep;
he
merely
to sleep; he merely
had to take enough alcoholic
alcoholic drink
drink
to cause the inhibitions
inhibition s of
of his
his conconscious mind to be lifted.
This way of learning morse
morse bebecame extremely popular,
popular, and
and it
it sursurprised me that the Editor
of
those
Editor of those
days did not receive his
his due
due reward
reward
in the post-war honours
honours list,
list, for
for havhavpublish
what
ing the courage to
to publish what he
he
did.

GRID"
GRID "

length to be bounced across
across the
the
Atlantic by the ionospheric
ionospher ic layers.
layers.
transmiss ions were
Baird's transmissions
were received
received
with the same degree
degree of
of success
success and
and
with the same drawbacks
drawback s of
of fading,
fading,
distortion and atmospheric
atmosphe ric interferinterference as were the transatlantic
transatlan tic sound
sound
transmiss ions of those days. These
transmissions
These
drawback
drawbackss vetoed any possible chance
chance
of a regular 30-line transatlantic
transatlan tic serservice. Nevertheless
Neverthe less the
the first
first transtransatlantic TV transmission
was
transmiss ion
was
undoubte dly made in 1928
undoubtedly
1928 and
and not
not in
in
1962.
1962.
The only thing new
Telnew about
about the
the Telstar technique is
is the
the use
use of
of an
an artifiartificial astral body as
as aa relay
relay station.
station.
I recall someone advocating
advocatin g the
the use
use
of the principle during
during the
the war
war for
for
getting British propaganda
Gerpropagan da into
into German homes, this being very
difficult
very difficult
bv normal means as
by
as Hitler
Hitler had
had cuncunningly popularized
the insensitive
populariz ed the
insensitive and
and
unselectiv e Volksempfanger.
Volksemp fanger.
unselective
The
The
idea was to fly at ceiling
over
ceiling height
height over
Germany planes fitted with aa s.w.
s.w.
receiver to pick up the B.B.C.'s transtransmissions and a transmitter
relay
transmitt er to
to relay
them to the German cities, ten
ten miles
miles
or so below.

Somnid icta and Somnidocta
Somnidicta
Somnidocta
advertise ment in the June
AN advertisement
June issue
issue
of the American journal Radio
Radio ElecElectronics, invited readers to apply
apply to
to
Sleep-Le arning Association
the Sleep-Learning
Association for
for
details of how to learn the subject
subject of
of
their choice while they
slept.
they ·slept.
Apparent
ly this is done by means
Apparently
means of
of
a series of recorded lessons
lessons played
played to
to
them in their ·sleep.
sleep.
This system of somnidocta
somnidoc ta is,
is, of
of
course, merely a reversal
reversal of
of the
the rerecorded somnidicta
somnidic ta system which
which II
described in Wireless World over
over
eight years ago (July 1954) whereby
whereby
psychiatr
ists record the vocal rambpsychiatrists
ramblings of a sleeptalker,
sleeptalke r, and
and use
use them
them
to diagnose his
trouble.
his
The whole idea behind
behind these
these twin
twin
systems of somnidicta
somnidic ta and
and somnisomnidocta is, of course, developed
developed from
from
the fact that, in sleep,
sleep, aa person's
person's
normal inhibitions
inhibition s are lifted;
lifted; in
in other
other
words, his sub-conscious
sub-consc ious mind
mind is
is
stripped of the barrier formed
formed by
by the
the
conscious mind so that, among
among other
other
things, the truth about
about himself
himself can
can
be extracted,
knowledge
pumped
extracted , and
and knowledg e pumped
in.
There is, however, nothing
nothing basicbasically new in this
this process
process because
because over
over
twenty years ago
when
wireless
ago when wireless
operators were so badly
needed
badly needed in
in
the dark
were
the
dark days
days of
of the
the war,
war, details
details were
given in this
a
method
this journal
journal of
of a method
whereby one could become
become an
an expert
expert
morse reader and
and sender
sender almost
almost

Data or Danda ??
IT is with a considerable
considera ble amount
amount of
of
diffidence that I take up
up my
my pen
pen to
to
criticize what the Editor had
say
had to
to say
last month concerning
concernin g 405405- and
and 625625line TV.
His arguments
argument s were sound
sound enough
enough
but almost at the beginning
beginning of
of them
them
he gave us some very
very doubtful
doubtful data.
data.
In fact it was not
not data
data at
at all,
all, but
but
danda, which, of
of course,
course, means
means
somethin
somethingg which ought to
to be,
be, rather
rather
than something
somethin g which actually
actually is.
is. He
He
said: "...
" . . . the verdict of
of the
the viewviewing public ...
12 mil.. . has been
been that
that 12
million of them have
have seen
seen fit
fit to
to buy
buy 405405·
line sets, and take out licences."
licences."
Undoubte dly the issue of
Undoubtedly
of 12
12 milmil·
lion licences is a piece
piece of
of easily
easily veriverifiable fact and is, therefore, entitled
entitled
to be called data, but
but the
the Editor's
Editor's
assumptio
assumptionn that the number of
of people
people
who have bought sets is
is the
the same
same as
as
the number who have
have bought
bought licences
licences
is, I feel sure, all wrong.
wrong. It
It is
is what
what
ought to be, and not what
what is,
is, and,
and,
therefore , danda is the correct
therefore,
correct word
word
to use. Strictly speaking,
speaking, the
the words
words
here should be datum and
and dandum
dandum
as there is only one of
of each,
each, but
but we
we
won't quibble about that.
that.
The trouble is, I think,
think, that
that the
the
Editor has not the same knowledge
knowledg e
of human nature as
as myself
myself and
and the
the
Post Office authorities,
authoritie s, and
and so
so does
does
not realize what a large
large number
number of
of
unlicense d sets there are.
unlicensed

I .R.C. Exhibition
Exhibi tion
I.R.C.
I ·AM glad to see that the organizers
organizer s
of what was known
known as
as the
the Radio
Radio
Hobbies Exhibition
heeded
Exhibitio n have
have heeded the
the
criticism I made in these
these columns
columns last
last
January about the
name
of
the
show.
the name of the show.
I said the name of the exhibition
exhibition sugsugsomethin g juvenile, frivolous
gested something
frivolous or
or
lacking in dignity, like
the
old
name
like the old name
ping-pon g for table tennis,
ping-pong
and
tennis, and II
asked if any of you could
could suggest
suggest aa
better one.
I don't know which of
of you
you stepped
stepped
into the breach and
and suggested
suggested the
the
excellent name of International
Internatio nal Radio
Radio
Commun ications Exhibition,
Communications
Exhibitio n, but
but II
should be very surprised indeed
indeed if
if
the nomenclaturologist
nomencla turologist in
in question
question
did not see what II wrote.
wrote.
congratul ations to
My congratulations
to him,
him, and
and
to the organizers
organizer s for
for the
the choice
choice oi
of
·venue,
venue, Seymour Hall,
Hall, Marble
Marble Arch.
Arch,
London, W.l (October
(October 31st
31st to
to
Novembe r 3rd).
November
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